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ABSTRACT

THE SAGITTARIUS B2 MOLECULAR CLOUD
AN EXTREME CASE OF A GALACTIC CENTER

GIANT MOLECULAR CLOUD

MAY 1989

DARIUSZ C. LIS

Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Directed by: Paul F. Goldsmith

I develop a model of the Sagittarius B2 molecular cloud based on the 7 = l->0 and

2^1 transitions of '^CO and C^^O, as well as on the far-infrared and submillimeter

continuum emission from the dust, in order to determine the physical conditions in this

source. The total mass of the cloud is dominated by an envelope which consists of a

constant density component and a power law component with a radial exponent of -2.

The virial mass of the cloud is a factor of ~ 2 higher than the molecular mass,

suggesting that Sgr B2 is close to virial equilibrium. The Sgr B2(M) and (N) continuum

sources are situated inside small dense cores embedded in the extended clouds. The

middle source is much more luminous than the northern source. The observed change in

the middle-to-north peak flux ratio between 350 [i and 1300 |i is primarily a result of

the difference in luminosity. In order to compare Sgr B2 with other Galactic Center

clouds I observed the ./ = 1-^0 transition of ^-^CO in two selected Galactic Center fields

centered on the G 1.1 -0.1 and G359.4-0.1 continuum sources. The molecular clouds

observed there seem to be distinctively different from Sgr B2. They have similar sizes,



but their mean H2 densities, column densities and masses are a factor of ~ 3 lower than

in Sgr B2. The relatively dense gas present over the inner several pc of Sgr B2 seems

to be absent in other Galactic Center clouds. The far-infrared optical depth is also

reported to be low, suggesting that very dense cores with embedded continuum sources

similar to Sgr B2(M) and (N) do not exist in these objects. The disruptive tidal forces

acting on all the clouds have similar magnitude. Sgr B2, however, seems to be much

closer to the tidally limited density. The smaller Galactic Center clouds, although not

as dense as Sgr B2, are distinctively different from the disk clouds in terms of line width

and mean density. The high density seems to be a common characteristic of all

Galactic Center GMCs. It may simply reflect the higher density of the interstellar

medium from which the clouds formed.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Giant Molecular Clouds are a major mass component of the interstellar medium,

and have a fundamental influence on galactic evolution, as it appears that all massive

star formation occurring at the present time is associated with them (Blitz 1980). There

are ~ 3000 - 4000 GMCs in the molecular ring between 4 and 8 kpc from the Galactic

Center. A typical size of a GMC complex, approximately 40 pc, and a typical mass of 5

X 10^ Mq, yield an average density of ~ 300 cm"^ (Solomon and Sanders 1980).

The highest concentration of molecular material occurs at the Galactic Center. Possibly

due to strong tidal forces caused by high mass concentration, the clouds there have

densities and masses much higher than the values characteristic of constituents of the

galactic disk. Several of them (Scoville 1980) have masses exceeding 10^ Mq,

diameters in the range 50 - 100 pc, and infrared luminosities of ~ 10^ L^. The total

mass of the GMC complex at the Galactic Center is estimated to be - 5 x lO'' Mq,

approximately 10 times the total mass of HI in the nuclear disk (~ 2 kpc in diameter).

The Galactic Center region has been a target of extensive continuum and molecular

Une studies. Radio continuum data often have impressive resolution and sensitivity

(Downes et al. 1976). Molecular data, however, is liirdted to surveys with typical

resolution of - 6' corresponding to 15 pc at a distance of 8.5 kpc (Bally et al. 1986,

Heiligman 1987, Dame et al. mi). Detailed studies of Galactic Center GMCs other

than Sgr B2 with high angular resolution have never been undertaken. Even in the best

studied case of Sgr B2, the data is mostly limited to several characteristic positions

within the cloud.
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The giant molecular cloud associated with the compact H II region Sgr B2 is a

prototype of Galactic Center clouds. Situated ~ 120 pc from the Galactic Center, it

represents an extreme case of a molecular cloud in terms of mass and column density.

Nearly half of the known interstellar molecules were first detected toward this source,

and almost all of them were later observed there. Molecular studies of Scoville,

Solomon, and Penzias (1975) revealed the existence of a moderately dense region, ~ 45

pc in diameter, with an average density of ~ 1250 cm'^ traced out by CO emission.

A variety of different molecular species are observed in a 5 pc diameter core with an

average density of ~ 10^ cm"^ elongated parallel to the galactic plane (Cummins,

Linke, and Thaddeus 1986). Radio continuum studies (Benson and Johnston 1984)

show - 10 compact H II regions distributed in three groups: northern (N), middle (M),

and southern (S). Sgr B2 is also a strong source of infrared emission (Harvey,

Campbell, and Hoffmann 1977; Righini, Joyce, and Simon 1976; Gatley et al. 1977).

This is powered by massive young stars which also maintain ionized regions. The total

number of Lyman continuum photons from the northern and middle sources is

estimated to be in excess of 10^° s"' (Garey 1986). One of the most interesting results

of the early high resolution continuum studies of Sgr B2 is a striking difference between

distribution of the 53 [i continuum emission (Harvey, Campbell, and Hoffman 1977)

and the 1300 |i continuum emission (Goldsmith, Snell, and Lis 1987). The 1300 \i

emission peaks at the position of Sgr B2(N), where no excess 53 [i emission is

observed. It has been suggested that the observed change in the middle-to-north peak

flux ratio is caused by the fact that the northern source is situated behind the dust cloud

associated with Sgr B2(M), and that its emission is, therefore, attenuated by cold

foreground dust (Thronson and Harper 1986; Goldsmith, Snell, and Lis 1987).
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The goal of this project is to develop a model of the Sgr B2 molecular cloud

consistent with the molecular line and continuum data, as well as to determine the

influence of the Galactic Center environment on the structure of GMCs in this region.

Because of the complex structure of Sgr B2, the model is developed iteratively. Based

on the simple analysis of the J = 1^0 transitions of ^^CO and c'^O, the density

distribution in the envelope is first derived in Chapter H. Because of its low dipole

moment and fractional abundance, C^^O turns out to be a very good ttacer of the total

H2 column density along the line of sight. The / = 1-^0 transition does not trace,

however, the very dense and hot gas in the core of the cloud. This is a result of the

large partition function and small beam filling factor there. The conditions in the

immediate vicinity of the radio continuum sources are, therefore, determined by

modeling the submiUimeter and millimeter continuum emission from the dust (Chapter

ni). The dust models give estimates of densities and sizes of the northern and middle

cores, as well as luminosities of the continuum sources. The dust emission also allows

for independent determination of H2 column density. An absolute calibration of the

density distribution derived in Chapter n can now be carried out. Knowledge of the

density, velocity dispersion and dust temperature allows for determination of the kinetic

temperature of the gas (Chapter IV). This leads back to the molecular emission. The

emission in the / = 1-^0 and 2^1 transitions of '^CO and C'^O from the models

consistent with the continuum data is calculated using the Monte Carlo method and the

results are compared with the observational data. Conditions in the central region of the

cloud (~ 10 pc in diameter) are detennined through the statistical equUibrium analysis

of the J =5->4 and 12^1 1 transitions of HC3N in Chapter V. In Chapter VI the the

parameters derived from models of molecular line and continuum emission in Sgr B2

are compared with conditions in other Galactic Center clouds based on the 7 = 1-^0

observations of ^^CO. The results of this work are summarized in Chapter VII.



CHAPTER II

CO ISOTOPE STUDIES AND MASS OF THE EXTENDED CLOUD

In the present chapter I address the issues of molecular abundances in the Sgr B2

cloud, as well as the density distribution and molecular and dynamical masses of the

complex. Due to the low permanent dipole moment of the CO isotopes, their rotational

transitions are easily thermalized by collisions even at relatively low densities, and the

emission provides information about the bulk of molecular material distributed along

the line-of-sight. This property together with their relatively low optical depth makes

l^CO and C'^0 particularly useful for studying the extended cloud, ~ 45 pc in

diameter, with an average H^ density of ~ 2500 cm"l Molecules with higher dipole

moments are excited only at the relatively high densities characteristic of the central

region, which is - 10 pc in diameter.

A. Observations

The original set of data was taken between October and December 1986, using the

14 m FCRAO radome enclosed telescope at New Salem, Massachusetts. Additional

l^CO data were taken in May and June 1988 in order to extend the existing map and

fully sample the center of the cloud. The receiver system employed a cooled Schottky

barrier diode mixer and a quasi-optical single sideband filter with cold image

termination. The typical system temperature (referred to above the Earth's atmosphere)

at the low elevations characteristic of Sgr B2 was 800 K (SSB). Saturn was used for

pointing and calibration. The beam efficiency (product of the forward scattering and

spillover efficiency and the coupling efficiency to a uniform source filling the mam
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beam) was determined to be 0.45 at 1 10 GHz. The ^^CO emission (Figures 2.1 and

Table 2.1) was observed at 275 positions with 42" spacing centered on the position of

the Sgr B2(M) continuum source (a^^^^ = 17*^44'^ 10.5^ b^^^^ = -28°22'05"). The 42"

spacing is equivalent to 1.8 pc, assuming 8.5 kpc for the distance to the Galactic Center

(Kerr and Lynden-Bell 1986). The integration time was 90 s for the first set of data and

120 s for the second set of data, giving a typical rms fluctuation level of ~ 0.2 K after

smoothing the spectra to 2 km s"' velocity resolution (a typical signal-to-noise ratio of ~

13

10; 1 for ofif-center positions, and 30: 1 at the cloud center). A sample of five CO

spectra from a north-south cut is shown in Figure 2.2. The c'^0 emission (Figures 2.4

and Table 2.2) was observed at 155 positions, having 30" spacing in the central region

and 1' spacing away from the center. The integration time varied from 300 s to 1500 s

depending on weather conditions and intensity of the observed line. A sample of five

C^^O spectra from a north-south cut is shown in Figure 2.4. Additional high signal-to-

noise spectra were obtained at the (0,0) and (4,1) positions (offsets of positions are with

respect to Sgr B2(M), in minutes of arc) in order to determine the CO to C O

abundance ratio as a function of velocity. At the (0,0) position the rms temperatures

1

3

achieved for a 3 km s"' velocity resolution element were 0.035 K and 0.026 K for CO

and C^^O respectively. At the (4,1) position the corresponding values were 0.042 K

and 0.020 K for 2 km s"^ velocity resolution.

B. Molecular Abundances

Because the antenna efficiencies and beam filling factors should be nearly the same

for both transitions which differ in frequency by only 420 MHz, the observed intensity

ratio is equal to the abundance ratio provided that the '^CO line is optically thin, and

both lines are in LTE. The ^^CO and C'^O integrated intensities (Figure 2,5) show a

linear correlation for C^^O integrated intensities smaller than - 15 K km s
'
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(uncorrected for beam efficiency). For higher integrated intensities the curve flattens,

indicating saturation of the ^^CO line. The effect seems to be important only for

positions close to the center of the cloud. The average ^^CO to C^^O integrated

intensity ratio weighted by the inverse of the square of its error for 80 positions with

C^^O integrated intensides between 5 and 15 K km s'Ms 9.0 ± 1.9 . The average

unweighted rauo based on the same data is 10.4 ± 2.8 (the errors represent one standard

deviation). The results are not very sensitive to the fitung range. The rarios for 1 10

points with C^^O integrated intensities between 0 and 20 K km s"^ are 8.7 ± 1.7 and

10.2 ± 3.4, for weighted and unweighted averages respectively.

Knowing the ^^CO to C^^O intensity ratio in the optically thin case I can correct the

"^CO integrated intensities at the center of the cloud for the effect of saturation, as well

as estimate a profile average optical depth of ^^CO. If Robs is the observed intensity

ratio and R,hin is the ratio in the optically thin case as derived above, the profile

averaged optical depth, x, is given by

l-exp(-T) _ Rpbs
^2.1)

t Rlhin

The integrated intensity ratio of 6.2 observed at the peak of the emission yields a

profile-averaged '^CO optical depth of ~ 1 in the 0 - 100 km s'^ velocity range. The

conclusion of low ^^CO optical depth for off-center positions is further supported by

lack of variation in the antenna temperature with LSR velocity. The average ratio over

36 channels with high signal to noise ratio at the (4,1) position (Figure 2.6) is 8.5 ± 1.6,

statistically consistent with the previous value. At the (0,0) position (Figure 2.7), on the

contrary, the '^CO to C^^O ratio drops from 10.1 ± 0.8 in a presumably optically thin

component between 80 and 100 km s'^ (average over 7 channels with 3 km s"' velocity

resolution) to 3.1 at the line center. The line center ^^CO optical depth at the peak of the
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emission is ~ 3. Careful inspection of Figure 2.5 shows that the points with very low

C^^O integrated intensities tend to lie above the best fit line. Although the

18
observational errors are large due to the low signal-to-noise ratio of the weak C O

lines, the effect could be real and caused by non-LTE excitation of C^^O at the edge of

the cloud. Because the kinetic temperature in the outer regions of the cloud is still

expected to be relatively high, ^^C fractionation (c/. below) is unhkely to be responsible

for the obsen'ed effect. Based on the above data, I adopt the value of 9.0 ± 1.9 as the

average ^^CO to C^^O abundance ratio in Sagittarius B2. This value is very close to the

galactic plane average of 10 ± 1 (Penzias 1981), as well as to the value of 11.6 ± 1.3

given for Sgr A (Penzias 1980). c/.e value of 16 + 5 in Sgr B2 given by Penzias (1980)

seems to be too high, although the large error of this value makes it statistically

consistent with our data.

Watson, Anicich and Huntress (1976) and Langer (1976, 1977) have suggested that

the '^CO abundance should be enhanced in relatively cold regions by the chemical

isotopic fractionation reaction

i2cO + '3c+^i3co+i2c+. (2.2)

The reverse reaction is endothermic {^EIk =35 K) so at low temperatures the

abundance of ^^CO is enhanced. Since the average kinetic temperature in Sgr B2 is

higher than in dark clouds one would expect the '^CO to '^CO fractionation there to be

less than in colder disk clouds. A relatively low '^CO to ^^CO abundance ratio in

Galactic Center clouds (23 compared to 69 in the disk clouds) is indicated by

observations (Penzias 1980). Because C^^O is not affected by chemical fractionation, a

reduced ^^CO to ''cO ratio produced by chemical fractionation of ^^C should be

accompanied by an enhanced '^CO to c'^0 ratio. The observed constancy of the '^CO

to C^^O ratio as a function of position within Sgr B2 suggests that the ^^C is not
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fractionated. Isotope fractionation via reaction (2.2) will also be suppressed by the

relatively high gas temperatures, greater than 25 K, present throughout Sgr B2

(Scoville, Solomon, and Penzias 1975; Goldsmith, Snell, and Lis 1987).

The peak C^^O column density in the 7 = 1 level, within the velocity range 0 to 100

1 18

km s'\ is 3 X 10^^ cm"^, 77% of this being between 50 and 75 km s" . The total C O

column density (0-100 km s"^ is 1 x 10^^ cm'^ assuming 20 K for an average

excitation temperature along the line-of-sight. The total ^^CO column density is

determined to be 9 x 10^'^ cm"^, assuming the same excitation temperature, and the

*^C0 to C^^O abundance ratio of 9 as derived above.

The column density at the same position derived from the 1300 [i continuum

data (Goldsmith, Snell, and Lis 1987) is 2.2 x 10^^ cm"^. An independent confirmation

of a large column density comes from the shape of the far-infrared continuum

spectrum of the core of the cloud (Erickson et al. 1977). Assuming that the grain

emissivity depends on frequency as a power law with exponent e, Erickson et al. derive

100 |J. optical depths of 1.6, and 1.2 for e equal to 1.5 and 1, respectively. If the grain

emissivity is equal to unity for X= a, and the grain radius, a, is 0.1 la, I derive the grain

emissivity at 100 |i to be 3 x lO"^ and 10'^ for the above values of e. The column

density is given by

^ 2a9Rf.d xioo
^2.3)

3m// Gioo

With the grain density, p = 3 g cm"^ and the gas to dust ratio by mass, R^d = 100- ^

obtain the following formula

N// =1.2x10^1^. (2.4)

^ y 100
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which gives a column density of 6.4 x 10^^ cm"^ and 1.4 x 10^"^ cm"^ for e = 1.5 and

1, respectively. Taking 1 x 10^"^ cm'" as a conservative lower limit for the H2 column

density, I derive an upper limit for the ^^CO to abundance ratio in Sagittarius B2

equal to 10'^. This is a factor of 2 lower than the value characteristic of local clouds

(Dickman 1978). Because the ^^CO to ^-^CO ratio is lower by a factor of 3 in Sgr B2

than in the disk (Penzias 1980), the ^^CO fractional abundance in Sgr B2 is at least a

factor of 6 lower than in the disk. Irvine, Goldsmith, and Hjalmarson (1987), assuming

an column density of 2 x 10^-^ cm"^, conclude that the molecular abundances in Sgr

B2 are similar to those in several disk clouds. However, if the peak column density

is higher, as suggested by the continuum data, the fractional abundances of many

molecular species in Sgr B2 will be lower than in the disk sources studied by Irvine,

Goldsmith, and Hjalmarson. One possible explanation for lower molecular abundances

may be a greater effect of sticking of molecular material to dust grains caused by the

high density. Because the circulation time scale is longer than for typical lower density

clouds in the disk, the average rate at which the molecular material is returned to the

gas phase as a result of interaction with the interstellar UV field at the boundaries of the

molecular cloud is slower than for the disk clouds. Since the average density in Sgr B2

is high, the depletion time scale is relatively short (c/. Boland and de Jong 1982). This

combination of factors could result in a greater fraction of molecular material being

depleted onto grain surfaces. The wide variety of molecular species detected in Sgr B2

may thus be to a large degree a result of the very large column density rather than a

particularly large fractional abundance of these species.

C. Molecular Mass And Density Distribution

Assuming a ^^CO fractional abundance of 10"^, as discussed in section B, I derive

the total mass of the 27.5 x 27.5 pc region for which both C^*^0 and ^^CO data are
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available to be 4.0 x 10^ Mq. The first derivative of the mass contained inside the

region with a projected distance from the center, r, as a function of this distance (Figure

2.8) increases for r < 15 pc. This suggests that the mass outside of the region mapped is

a significant fraction of the total mass of the complex.

The functional dependence of the C^^O integrated intensity on the projected

distance from the center of the cloud can provide information about density distribution

within the cloud. The variation of the integrated intensity with projected offset is

shown in Figure 2.9, and exhibits a prominent central peak together with a smoothly

falling large scale distribution. This indicates a core-envelope structure for the cloud.

The C^^O integrated intensity is fairly constant for r > 5 pc suggesting existence of an

envelope with small density gradient. The sharp increase in the integrated intensity for

r < 5 pc can be attributed to a core. A single power law density distribution is unable

to reproduce observed flattening of the distribution for large values of r. I fit the data in

Figure 2.9 with a two component model of the cloud, consisting of a constant density

component and a power law density component extending inward to radius r^, and

outward to radius R. I thus have the following density distribution for the model cloud:

(2.5)

+ n2 R^r>rQ

Results of the computations for six density distributions with a = 1.5, 1.7, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0

and °° are presented in Table 2.3 (models A to E respectively). Because the central

position is characterized by much higher signal-to noise -ratio than any other position I

require the integrated intensity at the center of the model cloud convolved with 45
"

beam to be equal to the observed value of 37.8 K km s"^ Due to scatter in the data
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caused mostly by the non-spherical shape and dumpiness of the cloud, it is difficult to

find a unique solution to the problem. It appears that models with low values of a

(models A and B) have difficulty reproducing the data between - 3 and 10 pc,

predicting too high integrated intensities in this region. Models with a > 3 (models E

and F) fail to reproduce the data for / < 3 pc, predicting too high integrated intensities

in this region. A good fit to the data is achieved for models with a = 2.0 - 2.5 (models

C and D). A general ti-end is that higher values of a are accompanied by larger core

radii and lower central densities. The outer radius of the cloud (- 22.5 pc) is rather

arbitrary. It has been selected based on several points with non-detections in the

northern part of the region.

In the above calculations I assumed that the excitation temperature does not vary

with the distance from the cloud center. The C^^O integrated intensity is, therefore,

simply proportional to the total molecular column density. I believe this to be a good

approximation for the CO isotopes, which are easily thermalized due to its low dipole

moment. The magnitude of the errors introduced by this assumption will be checked in

Chapter IV.

Based on the models with good fit to the data I estimate the total mass within a 22.5

pc radius of Sgr B2 to be ~ 6 x 10^ Mq. My 45" beam does not allow for studying very

dense small concentrations which may exist in the core because the beam filling factor

of these fragments and their contribution to the total intensity of the CO isotope fines

would be relatively small. It has to pointed out that the molecular mass estimate given

above involves significant uncertainties introduced by c'^0 excitation temperature and

fractional abundance used in the calculations. It is very difficult to give an error for this

estimate. The true mass of the cloud should be within a factor of 2 of that given above.

The functional form of the density distribution should be much less uncertain, provided
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that the C^^O fractional abundance and kinetic temperature do not vary significantly

throughout the envelope. The discrepancy between the observed line profiles and

results of the microturbulent models discussed in Chapter IV, together with the results

of the SE models of HC3N emission presented in Chapter V, suggest that the coherent

structures traced by ^^CO emission may consist of small clumps of the type discussed

by Kwan and Sanders (1986). If this is the case the derived density distribution would

refer to a mean density in the envelope, being a combination of the internal density

inside clumps and their volume filling factor. The kinetic temperature of the gas in the

12

clumpy model would also be significantly higher than the value suggested by CO data

(c/. Kwan and Sanders 1986). It is impossible to estimate qualitatively how the clumpy

structure of the envelope would affect the derived mass and column density. The effect,

however, may be significant.

D. Dynamical Mass And Virial Equilibrium

The dynamical mass of the cloud can be estimated using the virial theorem (c/.

Dickman and Clemens 1983). Ignoring external pressure, rotation, and thermal energy

of the gas I obtain the following formula

M . = (2.6)

where a is the line-of-sight velocity dispersion, R is the radius of the cloud, and P

depends on the density distribution inside the cloud. Determination of the line-of-sight

velocity dispersion is a non-trivial problem. The C'^0 line profile averaged over the

region mapped yields values of a ranging from 7.0 km s'' using the velocity range 50

to 75 km s\ to 20.7 km s"' using the velocity range 10 to 100 km s and 24.9 km s"^

using the velocity range 0 to 1 10 km s"^ The last value gives a dynamical mass
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estimate of 16 x 10^ M^, taking 22.5 pc for the outer radius of the cloud, and p = 1.6 as

determined for the best fit model clouds with a = 2 - 2.5, as discussed in section B. The

largest contribution to the dispersion clearly comes from the low level emission at

extreme velocities. Using the 7 = 1-^0 transition of C^^O or ^^CO (as opposed to

higher transitions) for determination of a can be misleading since these lines can be

contaminated by emission coming from regions along the line of sight which are not

associated with Sgr B2. In fact, the ^^CO spectra show low level emission with antenna

temperature of - 1 to 2 K in the velocity range -100 to 200 km s"^ Higher transitions

of either isotope should be much less susceptible to this effect because the gas

distributed along the line of sight is characterized by relatively low excitation

temperature so it contributes less to higher transitions than it does to the i = 1^0

transition. The value of 16 x 10^ given above is, therefore, an upper limit to the

dynamical mass of the cloud.

Due to scatter of the data in Figure 2.9, the estimate of the cloud radius given above

can involve significant uncertainties, which lead to an uncertainty in the dynamical

mass of the cloud as given by equation (2.3). In order to avoid this problem as well as

to make our results easier to compare with previous work I compute the virial mass

using the method of Solomon et al. (1987). The size parameter S = 7.4 pc determined

from ^^CO data and the velocity dispersion o = 25 km s'^ yield a virial mass of 9 x 10*^

Mq, assuming a projection factor of 2.9 which is appropriate for a power law density

distribution with a = 1 [c/. equation (2) of Solomon et al.]. Sgr B2 is situated far above

the best fit line in the size-line width diagram defined by clouds studied by Solomon et

al. The average surface density (- 4 x 10^ pc'^) is about two orders of magnitude

higher than the typical value (170 pc"^). Sgr B2 clearly does not obey the standard

mass-line width and mass-radius relations characteristic of GMCs in the galactic disk.
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An alternative algorithm for computing the virial mass from observational data has

been proposed by Langer et al. (1989). The virial mass of the cloud is given by the

following formula

M = 6AQrf^ v,J- D^pc ,
(2-7)

where Dj^c is the distance to the cloud in kpc and the harmonic mean size, r^^, in

minutes of arc, is defined as

2 E ,
j<k,n,p 'jl<-

(2.8)

The rms velocity dispersion is

i.n ui

ITir

(2.9)

The first summation index denotes spatial coordinates and the second a velocity

channel. When applied to our data this method gives a virial mass of 14 x 10^ M^.

The three methods discussed above give a virial mass of Sgr B2 between 9 and 16 x

10^ Mq with an average of ~ 13 x 10^ M^, approximately a factor of 2 higher than the

molecular mass estimate given in the previous section (6 x lO'' M^). The uncertainties

involved are very difficult to estimate for any of the method of virial mass

determination used. The differences between the three estimates suggest that an error of

about a factor of 2 does not seem unreasonable. The virial mass of the cloud is,

therefore, quite close to the molecular mass estimate given in the previous section
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taking into account uncertainties involved in both methods of mass detemiination (for

example, the not well known fractional abundances, and errors in determining the

velocity dispersion). I conclude that Sgr B2 is close to virial equilibrium, similar to

GMC complexes in the first quadrant of the galactic disk (Dame et al. 1986; Solomon et

al. 1987).

Several mechanisms could be playing a role in detennining the distinctive high

density and line width for Sgr B2, with the cloud conforming to the virial equilibrium

that is the rule among GMCs. Tidal forces can have a major effect on molecular clouds,

especially in the inner galaxy (Stark and Blitz 1978). The differential rotation sets a

lower limit to the mean density for a cloud to be bound (Bania, Stark, and Heiligman

1986). Extrapolation to the 120 pc galactocentric distance of Sgr B2 is highly uncertain

but scaling the tidally limited density as /?"^ (Stark and Blitz 1978) yields nj = 3x10''

cm"^. This is greater than the density I derive for the region outside the central ~ 2 pc

core of Sgr B2. This could indicate that the gravitational potential so close to the

Galactic Center is not so simply behaved as assumed, or that the outer parts of Sgr B2

are, in fact not gravitationally bound as suggested by Oort (1977). One can estimate the

magnetic field strength required for magnetic support of the cloud, which for regions

with mainly nonthermal motions is given by

1

5

G
'^ = 84— (^iG), (2.10)

R R

where the velocity dispersion, a, is in km s"^ and the cloud radius, R, is in pc (Myers

and Goodman 1988). Taking ct = 25 km s"^ and/? = 22.5 pc I obtain B = 2300 ^iG.

This very large value reflects the large velocity dispersion for a cloud the size of Sgr

B2, but there is no presently available observational data that can decide the issue of

magnetic support for this cloud.
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The fragments or clumps of molecular material surrounding the core of Sgr B2 are

potentially valuable probes of its dynamical state. The observed line width of the CO

lines increases with the projected distance from the center of the cloud (compare

Figures 2.6a and 2.7a). High and low velocity components in the ^''CO spectra are

more often observed at off-center posidons, suggesung that fragments existing in the

cloud envelope are in a randomly oriented orbits about the center of mass, rather than

participating in a systematic flow such as collapse. An estimate of the dynamical mass

of the cloud can be obtained from the analysis of small clumps with LSR velocities

higher than 100 km s"' observed in the '^CO maps. For a set of N small clumps in

elliptical orbits around die center of the cloud, the dynamical mass is given by

M,yn = -^ (2.11)

where Av^,- is the radial velocity shift of the i -th clump from the mean line velocity, r,

its projected distance from the center of the cloud, and y depends on the geometry of the

system and the orbit parameters. Bahcall and Tremaine (1981) addressed the problem

for a spherical system of test particles in the gravitational potential of a massive central

object. In the absence of any specific informadon on the distribution of eccentricides,

their preferred estimator of the mass gives y = 24/7t. This leads to the mass estimate of

3.8 X 10^ Mq, when applied to the data for four clumps observed in the ^^CO spectra.

It should be pointed out, however, that the observational data has a significant statistical

bias. Clumps with small velocity offsets from the line center are blended with the

emission from the core and are, therefore, undetectable. Due to this effect I observe

only clumps with large velocity offsets ( - 45 km s"' ) which are likely to be close to

the pericenters of their orbits. In this case the parameter y is much smaller, typically on

the order of unity. Setting y = 1 gives to a lower limit of 5 x 10^ for the mass of
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the cloud which agrees well with the mass determination given above. Additional

observations with higher sensitivity will be required to more fully explore this method

of determining molecular cloud mass.

E. Conclusion

The present observations of the CO isotopes in the Sgr B2 molecular cloud give a

^^CO to C^^O abundance ratio of 9.0 ± 1.9, consistent with the average ratio in the disk

and other Galactic Center sources. Comparison of the ^^CO column density based on

the present data with R, column density based on the 1300 |i continuum data gives an

upper limit of 10"^ for the ^^CO fractional abundance, a factor of 2 lower than the local

value. The '^CO/H^ abundance ratio is a factor of 6 lower than the local value due to

the lower '^CO to ^^CO ratio. The H2 column density suggested by the continuum data

for Sgr B2 leads to the conclusion that abundances of many molecular species in

addition to the CO isotopes may be lower than in local clouds. Our observations

suggest a two component structure for the cloud, with a constant density component and

a component with density having a power law dependence on the distance from the

cloud center with an exponent between -2 and -2.5 . Based on our model calculations I

derive the outer radius of the cloud to be ~ 22.5 pc, and the total mass of the cloud of ~

6 X 10^ Mq. The virial mass of the cloud is ~ 13 x 10^ M^, suggesting that the

complex is close to virial equilibrium as are CMC complexes in the disk. The velocity

dispersion and virial mass reported here are higher than these found in previous studies

of the cloud (Scoville, Solomon, and Penzias 1975), mostly due to broader velocity

range used in computing the integrated intensities. I believe that most of the emission

in the 0 - 100 km s"' velocity range comes from the regions dynamically bound to the

core of the cloud.
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The mass and line width of Sgr B2 are greater than those of disk GMCs of similar

size. In a sample of 1427 molecular cloud and cloud cores in the inner galaxy (Scoville

et al. 1987), there are objects with diameters between 10 and 150 pc. Sgr B2 cannot be,

therefore, considered as an outstanding object in terms of its size. It is the high VL^

density and large virial mass that make this cloud exceptional. Virial masses of clouds

in the sample of Scoville et al. (1987) range from 2 x 10^ to 4 x 10^ compared to 9

-16 X 10^ Mq for Sgr B2. The mean density of a disk GMC of diameter 45 pc is only

165 cm"^ compared to - 2500 cm'^ for Sgr B2. An equally complete set of data does

not exist for the Galactic Center clouds. Although the region has been mapped in a

number of molecular transitions (Bally et al. 1987), qualitative data including virial

masses, mean densities and velocity dispersions are not available. From very limited

data obtained for several Galactic Center clouds (Chapter VI) it appears, however, that

Sgr B2 is exceptional even in the population of Galactic Center GMCs.



Table 2.1. - Line Parameters of ^CO/ = 1^0 Emission in Sgr B2.

Aa A5 ^mean Ov Ta Of

5.0 5.0 49.9 24.4 135.8 2.6 0.21

4.0 5.0 50.1 26.3 127.1 1.9 0.19

3.0 5.0 47.1 27.5 135.8 2.3 0.19

2.0 5.0 49.7 29.2 129.5 2.2 0.18

1.0 5.0 53.6 26.4 146.3 2.6 0.18

0.0 5.0 55.9 24.7 128.9 1.9 0.17

-1.0 5.0 48.7 23.0 86.5 2.0 0.18

-2.0 5.0 45.1 22.2 72.5 1.7 0.16

-3.0 5.0 46.0 21.7 64.0 1.4 0.21

-4.0 5.0 45.8 21.8 43.9 1.0 0.20

-5.0 5.0 47.9 22.8 35.8 0.9 0.21

5.0 4.0 45.8 25.0 163.0 2.9 0.22

4.0 4.0 44.8 25.3 166.8 2.3 0.22

3.0 4.0 47.1 26.0 164.8 2.7 0.18

2.0 4.0 50.9 25.4 148.8 2.6 0.19

1.0 4.0 52.7 25.4 164.6 2.5 0.18

0.0 4.0 53.6 24.0 140.2 2.0 0.20

-1.0 4.0 52.9 21.3 99.6 1.9 0.18

-2.0 4.0 55.0 17.8 70.9 1.7 0.17

-3.0 4.0 49.1 20.2 70.3 1.7 0.17

-4.0 4.0 49.4 19.9 71.4 1.5 0.16

-5.0 4.0 49.2 18.0 48.6 1.2 0.19

5.0 3.0 47.5 25.2 164.0 2.5 0.19

4.0 3.0 48.2 24.5 170.2 2.7 0.17

3.0 3.0 50.3 24.3 154.3 3.0 0.17

2.0 3.0 53.0 24.1 153.3 2.8 0.19

1.0 3.0 53.1 24.0 181.4 3.2 0.14

0.0 3.0 56.0 21.9 169.0 3.4 0.17

-1.0 3.0 57.8 20.3 129.7 3.2 0.18

-2.0 3.0 55.2 19.8 111.6 2.5 0.19

-3.0 3.0 55.4 20.4 94.0 2.3 0.19

-4.0 3.0 52.3 18.4 81.3 1.8 0.19

-5.0 3.0 52.5 11.8 54.2 1.7 0.18

5.0 2.0 47.7 26.0 137.4 2.4 0.16

4.0 2.0 51.0 25.3 124.9 2.1 0.17

3.0 2.0 52.3 24.6 135.9 2.4 0.17

2.0 2.0 52.8 24.2 150.2 2.4 0.17

1.0 2.0 57.2 22.7 177.8 3.8 0.17

0.0 2.0 61.9 20.9 164.8 4.3 0.17

-1.0 2.0 64.7 18.9 137.4 3.5 0.15

-2.0 2.0 61.2 21.0 111.8 2.8 0.17

-3.0 2.0 56.9 20.7 107.7 2.5 0.18

-4.0 2.0 55.7 19.3 91.4 2.3 0.18

-5.0 2.0 55.7 14.3 69.4 2.3 0.21

5.0 1.0 49.0 24.4 145.5 2.6 0.17

continued on next page



Table 2.1. - Continued.

Aa Ao ^mean Ov 1 T^* -J, Ta

4.0 1.0 50.1 24.1 131.7 2.2 0.17

3.0 1.0 49.7 24.2 134.7 2.4 0.18

2.0 1.0 53.6 23.4 124.5 2.3 0.15

1.0 1.0 59.5 21.9 159.1 4.1 0.18

0.0 1.0 66.3 19.8 197.4 5.2 0,15

-1.0 1.0 67.6 20.1 172.3 4.7 0.19

-2.0 1.0 66.5 18.0 120.1 3.4 0.21

-3.0 1.0 60.8 21.2 119.1 3.0 0.16

-4.0 1.0 56.2 19.5 105.0 2.6 0.21

-5.0 1.0 55.0 12.7 75.9 2.3 0.20

5.0 0.0 50.7 24.1 153.5 2.6 0.21

4.0 0.0 47.3 25.3 154.5 2.4 0.19

3.0 0.0 48.5 23.3 131.4 2.2 0.24

2.0 0.0 52.2 22.7 116.1 2.0 0.21

1.0 0.0 59.7 20.7 159.5 3.7 0.23

0.0 0.0 64.6 19.5 240.5 6.2 0.14

-1.0 0.0 64.7 22.0 190.0 4.4 0.21

-2.0 0.0 65.7 19.8 124.4 3.5 0.26

-3.0 0.0 62.8 21.7 130.3 3.1 0.18

-4.0 0.0 55.3 16.6 94.0 3.3 0.27

-5.0 0.0 52.8 14.7 88.7 2.5 0.25

5.0 -1.0 46.5 23.9 144.1 2.5 0.23

4.0 -1.0 44.3 24.7 164.8 2.7 0.24

3.0 -1.0 46.6 24.3 148.5 2.5 0.20

2.0 -1.0 55.5 19.8 112.6 2.5 0.22

1.0 -1.0 60.6 19.8 162.5 4.1 0.19

0.0 -1.0 62.7 20.1 158.0 3.8 0.19

-1.0 -1.0 62.8 22.7 165.4 4.3 0.20

-2.0 -1.0 65.9 20.1 122.7 3.5 0.23

-3.0 -1.0 57.3 22.1 129.6 3.1 0.20

-4.0 -1.0 54.2 19.6 110.7 3.1 0.24

-5.0 -1.0 53.3 19.0 98.8 2.6 0.26

5.0 -2.0 43.9 23.6 142.5 2.4 0.26

4.0 -2.0 43.6 25.5 162.8 2.9 0.27

3.0 -2.0 46.9 23.9 116.2 2.2 0.18

2.0 -2.0 55.8 22.0 125.6 2.3 0.22

1.0 -2.0 57.8 21.1 115.8 2.6 0.22

0.0 -2.0 62.7 21.7 143.8 3.0 0.18

-1.0 -2.0 62.4 23.7 142.2 3.4
AIT
0. 1 /

-2.0 -2.0 62.9 23.5 132.6 3.2 0.24

-3.0 -2.0 58.5 21.1 155.5 3.6 0.21

-4.0 -2.0 58.2 18.9 110.9 3.2 0.22

-5.0 -2.0 49.5 20.1 110.5 2.6 0.22

5.0 -3.0 43.3 21.8 131.8 2.7 0.20

4.0 -3.0 44.0 25.1 145.6 2.8 0.25

continued on next page



Table 2.1. - Continued.

ACX AO *^ mean ]I A^V J A

3.0 -3.0 49.1 24.1 135.9 2.6 0.22

2.0 -3.0 57.0 20.9 113.3 2.4 0.20

1.0 -3.0 60.1 17.8 102.8 2.6 0.17

0.0 -3.0 59.1 17.7 117.1 3.2 0.22

-1.0 -3.0 62.7 22.5 137.1 3.6 0.21

-2.0 -3.0 57.8 24,3 137.9 3.7 0.24
-3.0 -3.0 59.1 22.1 144.7 3.3 0.24
-4.0 -3.0 54.5 18.3 100.4 3.0 0.23

-5.0 -3.0 47.9 18.8 91.9 2.5 0.24

5.0 -4.0 45.0 21.4 115.0 2.2 0.22

4.0 -4.0 47.4 20.9 108.8 2.1 0.23

3.0 -4.0 48.1 20.8 114.6 2.2 0.22

2.0 -4.0 51.7 20.5 118.3 2.8 0.23

1.0 -4.0 60.3 20.4 107.5 2.6 0.26

0.0 -4.0 60.0 18.1 88.8 2.9 0.22

-1.0 -4.0 63.5 22.1 103.8 2.5 0.22

-2.0 -4.0 61.8 22.0 101.9 3.1 0.19

-3.0 -4.0 58.5 25.0 138.3 3.5 0.20

-4.0 -4.0 53.2 24.3 129.8 2.5 0.18

-5.0 -4.0 48.3 23.4 108.8 1.9 0.18

5.0 -5.0 48.9 22.0 94.3 2.1 0.26

4.0 -5.0 49.8 21.0 96.3 2.0 0.25

3.0 -5.0 47.7 22.3 88.5 1.8 0.24

2.0 -5.0 49.5 20.9 86.0 2.2 0.28

1.0 -5.0 50.3 24.0 98.3 2.4 0.25

0.0 -5.0 59.4 25.2 92.3 2.3 0.31

-1.0 -5.0 63.5 24.2 89.1 1.9 0.27

-2.0 -5.0 57.8 25.2 91.1 2.0 0.32

-3.0 -5.0 53.8 26.5 94.9 1.9 0.37

-4.0 -5.0 53.6 25.0 86.7 1.7 0.34

-5.0 -5.0 47.9 22.7 79.3 1.9 0.30

6.0 6.0 42.7 28.6 110.9 1.9 0.14

5.0 6.0 50.3 28.8 110.3 1.6 0.18

4.0 6.0 50.0 29.3 81.2 1.6 0.2(J

3.0 6.0 45.2 28.7 85.5 1.6 0.16

2.0 6.0 53.7 30.5 92.6 1.9 0.14

1.0 6.0 52.6 30.0 100.1 1.7
A 1 C
0.15

0.0 6.0 55.3 27.5 93.1 1.4
A 1 A0.10

-1.0 6.U /1 0 143.1 23.4 40. 1
1 Al.U A 1 '2

-2.0 6.0 15.6 0.0 23.4 0.9 0.12

-3.0 6.0 16.2 0.0 15.0 0.6 0.13

-4.0 6.0 39.6 28.1 25.1 0.7 0.09

-5.0 6.0 13.0 0.0 20.4 0.8 0.08

-6.0 6.0 -38.9 0.0 4.9 0.6 0.11

6.0 5.0 44.4 27.3 113.3 1.9 0.14

continued on next page



Table 2.1. - Continued.

A(X ^ mean \T*. /iv i A

6.0 4.0 45.5 25.1 128.1 2.7 0.16

6.0 3.0 44.0 25.8 134.9 2.5 0.14

6.0 2.0 44.9 26.9 143.0 2.3 0.13

6.0 1.0 47.6 25.6 145.9 2.7 0.09

6.0 0.0 48.6 24.4 144.2 2.3 0.14

6.0 -1.0 45.8 21.4 117.2 2.1 0.19

6.0 -2.0 44.3 18.9 124.5 2.7 0.18

6.0 -3.0 45.5 20.5 122.8 2.6 0.17

6.0 -4.0 41.8 20.0 111.6 2.6 0.22

6.0 -5.0 45.9 23.4 116.1 1.8 0.19

6.0 -6.0 49.9 22.2 51.8 1.3 0.22

5.0 -6.0 49.2 24.9 103.8 2.1 0.28

4.0 -6.0 49.3 22.4 79.7 1.8 0.22

3.0 -6.0 49.3 23.2 104.5 2.3 0.23

2.0 -6.0 44.9 22.0 134.5 3.1 0.30

1.0 -6.0 49.2 23.3 106.9 2.6 0.22

0.0 -6.0 55.5 24.2 97.1 2.4 0.25

-1.0 -6.0 52.4 25.2 104.7 2.4 0.26

-2.0 -6.0 58.5 23.9 104.9 2.4 0.17

-3.0 -6.0 52.5 24.6 119.3 2.6 0.16

-4.0 -6.0 50.5 24.5 133.7 2.8 0.19

-5.0 -6.0 46.6 23.4 126.8 2.8 0.19

-6.0 -6.0 43.5 21.1 1 10.2 3.4 0.34

-6.0 5.0 11.8 0.0
1 T ^
17.6 0.9 AIT

U. 1 /

-6.0 4.0 17.0 0.0
"> /I "7

24. / 0.5 A 1 A
U. ID

-6.0 3.0 39.5 0.0 20.9
1 1
1. i

A 1 A
U. 10

-6.0 2.0 49.6 9.7 57.3 o 1
z. i

A 1 O

-6.0 1.0 48.4 12.8 65.6 l.l A OAU.zO

-6.0 0.0 45.7 17.5
O 1

81.2 2.3 A 00O.ZZ

-6.0 -1.0 44.1 14.9 65.6 2.U
A 1 nU.i9

-6.0 -2.0 44.3 14.2 64.8 2.2
A 1 n
0.19

-6.0 -3.0 48.2 19.0 76.0 2.2 0.28

-6.0 -4.0 40.0 17.4 1 17.6 2.9
A O /IU.z4

-6.0 -5.0 37.1 13.5 82.4 2.4
A O O
0.23

7.0 6.0 34.1 28.8 70.9
1 o
1.8

A O C0.25

7.0 5.0 39.3 28.4 80.9 1.7
A 110.33

7.0 4.0 37.6 23.4 90.3 1 01.6 A 1(\U.3U

7.0 3.0 44.3 26.7
1 r\ 1
1U1.3 A OA

/.U /.u 4j.Z 1 98 f\ 9 9 0.24

7.0 1.0 48.2 24.2 120.0 2.5 0'30

7.0 0.0 46.1 22.8 115.4 2.2 0.24

7.0 -1.0 51.0 23.9 123.0 2.2 0.22

7.0 -2.0 44.2 18.9 110.3 2.4 0.22

7.0 -3.0 43.5 21.7 82.3 1.8 0.22

7.0 -4.0 48.2 23.6 100.4 2.3 0.27

continued on next page



Table 2.1. - Continued.

Aa Ao 1/
mean

f'r* JFAdv Ta

7.0 -5.0 49.3 22.6 124.8 2.6 0.25
7.0 -6.0 54.9 23.0 60.4 1.2 0.26

0.0 0.0 64.7 20.4 239.5 5.8 0.07

2.5 2.5 50.3 23.9 136.4 2.7 0.28

1.5 2.5 51.3 24.8 169.1 3.2 0.20

0.5 2.5 54.9 23.4 199.5 3.8 0.21

-0.5 2.5 58.0 21.3 151.6 3.6 0.19
-1.5 2.5 56.8 16.8 89.1 2.5 0.22
-2.5 2.5 54.0 20.6 107.5 2.7 0.21

2.5 1.5 51.5 25.4 153.6 2.4 0.20
1.5 1.5 53.8 24.0 197.1 3.8 0.22

0.5 1.5 58.5 22.9 180.0 4.6 0.25
-0.5 1.5 63.2 20.5 169.1 4.6 0.18
-1.5 1.5 66.7 18.0 106.1 3.6 0.29
-2.5 1.5 58.6 19.9 102.0 3.0 0.19

2.5 0.5 46.2 22.2 120.1 2.3 0.27

1.5 0.5 55.4 23.4 162.8 4.0 0.22

0.5 0.5 62.0 21.0 180.4 4.7 0.22
-0.5 0.5 67.0 20.5 216.3 6.0 0.19
-1.5 0.5 72.0 12.4 116.1 3.9 0.37

-2.5 0.5 64.5 18.4 127.9 3.6 0.23

2.5 -0.5 50.3 22.3 116.4 2.1 0.20

1.5 -0.5 54.7 20.4 129.9 3.3 0.20

0.5 -0.5 61.2 19.8 173.2 4.7 0.17
-0.5 -0.5 64.0 21.0 244.5 5.7 0.20
-1.5 -0.5 64.9 20.7 156.7 4.7 0.27

-2.5 -0.5 62.3 22.6 122.3 3.1 0.22

2.5 -1.5 47.0 22.6 116.9 2.1 0.24

1.5 -1.5 56.9 20.2 131.4 3.0 0.23

0.5 -1.5 60.8 19.4 158.5 4.1 0.20
-0.5 -1.5 63.8 21.2 157.6 3.9 0.20

-1.5 -1.5 64.0 23.6 156.5 4.1 0.26

-2.5 -1.5 61.7 21.1 122.6 3.5 0.26

2.5 -2.5 49.0 23.3 117.0 2.1 0.29

1.5 -2.5 55.6 19.5 109.9 2.5 0.26

0.5 -2.5 56.2 21.9 124.4 3.3 0.21

-0.5 -2.5 63.1 22.8 164.3 3.5 0.25

-1.5 -2.5 59.2 25.5 157.5 3.7 0.25

-2.5 -2.5 61.5 21.1 131.4 3.7 0.22

5.5 4.5 46.9 24.9 147.3 3.6 0.36

4.5 4.5 42.8 24.3 165.1 3.5 0.38

3.5 4.5 46.7 25.8 185.3 3.3 0.43

2.5 4.5 47.3 27.9 186.5 3.4 0.41

1.5 4.5 51.5 27.9 138.1 2.7 0.43

0.5 3.5 51.4 26.0 161.0 2.8 0.40

continued on next page



Table 2.1. - Continued.

AOC AS
^ mean

T*
'A

0.5 4.5 51.6 25.5 160.7 3.1 0.43
-0.5 4.5 51.5 24.9 141.2 2.9 0.37
-1.5 4.5 49.0 24.2 68.1 1.9 0.45
-2.5 4.5 43.1 23.3 87.6 2.1 0.45
-3.5 4.5 45.5 20.9 67.2 2.0 0.36
5.5 3.5 43.8 25.2 161.0 3.2 0.36
4,5 3.5 43.3 24.5 208.0 4.0 0.44
3.5 3.5 44.3 25.9 188.7 2.9 0.40
2.5 3.5 46.9 25.3 199.4 3.2 0.40
1.5 3.5 50.3 25.2 206.8 3.4 0.36

-0.5 3.5 51.5 25.1 162.2 3.1 0.43
-1.5 3.5 51.0 21.5 95.8 2.6 0.34
-2.5 3.5 49.6 15.6 44.8 1.7 0.39
-3.5 3.5 46.0 20.0 82.5 2.0 0.38
5.5 2.5 44.3 26.2 151.9 2.8 0.37
4.5 2.5 44.0 25.0 180.2 3.2 0.35
3.5 2.5 48.9 24.8 172.9 3.0 0.39
-3.5 2.5 51.0 22.0 114.6 3.0 0.34

5.5 1.5 42.1 26.4 151.1 3.0 0.31

4.5 1.5 48.2 25.5 138.4 3.0 0.37

3.5 1.5 49.5 24.9 155.8 2.8 0.41

-3.5 1.5 55.7 21.6 127.6 3.1 0.31

5.5 0.5 48.8 25.0 154.3 2.7 0.35

4.5 0.5 47.6 23.8 168.2 3.2 0.34

3.5 0.5 48.6 24.5 172.1 2.8 0.34
-3.5 0.5 55.6 22.5 147.0 3.5 0.36
5.5 -0.5 46.9 22.9 150.0 2.9 0.32

4.5 -0.5 47.0 25.3 182.5 3.1 0.33

3.5 -0.5 45.6 23.8 166.6 3.2 0.36
-3.5 -0.5 59.6 22.2 149.0 4.2 0.36

5.5 -1.5 43.6 20.7 149.2 3.9 0.39

4.5 -1.5 43.5 23.8 182.6 3.1 0.35

3.5 -1.5 43.9 23.2 170.9 3.4 0.37

-3.5 -1.5 56.5 22.5 164.6 4.0
A O O
0.38

5.5 -2.5 42.7 18.1 96.7 2.5 0.38

4.5 -2.5 42.8 23.6 166.6 3.1 0.40

3.5 -2.5 41.4 24.6 149.2 3.1 0.36
-3.5 -2.5 58.3 19.6 163.8 4.9 0.31

5.5 -3.5 45.3 21.2 144.6 3.0 0.39

4.5 -3.5 40.2 21.3 159.7 3.3 0.38

3.5 -3.5 45.1 23.1 139.6 2.9 0.37

2.5 -3.5 47.0 22.5 132.1 2.7 0.42

1.5 -3.5 56.2 21.7 134.1 3.2 0.34

0.5 -3.5 58.7 20.0 123.7 3.3 0.34

-0.5 -3.5 61.9 19.6 134.8 4.0 0.32

continued on next page



Table 2.1. - Continued.

Act AO ^mean ay

-1.5 -3.5 61.2 22.8 149.4 4.8 0.31
-2.5 -3.5 60.5 24.1 151.3 4.2 0.44
-3.5 -3.5 56.2 22.6 172.8 4.7 0.32
-4.5 -3.5 51.0 18.2 113.1 4.1 0.34
-5.5 -3.5 44.8 17.4 102.3 2.8 0.34
-6.5 -3.5 41.8 19.8 139.1 3.6 0.46
-7.5 -3.5 33.9 13.9 77.4 3.1 0.38

The entries in the table are: offsets from the cloud center (arcminutes), mean line

velocity, velocity dispersion (km s'^), integrated intensity between 0 and 100 km s"'

km s''), peak antenna temperature corrected for atmospheric attenuation and warm

losses, but not corrected for the beam efficiency (K), and rms noise in the spectrum

The conversion factor from CO integrated intensity to column density is 2.8 x

10^^ cm~'^ (K km s"^)~' (including a correction for "Hpss
coupling to a uniform

source filling the main beam, r) „„ri„ = 0.45).



Table 2.2. - Line Parameters of C''*0 7 = 1^0 Emission in Sgr B2.

Aa A5 ^ mean Ta O7

0.0 6.0 51.9 22.5 7.0 0.2 0.07
6.0 5.0 43.0 26.3 10.3 0.2 0.05
5.0 5.0 44.9 24.3 10.2 0.4 0.06
4.0 5.0 44.6 26.0 13.3 0.3 0.07

3.0 5.0 37.5 24.5 11.3 0.4 0.06
2.0 5.0 42.0 26.1 16.6 0.4 0.06
1.0 5.0 45.3 26.0 11.1 0.3 0.07

0.0 5.0 54.4 21.0 10.6 0.3 0.08
-1.0 5.0 50.9 23.5 8.9 0.3 0.06
-2.0 5.0 42.9 22.2 6.6 0.2 0.05
-3.0 5.0 36.0 20.5 4.8 0.2 0.04
-4.0 5.0 13.0 0.0 1.9 0.2 0.04
-5.0 5.0 49.8 28.2 4.7 0.2 0.10

6.0 4.0 42.6 21.7 9.8 0.3 0.05

5.0 4.0 43.0 22.8 16.5 0.4 0.07
4.0 4.0 42.0 25.6 17.2 0.3 0.06

3.0 4.0 39.3 24.8 16.3 0.5 0.05

2.0 4.0 40.3 24.2 14.4 0.4 0.06

1.0 4.0 52.2 22.6 11.0 0.4 0.07

0.0 4.0 46.7 22.1 14.1 0.4 0.07

-1.0 4.0 52.4 22.5 5.3 0.3 0.06
-2.0 4.0 48.1 16.9 6.2 0.3 0.05
-3.0 4.0 43.7 13.5 3.0 0.2 0.09
-4.0 4.0 43.4 25.3 7.5 0.2 0.04
-5.0 4.0 70.7 0.0 3.1 0.4 0.14

6.0 3.0 44.6 20.9 10.1 0.3 0.04

5.0 3.0 42.2 17.8 13.8 0.4 0.08

4.0 3.0 37.6 10.4 8.9 0.3 0.09

3.0 3.0 52.2 22.9 14.7 0.4 0.08

2.0 3.0 55.3 24.9 14.9 0.4 0.06

1.0 3.0 53.1 24.7 16.5 0.4 0.07

0.0 3.0 60.4 15.5 16.1 0.5 0.05
-1.0 3.0 55.2 19.3 12.0 0.3 0.05

-2.0 3.0 55.4 14.0 10.4 0.3 0.05
-3.0 3.0 53.2 21.0 11.3 0.3 0.06
-4.0 3.0 48.9 0.0 5.1 0.3 0.05

0.5 2.5 50.2 17.6 16.6 0.6 0.17

0.0 2.5 56.8 22.2 19.7 0.7 0.17

-0.5 2.5 51.4 18.8 14.6 0.7 0.16

6.0 2.0 45.1 25.5 12.9 0.3 0.05

5.0 2.0 44.6 24.9 16.6 0.4 0.08

4.0 2.0 46.5 24.4 9.7 0.3 0.06

3.0 2.0 52.5 24.8 14.5 0.4 0.07

2.0 2.0 51.9 24.3 14.0 0.4 0.06

1.0 2.0 58.8 19.9 21.2 0.7 0.07

continued on next page



Table 2.2. - Continued.

Aa AO T 7

^mean
f *

Of

0.5 2.0 52.3 20.5 23.3 0.7 0.16

0.0 2.0 76.3 0.0 14.4 0.7 0.07
-0.5 2.0 58.3 18.4 17.6 0.5 0.20
-1.0 2.0 63.1 17.1 17.8 0.6 0.07
-2.0 2.0 61.5 9.8 11.5 0.5 0.05
-3.0 2.0 55.5 16.4 11.4 0.5 0.05
-4.0 2.0 53.5 16.3 9.5 0.4 0.05
-5.0 2.0 58.7 15.9 6.2 0.3 0.08

1.0 1.5 61.0 16.8 18.6 0.8 0.19

0.5 1.5 60.5 0.0 12.1 0.7 0.19

0.0 1.5 63.7 18.9 14.2 0.7 0.18

-0.5 1.5 62.7 21.0 23.8 0.9 0.18

-I.O 1.5 67.9 15.1 20.2 0.9 0.16

6.0 1.0 46.7 23.4 11.7 0.3 0.06

5.0 1.0 45.7 24.2 15.9 0.3 0.07

4.0 1.0 50.6 21.8 11.1 0.3 0.05

3.0 1.0 50.0 24.5 11.6 0.3 0.07

2.0 1.0 53.8 19.6 11.9 0.4 0.05

1.0 1.0 59.5 18.6 24.6 1.0 0.11

0.5 1.0 60.9 18.8 19.4 1.2 0.12

0.0 1.0 76.6 0.0 22.5 1.1 0.09
-0.5 1.0 68.3 15.5 25.0 1.1 0.15

-1.0 1.0 61.8 22.4 34.6 1.1 0.08

-2.0 1.0 72.8 0.0 13.3 0.7 0.06

-3.0 1.0 57.0 18.8 13.5 0.4 0.06

-4.0 1.0 52.5 16.4 12.7 0.5 0.04

-5.0 1.0 49.6 13.2 11.4 0.4 0.07

0.0 0.5 64.7 18.4 30.8 1.3 0.17

-0.5 0.5 69.1 16.6 31.7 1.4 0.17

-1.0 0.5 64.3 23.2 21.0 0.7 0.19

6.0 0.0 46.1 22.1 14.4 0.3 0.05

5.0 0.0 47.9 25.8 20.9 0.3 0.05

4.0 0.0 45.7 25.3 17.4 0.4 0.04

3.0 0.0 48.6 24.7 18.0 0.3 0.04

2.0 0.0 52.7 23.3 13.1 0.3 0.04

1.0 0.0 59.8 17.9 24.4 0.8 0.05

0.0 0.0 65.4 12.0 37.8 1.6 0.03

-0.5 0.0 60.4 20.3 31.7 1.2 0.19

-1.0 0.0 70.6 9.6 26.0 1.0 0.08

-2.0 0.0 67.2 15.4 14.9 0.6 0.06

-3.0 0.0 63.6 18.0 12.2 0.4 0.05

-4.0 0.0 55.5 12.2 114 0.4 0.05

-5.0 0.0 54.5 12.9 11.6 0.4 0.03

0.0 -0.5 62.5 17.1 28.4 1.2 0.17

-0.5 -0.5 65.6 16.4 27.6 0.9 0.15

continued on next page



Table 2.2. - Continued.

Aa AS ^ mean \T\dv t\

-1.0 -0.5 61.3 22.9 27.3 1.0 0.20
6.0 -1.0 49.9 20.2 12.1 0.3 0.06
5.0 -1.0 39.9 21.5 16.7 0.4 0.07

4.0 -1.0 41.7 23.2 15.9 0.3 0.07

3.0 -1.0 44.1 21.5 10.8 0.3 0.08

2.0 -1.0 58.2 13.4 9.3 0.4 0.06
1.0 -1.0 61.7 3.9 13.1 0.8 0.22
1.0 -1.0 61.9 11.9 19.2 0.8 0.07
0.0 -1.0 63.7 14.5 19.0 0.9 0.08
-0.5 -1.0 56.5 25.9 26.3 0.7 0.14
-1.0 -1.0 63.0 20.9 26.2 0.8 0.08
-2.0 -1.0 66.8 20.5 13.5 0.5 0.06
-3.0 -1.0 59.1 22.1 12.7 0.4 0.07
-4.0 -1.0 50.5 18.1 11.6 0.4 0.05
-5.0 -1.0 57.1 8.1 9.9 0.4 0.09

0.0 -1.5 52.4 24.9 24.0 0.8 0.21

6.0 -2.0 46.6 21.5 17.2 0.4 0.07

5.0 -2.0 39.5 23.4 17.3 0.4 0.07

4.0 -2.0 38.1 24.5 11.8 0.3 0.06

3.0 -2.0 50.5 20.8 15.1 0.4 0.11

3.0 -2.0 45.5 22.0 15.2 0.3 0.07

2.0 -2.0 54.0 18.9 14.1 0.4 0.05

1.0 -2.0 54.0 19.1 11.3 0.4 0.05

0.0 -2.0 55.1 22.7 18.7 0.5 0.06
-1.0 -2.0 61.7 19.8 20.3 0.6 0.06
-2.0 -2.0 67.0 18.0 11.5 0.5 0.06
-3.0 -2.0 57.4 20.4 18.0 0.5 0.07

-4.0 -2.0 57.1 18.5 12.1 0.5 0.05

-5.0 -2.0 6.6 0.0 5.0 0.3 0.09

6.0 -3.0 40.2 18.4 15.7 0.5 0.07

5.0 -3.0 42.3 21.8 16.5 0.4 0.07

4.0 -3.0 40.3 20.6 11.4 0.3 0.05

3.0 -3.0 48.4 24.6 18.2 0.3 0.06

2.0 -3.0 53.2 23.5 12.5 0.3 0.06

1.0 -3.0 54.3 20.5 13.0 0.5 0.05

0.0 -3.0 59.6 13.7 9.9 0.5 0.05

-1.0 -3.0 68.6 14.6 12.6 0.4 0.07

-2.0 -3.0 57.0 23.8 13.7 0.5 0.04

-3.0 -3.0 59.4 22.0 16.5 0.5 0.06

-4.0 -3.0 51.3 24.4 14.4 0.5 0.05

-5.0 -3.0 45.3 10.3 6.9 0.3 0.08

6.0 -4.0 44.1 21.6 18.0 0.4 0.09

5.0 -4.0 42.2 21.3 16.4 0.3 0.06

4.0 -4.0 48.3 23.9 10.5 0.2 0.05

3.0 -4.0 50.4 19.4 10.5 0.4 0.06

continued on next page
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Table 2.2. - Continued.

Act AXAO 'mean Ol/ Ta <3j

2.0 -4.0 52.5 12.2 8.4 0.4 0.05
1.0 -4.0 53.4 23.9 14.3 0.4 0.06
0.0 -4.0 57.6 17.3 11.9 0.4 0.05
-1.0 -4.0 59.5 25.0 15.4 0.4 0.06
-2.0 -4.0 64.4 15.5 13.4 0.6 0.09
-3.0 -4.0 56.9 25.1 15.2 0.4 0.06
-4.0 -4.0 53.0 19.7 12.2 0.5 0.07
-5.0 -4.0 35.8 19.3 6.4 0.4 0.12
6.0 -5.0 45.9 19.0 9.1 0.3 0.08
5.0 -5.0 47.3 21.4 11.3 0.3 0.06
4.0 -5.0 49.7 15.8 7.1 0.3 0.05
3.0 -5.0 51.6 6.1 7.9 0.3 0.05
2.0 -5.0 44.9 21.4 13.6 0.6 0.08
1.0 -5.0 53.0 17.1 9.6 0.4 0.06
0.0 -5.0 58.5 22.0 9.7 0.4 0.04
-1.0 -5.0 64.2 4.5 6.8 0.4 0.05
-2.0 -5.0 56.0 22.5 12.2 0.4 0.05
-3.0 -5.0 61.2 20.3 14.4 0.4 0.05
-4.0 -5.0 50.6 23.1 14.8 0.4 0.06
-5.0 -5.0 66.3 48.8 -7.1 0.6 0.22

The entries in the table are: offsets from the cloud center (arcminutes), mean line

velocity, velocity dispersion (km s''), integrated intensity between 0 and 100 km s"' (K

km s"^), peak antenna temperature corrected for atmospheric attenuation and warm

losses, but not corrected for the beam efficiency (K), and rms noise in the spectrum (K).

The conversion factor from C'^0 integrated intensity to column density is 2.7 x

lO^'^ cm~^ (K km s"')~^ (including a correction for ripg^ and coupling to a uniform

source filling the main beam, Tlpggil^ = 0.45).
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Table 2.3. - Density Distribution in Sgr B2 Envelope^ .

Model nj(cm"^) n2(cm"-') a P M(Mq)

A 0.25 3.4x10^ 2.2x10^ 1.5 1.59 7.1x10^

B 0.75 9.2x10^^ 2.2x10^ 1.7 1.59 6.7x10^

C 1.25 5.5x10"* 2.2x10^ 2.0 1.59 6.3x10''

D 1.5 5.3x10"* 2.2x10^ 2.5 1.60 5.9x10^

E 2.0 3.95x10"* 2.4x10^ 3.0 1.60 6.2x10^

F 3.0 3.5x10'* 2.9x10^ CO 1.64 7.0x10^

^ The density distribution consists of two components, the first of which is a constant

density component (n
i

). The second is a power law component ln2{rc,ti-)^], extending

inward to r^, and outward toR, together with extension n = /12 for r < r^,. For all

models the outer radius of the cloud, R, is equal to 22.5 pc. The parameter [3 is is

defined in equation (2.6). The integrated intensities from the model cloud have been

convolved with a 45" FWHM beam.

I



Table 2.4. - Sgr B2 Mass Estimates by Different Methods.

Method M(Mq)

Column density 6 X 10^

Virial theorem^ < 16x 10^

Virial theorem'' 9 X 10^

Virial theorem'^ 14 X 10^

Projected mass'' > 5 X 10^

^As given by equation (2.6).

''Method of Solomon et al. (1987).

'^Method of Langer et al. ( 1989).

''As given by equation (2.11).
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Figure 2.1. - A contour map of the COi = l—>0 integrated intensity in Sgr B2. The

integrated intensity in the velocity range 0 - 100 km s"' has been corrected for

atmospheric attenuation and warm losses (not corrected for forward scattering and

spillover and coupling efficiencies). The contour levels are: 50, 80, 110, 140, 160, 180

1 1 ^
and 200 K km s"'. The conversion factor from CO integrated intensity to column

density is 2.8 x 10^' cm"-^ (K km s"')"' (including a correction for Tlp^^ and coupling

to a uniform source filling the main beam, flpggTlf^ = 0.45). The coordinates of the (0,0)

position are: 0,950 = l?'' 44'" 10.5", 5,950 = -28°22'05".
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Figure 2.2. - CO J = 1 ^0 spectra in Sgr B2. The spectra are from a north-south cut

with 1' spacing. The main velocity component is clearly self-absorbed at the VLSR of

1 Ik
~ 62 km s" for the three central position (compare optically thin C O lines at the

corresponding positions shown in Figure 2.4). The line center optical depth at the

center of the cloud is - 3 assuming the '^CO to abundance ratio of 9, as discussed

in the text. The velocity component with the VLSR of ~ 90 km s"' is also present in the

C O .spectra. The CO emission in this component is presumably optically thin even

at the center of the cloud.
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Figure 2.3. - A contour map of the c'^O/ = 1^0 integrated intensity in Sgr B2. The

integrated intensity in the velocity range 0 - 100 km s"' has been corrected for

atmospheric attenuation and warm losses (not corrected for forward scattering and

spillover and coupling efficiencies). The contour levels are: 10, 14, 18, 22, 26 and 30 K
km s"'. The conversion factor from C'^O integrated intensity to column density is

2.7 X 10^2 cm-2 (K km s"')"' (including a correction for and coupling to a

uniform source filling the main beam, = 0.45). The coordinates of the (0,0)

position are: ai95o = 17''44'"10.5^ 8,950 = -28°22'05".
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Figure 2.4. - C 07 = 1 ^0 spectra in Sgr B2. The spectra are from a nonh-southi cut

witli r spacing. Notice a Gaussian shape of the main velocity component with the

VLSRof~62kms"'. The feature with the VLSR of ~ 140 km s"' is a line of SO2.
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Figure 2.5. - Correlation between '-^CO and C'^^O integrated intensities. Thie dashed

line corresponds to the intensity ratio of 9.0 as discussed in the text. The lower ratio

observed for c"^0 integrated intensities greater than ~ 20 K km s"' is indicative of

saturation of the '^CO line. The fact that for low integrated intensities the points

tend to lie above the constant ratio line may suggest non-LTE excitation at the

edge of the cloud. The data used in the weighted average are indicated by filled

squares.
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Figure 2.6. - Observed spectra and antenna temperature ratio at the (4,1) position, (a)

'^CO and C^^O spectra. The solid line corresponds to the '^CO antenna temperature.

The dashed line is the antenna temperature multiplied by the average abundance

ratio of 9 as discussed in the text. The spectrometer coverage is -95 to 255 km s"^ (b)

The COtoC O antenna temperature ratio. The average ratio of 8.5 ± 2.2 is

statistically consistent with the value obtained from Figure 2.5. The constancy of the

observed ratio suggests a low optical depth of '^CO.
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Figure 2.7. - Observed spectra and antenna temperature ratio at the (0,0) position, (a)

1 Q 1 O -IT

CO and C O .spectra. The solid line corresponds to the ^CO antenna temperature.

The dashed line is the c'^0 antenna temperature multiplied by the average abundance

ratio of 9 as discussed in the text, (b) The '^CO to C'^O antenna temperature ratio.

The ratio of 10. 1 ± 0.8 determined for presumably optically thin component between 80

and 100 km s"' is consistent with the average value from Figure 2.5. The line center

ratio of 3. 1 gives a line center '^CO optical depth of ~ 3, assuming a ''cO to C^^O

abundance ratio of 9.
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Figure 2.8. - First mass derivative as a function of the projected distance. The value

plotted is the first derivative of the mass contained in a region with the projected

distance from the center smaller than r. Assuming that the column density is only a

function of the projected distance from the cloud center, dM/dr is proportional to

r!T*^dv. The fact that dM Idr is an increasing function of r for /• < 15 pc suggests that

the mass outside of the region mapped is a significant fraction of the total mass of the

cloud. The dashed line corresponds to the model with a = 2.5 and the solid line to the

model with a = 2.
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Figure 2.9. - C O integrated intensity as a function of the projected distance. The

uniform integrated intensity distribution for r > 5 pc is indicative of the constant

density component. The central peak for r < 5 pc is produced by the power law density

component (cf. eq. [2.5]). The dashed line corresponds to the model with a = 2.5 and

the solid line to the model with a = 2.
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CHAPTER m

CONTINUUM STUDffiS OF THE CORE J;

SubmiUimeter and millimeter continuum emission from warm dustlian be a very

useful probe of physical conditions in GMC cores. Careful modeling of the distribution

and intensity of the observed emission over a wide range of wavelengths can provide

information about densities and temperatures in the core, as well as luminosities of

powering sources in star forming regions. ' or

Within the core of Sgr B2, ~ 3 pc in diameter, there are two major cfijncentrations of

compact H II regions (Benson and Johnston 1986), the northern (N) and,middle (M)

sources, separated by ~ 2.5 pc which are embedded in an extended region of ionized

gas (e.g., Kapitzky and Dent 1974). The implied stellar luminosities for .the two sources

are each -5x10'' (Benson and Johnston 1986). One of the most interesting results

of the early high resolution continuum studies of Sgr B2 is a striking difference between

distribution of the 53 continuum emission (Harvey, Campbell, and Hoflrnan 1977)

and the 1300 [i continuum emission (Goldsmith, Snell, and Lis 1987). The 1300 [i

emission peaks at the position of Sgr B2(N), where no 53 |J. emission in excess of that

expected from the distribution surrounding Sgr B2(M) is observed. It has>been

suggested that the observed change in the middle-to-north peak flux ratiods caused by

the fact that the northern source is situated behind the dust cloud associated with Sgr

B2(M), and that its emission is, therefore, attenuated by cold foreground dust (Thronson

and Harper 1986; Goldsmith, Snell, and Lis 1987). i-
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In the present chapter I present results of the high angular resolution observations of

the dust emission from the core at 1300 |i, 1 100 (i, 800 |i, 450 |i, and 350 |J., and discuss

the constraints that the data impose on models of the cloud.

A. Observations

The 1300 |i data were taken on three days in 1988 February and March, using the

14 m FCRAO antenna. The receiver system comprised two cooled Schottky diode

receivers sensitive to orthogonal linear polarizations with an IF bandwidth of

approximately 500 MHz. The LO frequency of 230.2 GHz was selected to keep both

upper and lower sidebands free of any strong line emission. The only features with

greater than 1 K in the portions of the Orion spectral scan (Sutton et al. 1985)

corresponding to the upper and lower sidebands are a pair of lines from HCOOCH3

.

Lower lying transitions of this molecule have been detected in Sgr B2 by Cummins,

Linke, and Thaddeus (1986), with about one-tenth the intensity of the lines seen in

Orion, Although the rotational temperature of molecules in certain portions of Sgr B2

can be much higher than derived by Cummins, Linke, and Thaddeus (cf. Goldsmith et

al. 1987), it is unlikely that the lines at 228 GHz could be more than twice as strong as

the Cummins, Linke, and Thaddeus intensity of - 0.2 K. The pair of lines would

contribute at most an antenna temperature of 6 mK averaged over the full double-

sideband bandwidth. Identified spectral lines, therefore, do not make a significant

contribution to the observed 1300 |i flux density.

The data consist of 45 positions with 15" spacing and 16 positions with 20" spacing

centered at the position of Sgr B2(M) continuum source (ajgso = 17 ''44'" 10.5'', 81950 =

-28°22'05" ). The size of the region mapped is V x 2'. The receivers were tuned for

double sideband operation. A typical double sideband system temperature referred to
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above the Earth's atmosphere at the low elevation characteristic of Sgr B2 was 1400 -

2000 K. A 4 minute integration time gave an observed rms fluctuation level of ~ 40 mK

(la). The antenna pointing and efficiency were checked by observations of Saturn at an

elevation ~ 5° higher than that of Sgr B2. The FWHM beam size was measured to be

23", and the main beam efficiency was -0.1, assuming a source temperature of 145 K

(Werner et al. 1978). The relatively low efficiency is due to reflective and scattering

losses of the radome, as well as the surface errors of the dish. The resulting conversion

from the observed antenna temperature to the unpolarized flux density in a 23" beam is

185 Jy K-^

A contour map of the emission, presented in Figure 3.1, shows a qualitative

agreement with the first data set obtained in 1986 (Goldsmith, Snell and Lis 1987), with

the exception of a small difference in declination of the peak of the emission. Each of

the two data sets with 15" spacing which are averaged in Figure 3.1 shows the same

distribution of the emission. The peak antenna temperature of 0.29 K (equivalent to a

flux density of 56 Jy) is observed at the (0,50") position corresponding approximately to

the location of the Sgr B2(N) continuum source. The antenna temperature observed at

the position of the Sgr B2 (M) source is 0.24 K (equivalent to 44 Jy). The Sgr B2

molecular cloud contains a number of H II regions which are strong sources of the

free-free emission. The contribution of the free-free emission to the observed

continuum flux at different wavelengths is clearly seen from the plot of the observed

flux density in a 60" beam as a function of frequency (cf. Figure 3.2 taken from

Goldsmith, Snell and Lis 1987). The total flux density is between 50 and 75 Jy at

frequencies of 1.67 GHz to 85 GHz (Bieging 1976; Downes et al. 1978; Kapitzky and

Dent 1974; Downes, Maxwell, and Rinehart 1970; Gordon ct al. 1986). The

contributions from dust and free-free emi.ssion are readily separable in Figure 3.2. The

free-free flux density can be conservatively extrapolated to 1300 M- using a v"
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dependence. The free-free contribution at this wavelength is ~ 25 Jy in a 60" beam,

less than 20% of the total flux density measured.

The 1 100 |i, 800 |i, 450 \x and 350 [i data were taken on 2 days in 1988 July, using

the 15 m James Clerk Maxwell Telescope at Mauna Kea, Hawaii. The receiver system

employed the helium cooled UKT14 bolometer together with the 1 100 n, 800 |i, 450 |X,

and 350 |i broad band filters with resolving power of ~ 5. The data consists of four

azimuth - elevation raster maps, 33 x 33 points in size with 5" spacing, centered on the

position of the Sgr B2(M) continuum source obtained by chopping between the source

and a reference position offset by 80" in azimuth (Figures 3.3 - 3.6). Uranus (less than

5° away from Sgr B2) was used for pointing and calibration. At each frequency a raster

map of Uranus, with 11x11 points separated by 5" was obtained before and after the

Sgr B2 observation. The maximum pointing shift between two observations separated

by ~ 30 min in time was smaller than 4". By fitting a two-dimensional Gaussian to the

Uranus maps the main beam size and the conversion from the output voltage to the

unpolarized flux density were determined. The beam was slightly elongated in the

azimuthal direction (a typical semi-major to semi-minor axis ratio of ~ 1.2). The

average beam sizes and conversions from output voltage to unpolarized flux density are

given in Table 3.1. The peak fluxes in the telescope beam and in 30" and 60" beams are

given in Tables 3.2 and 3.3 for the middle and northern sources, respectively.

The flux densities obtained with a bolometer and broad band filter can be

contaminated by spectral line emission. The contamination, however, should not be

significant in the present case due to the relatively small chopper throw (80") used for

the observations. Emission from low energy transitions is rather extended in Sgr B2, so

the line contributions to the flux density in the main and reference beams will cancel

out or at least be significantiy reduced. Emission from high energy transitions can be
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confined to relatively small region, but the lines are usually weak and do not make

significant contribution to the broad band continuum flux. In this regard, the use of a

heterodyne spectrometer provides a distinct advantage over thermal detectors with

filters having a resolving power of only a few. As an example I estimate the

contribution of the J =2-*l transition of CO to the total flux density in the 1 100 \i

filter. The J = 1^0 transition observed at FCRAO has a peak radiation temperature of

~ 20 K, and equivalent width of ~ 40 km s . Since CO lines are optically thick the

radiation temperature of the / =2—>1 transition is expected to be approximately the

same as that of the / = 1^0 transition. Assuming a FWHM beam width of 20" one gets

a peak flux density

5 = T^Q^T-fi , (3.1)

K

equal to ~ 500 Jy. The equivalent line width in frequency units is ~ 0.03 GHz. For a

filter with central wavelength of 1 100 |i and a resolving power of 5 one gets an

12
equivalent bandwidth of ~ 55 GHz. The flux density of the J =2—>1 transition of CO

averaged over the whole filter bandwidth is, therefore, ~ 0.3 Jy. This will be further

reduced due to small chopper throw used for observations. The contribution from

weaker lines is rather difficult to estimate. In the spectral line tables of Lovas (1987)

there are ~ 30 lines in the frequency range 240 - 300 GHz (approximately

corresponding to the bandwidth of our 1000 |i filter) with radiation temperature higher

than 3 K in the OMC-1 molecular cloud and ~ 200 lines with the radiation temperature

between 1 K and 3 K. Each of the "strong" lines contributes ~ 10 % of the flux of the

^^CO 2^1 line (the radiation temperature of the ''^CO 2->l line in OMC-1 is - 70 K),

and each of the "weak" lines contributes - 3 % of the '^CO 2-^1 flux, I obtain the total

flux from all lines equal to - 10 times the flux from the '^CO 2^1 line. The total line

contribution to the continuum flux in our 1 100 |i filter is, therefore, negligible. The
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conclusion is true for other filters, assuming that the density of lines does not vary

significantly with wavelength.

The Sgr B2(M) and (N) sources are quite well separated, and each is partially

resolved. The regular beam patterns at 1 100 \i and 800 |i allow for source size

estimation. The observed source diameters are clearly larger than the antenna beam

size, and assuming a Gaussian source shape, I derive a mean size of 18" (0.75 pc) and

12" (0.5 pc) for the middle and northern source, respectively. The 0.5 pc diameter of

the northern source is a factor of ~ 2 bigger that that found by Carlstrom and Vogel

(1989) from 3.4 mm interferometric measurements. This difference may be in part a

result of antenna performance but may also reflect the extended low level emission

which is present in the Carlstrom and Vogel data. The middle-to-north peak flux ratio

referred to a 30" FWHM beam increases from 0.86 at 1 100 to > 1.22 at 350 \i (Table

3.4). The observed increase of this ratio as a function of frequency has to be explained

by a model of the source.

B. Model ofSgrB2(M)

An acceptable model of the source should be able to reproduce the observed

spectrum of the continuum emission, as well as the change in the middle-to-north peak

flux ratio. I have modeled the source structure using the radiative transfer code of Egan,

Leung, and Spagna (1988). The equation of radiative transfer in spherical geometry is

solved with a Newton-Raphson iterative scheme. The transfer problem is cast as a

two-point boundary value problem. By introducing two auxiliary functions, the

anisotropy factor /v, and the configuration function ^y. the equation is transformed into

a quasi-diffusion form. The quasi-diffiision method operates in two parts. First the

radiation field is assumed to be isotropic, and accordingly the initial values for/y,
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and the temperature profile of the cloud are fixed. The linearized moment equations of

radiative transfer are solved for the mean intensity J^- The coupled, linearized moment

and energy balance equations are then solved for corrections to the mean intensity and

the temperature profile. The source function Sv is calculated, and the angular

distribution of the radiation field is calculated by a ray tracing technique. The process

is repeated until the convergence is achieved. The code has proved to converge quite

rapidly, usually within seven to ten iterations, even for models with very high optical

depth.

Because the position of Sgr B2(M) coincides with the peak of the 7 = l->0

transitions of '^CO and C^^O, 1 have assumed that the middle source is situated at the

center of the molecular cloud traced by the molecular emission. The absence of a

molecular peak corresponding to Sgr B2(N) suggest that the northern source is a very

small and dense clump of material situated somewhere inside the extended cloud. The

absence of the 53 |i continuum emission from the northern source suggest that the

clump is located at the far side of the envelope. Because the optical depth through the

envelope is low at submillimeter wavelengths, the northern source is easily visible. For

wavelengths shorter than ~ 100 |i, however, the envelope becomes optically thick and

the emission from the northern source is attenuated by cold foreground dust. Because

the separation between the two sources is large compared compared to the core sizes, I

solved the radiation transfer equation for each source independently, assuming no

interaction between the two sources. For Sgr B2(M) I assumed the density distribution

in the envelope in the form discussed in Chapter II. The very small source diameter at

submillimeter wavelengths suggest that the continuum emission comes from a small

core embedded in the extended cloud, which due to small beam filling factor and high

temperature does not show up in the C^^O emission. The core was assumed to have a

Gaussian density distribution with a FWHM diameter, and peak central Hj density,
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din. Other important input parameters of the model are: the luminosity of the central

object for wavelengths longer than 912 A (L), the 100 (J. optical depth from the center to

the edge of the cloud (x), and the parameter X, scaling the envelope density distribution

derived in Chapter H. The absorption efiSciency, Q (k), at far infrared wavelengths is

also a very important parameter of the model. Comparing the flux density at 1300 |J,

with the 1 mm data of Westerbrook et al. (1976) and the 350 \i data of Righini, Simon,

and Joyce (1976) one finds a ^ dependence of Q on frequency. This frequency

dependence has been used in the model calculations for wavelengths longer than 100 \i.

For wavelengths between 0.1 |i and 100 |i I used a frequency dependence, as

suggested by theoretical calculations of Draine and Lee (1984). The above formula

gives Q = 2.1 X 10"^ at 1300 |i. I included one grain component with radius a = 0.1

density p = 3 g cm~^, and used the standard gas-to-dust ratio of 100 by mass.

The effects of different input parameters on the observed spectrum from a model

cloud are shown in Figures 3.7 - 3.10. The solid line in each figure represents Model C

from Table 3.5, which is a good model of the middle source, as discussed below. Figure

3.7 shows models with the 100 |i, optical depth of 2.3 (dotted line), 3.1 (solid line), and

3.9 (dashed line). Increasing optical depth results in higher flux density at long

wavelengths, and lower flux density at short wavelengths. The peak of the observed

spectrum is shifted to longer wavelengths. For models presented in Figure 3.7 die 1 100

|i flux in a 60" beam is 118 Jy, 156 Jy, and 193 Jy, for x = 2.3, 3.1, and 3.9, respectively.

The long wavelength flux density is, therefore, approximately proportional to the 100 |i

optical depth. The short wavelength flux density changes faster than the optical depth.

The corresponding flux densities at 50 n are: 12.9 kJy, 9.1 kJy, and 6.5 kJy. The

wavelength of the peak of the spectrum is also approximately proportional to the optical

depth. The corresponding values are 95 |i, 110 [L, and 120 \i. The effect of the central

luminosity on the observed spectrum is shown in Figure 3.8. The long wavelength part
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of the spectrum is only slightly affected by the luminosity. The model luminosities are

5.6 X 10^ (dotted line), 7.5 x 10** (solid line), and 9.4 x 10* L^., (dashed line).

The 1 100 |i flux density changes from 144 Jy to 166 Jy. To the first approximation the

effect is also linear. The peak flux in a 60" beam increases with L. The corresponding

values are 23 kJy, 28 kJy, and 33 kJy. The wavelength of the peak decreases from 120

\i to 100 |i, and the short wavelength flux density also increases. The corresponding

flux densities at 50 II are: 6.4kJy,9.1 kJy, and 11.9 kJy. The observed spectrum is

almost uneffected by the temperature of the central source, as shown in Figure 3.9 for

models with T = 40000 K (solid line), and 20000 K (dashed line). Finally, models with

different long wavelength emissivity laws are presented in Figure 3.10. The slopes of

the grain emissivity law for wavelengths longer than 100 |i are: -1.75 (dotted line), -1.5

(solid line), and -1.25 (dashed line). Only the long wavelength flux density is aff'ected.

The 1 100 |i flux density changes from 88 Jy to 272 Jy.

The input parameters to the model described above were varied to obtain the 1 100 p.

fluxes of - 75 Jy and 101 Jy in 19.4" and 30" beams (the wavelength of 1 100 n was

chosen because of the very regular beam pattern, which allows for direct comparison of

the results of the model calculations with obsei^ations), and the peak flux density of 27

- 28 kJy at 100 ^ in a 60" beam. The 100 \i flux density is slightly lower than the value

of 30 kJy reported by Gatley et al. (1978). The northern source, however, will also

contribute to the total flux in a 60" beam. These values of input parameters give a

correct flux distribution in a 60" beam for wavelengths between 20 ^l and 1300 \i.

Because the source size determination involves some uncertainty (compare the 0.5 pc

diameter of the northern core based on the 1 100 \i and 800 \i JCMT data with the 0.2 pc

diameter determined by Carlstrom and Vogel from the 3.4 mm interferometric
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measurements) I have taken the core size as a free parameter and run models for five

core sizes ranging from 0.3 to 0.75 pc. The parameters of corresponding models are

given in Table 3.5. The 100 |i, 800 |i, and 1 100 p. flux densities are given in Table 3.6.

The core size is a critical parameter of the model. As one can see from Table 3.5

the luminosity of the central source and density in the core are both functions of the

core diameter. The observed flux density at submillimeter and millimeter wavelengths

is mainly a function of the column density averaged over the telescope beam. For small

cores one has to increase the density in order to compensate for the smaller beam filling

factor. This results in a higher 100 |i optical depth from the center to the edge of the

cloud, and accordingly in a lower 100 |i flux. In order to increase the 100 n flux to the

required value one has to increase the stellar luminosity at the center of the cloud. The

core size, density in the core, 100 |i optical depth, and stellar luminosity are, therefore,

strongly correlated. The core size has also clear implications for the H2 density in the

envelope, and CO isotope abundances discussed in Chapter II. One could think that

because the molecular emission in the 7 = 1^0 transition of the CO isotopes comes

mostly from the envelope (high temperature and small beam filling factor in a 45" beam

make the contribution from the core negligible), and the continuum emission comes

almost entirely from the core, it would be difiicult to draw any conclusions about the

envelope based on the continuum data. It is true that the continuum emission in a small

beam (- 20") is dominated by the core. For bigger beams, however, the contribution

from the envelope increases as the beam filling factor of the core decreases. A 30"

beam seems to be a proper choice for this type of studies, as it contains a significant

fraction of the emission from the envelope and at the same time is small enough to

resolve the northern and middle sources. Once a model with correct 1 100 |i flux

density in a 19.4" beam is obtained, the flux in a 30" beam can be adjusted by changing

the density in the envelope. The parameter X in Table 3.5 is a value by which the
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density in the envelope detennined in Chapter II has to be scaled in order to obtain the

correct flux density in a 30" beain. As one can see from Table 3.5, X is another

parameter diat critically depends on the core size. For small cores, the density in the

envelope has to be higher in order to provide the extra flux needed in a 30" beam.

Models with small core sizes are, therefore, characterized by higher column density

through the envelope (Table 3.9). The model with 0.75 pc core diameter suggested by

the JCMT data is consistent with the '^CO abundance observed in the local clouds.

Knowledge of the true value of the diameter of the middle core is essential for

determining molecular abundances and cloud mass, as well as to address the issue of

cloud virialization. Single dish or interferometric data with angular resolution better

than - 10" are necessary to resolve the remaining ambiguity.

The temperature distributions in the models presented in Table 3.5 are shown in

Figure 3.1 1. The increasing luminosity affects the dust temperature in inner - 1 pc. For

bigger distances from the center the dust temperature is barely aff'ected by the

conditions in the core. This effect is caused by the fact that higher luminosities are

accompanied by higher 100 n optical depths.

Scoville and Kwan (1976) presented a simple analytic solution to an upper limit of

the dust temperature in a molecular cloud, assuming no intervening opacity between the

central source and the grain in consideration. If the grain emissivity varies as the

maximum dust temperature is given by

2x10^ ''cm
0.4

L

10^

0.2

(3.2)

where q is the grain emissivity at 50 ]i. The above formula gives temperatures

significantly higher than the radiation transfer code of Egan, Leung, and Spagna (1988)

{cf. Figure 3.11). This results from the vtry large IR optical depth through the cloud.
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The 100 |J, optical depth from the center of the cloud in model C is equal to unity for r ~

0.02 pc. This suggest that the analytic formula of Scoville and Kwan has little

applicarion for clouds with very large IR optical depths.

The calculations were performed assuming the dust emissivity law with a slope of

-1.5 in the far infrared. Sarisfactory models can be obtained for other slopes of the

emissivity law. Steeper slopes will result in a lower flux at millimeter wavelengths. In

order to keep the same flux at 1 100 |i, one would have to increase the dust column

density. This would result in higher 100 n optical depth and higher luminosity would

be required to keep the same flux at 100 [i.

C. Model of SgrB2(N)

1 O

Because of the absence of a corresponding peak of the C O emission in the

/ = l->0 transition, I assumed Sgr B2(N) to be a small clump of material situated behind

the molecular cloud associated with Sgr B2(M). I assumed the source to have a

Gaussian density distribution with a low density envelope. The envelope was

introduced for simplicity of calculations, to keep the same outer radius of the cloud and

the same radial grid as for Sgr B2(M) models discussed in the previous section. It does

not affect the final dust temperature distribution in die core (cf. more detailed discussion

in the appendix). I used die same emissivity law with the slope of -1.5 in the far

infrared, and the same central source temperature of 40000 K. For the reasons

discussed in the previous section I ran models with three different core radii of 0.25 pc,

0.4 pc, and 0.5 pc. Having the specific intensity as a function of the offset from the

center of the cloud for northern and middle source models, 1 calculated the combined

flux in different beams assuming the geomeffy shown in Figure 3.12. The specific

intensity along a given line of sight is simply a sum of two components: a contribution
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from the middle source, I^ip), and a contribution from the northern source,

attenuated by foregroud dust characterized by an optical depth, X/g

:

/(p,e) = /MO') + ^N(P')exp(-T/g). (3.3)

For any model of tiie middle source from Table 3.5, the parameters of the northern

source were varied to give the middle-to-north flux ratios at 1 100 [i equal to those

obtained from the observational data (Table 3.4). The parameters of final Sgr B2(N)

models are given in Table 3.7. The final characteristics of combined models of the

northern and middle sources are given in Table 3.8. The northern source with a 0.5 pc

core diameter gives a good fit to the data for middle source models with core diameters

of 0.4 - 0.6 pc (Models BC, CC, and DD). For bigger middle core sizes (Model ED) the

column density through the envelope at the position of the northern source is too low,

resulting in too low flux density in a 30" beam (middle-to-north flux ratio in a 30" beam

to high). For smaUer middle core sizes (Model AC) the column density through the

envelope at the position of the northern source is too high, resulting in too low flux

density in a 30" beam (middle-to-north flux ratio in a 30" beam to low). Although the

change in the middle-to-north flux density ratio is rather smaU and the observational

data itself involve some uncertainties, the trend is well defined and it allows for

rejecting models with extreme middle core diameters. Similarly, a preferred range of

the middle core diameter for a 0.4 pc diameter of the northern core is 0.3 - 0.5 pc. For £

0.25 pc diameter of the northern core the middle-to-north peak flux ratio in a 30" beam

is too high even for smallest size of the middle core given in Table 3.4.

D. Comparison with Constant Temperature Analysis

The analysis of the dust emission presented in the previous sections of this chapter

is quite complicated and requires a lot of computer time. The continuum emission fron
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dust is often analyzed in terms of a simple model with constant dust temperature along

the line of sight. The flux density at a frequency, v, is simply given by

Sv = QBv(r)(l-e"'°^"'^°),
,

(3.4)

where Q is an effective solid angle of the source, B^(T) is the Planck function at an

average dust temperature, T, is the optical depth at a selected frequency, and Qv is

the grain emissivity which is usually assumed to be a power law with an exponent, p.

The values of Q, 7, x^, and p are adjusted in order to obtain the best fit to the observed

spectrum. The method was applied to Sgr B2 by Gordon (1988) who derives an

average dust temperature of 36 K, effective solid angle of 4.4 x 10"^ sr. emissivity law

exponent of -2.0, 1300 ii emissivity of 6.9 x 10-^ and total column density of 1.6 x

10^^
, assuming grain radius a = 0. 1 |i and density p = 1 g cm"^

.

Because the Yl^ column density derived by Gordon significanUy differs from results

of my model calculations (Table 3.9), I have applied the method of Gordon to the data

in Figure 3.2 in order to derive the source parameters for Sgr B2(M) independently. I

have used the same emissivity law as discussed in section B. Because the data

represents the flux density in a 60" beam, I have fixed the effective solid angle Q in

equation (3.4) and varied only the average dust temperature and 100 H optical depth.

The results are presented in Figure 3.13. The three lines correspond the the dust

temperatures of 31 K (dotted line), 32 K (short dashed line), and 33 K (long dashed

line). The corresponding 100 n optical depths are 1.15, 1.0, and 0.85, respectively. The

dashed-dotted line corresponds to the parameters given by Gordon. The column

density is given by eq. (2.3). Using the same grain parameters as discussed in previous

sections I derive column densities of 1.4, 1.2, and 1.0 x lO^'* cm'^ in a 60" beam for

the three models, respectively. These are about an order of magnitude higher than the

value given by Gordon (1988). It is not clear what value of the gas to dust ratio was
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used by Gordon. Using the values of a, y, Q, and x, given in the paper by Gordon, I

derive an H2 column density of 3.5 x 10^^ Rgi^ where R^d is the gas to dust ratio by

mass. Using the gas to dust ratio of 100 one gets an column density of 3.5 x lO^"*, a

factor of 30 higher than the value derived by Gordon based on the same data. For a

comparison column densities in different beams for Models A-D are given in Table

3.9. They are entirely consistent with the results of the simple analysis presented

above. The simple models do not fit the observed spectrum perfectly. The biggest

discrepancy occurs at short wavelengths. The flux density at 30 |i is an order of

magnitude lower than the observed value. This is caused by the fact that short

wavelength emission comes from hot dust in the vicinity of the continuum sources. The

spectrum from a cloud with a distribution of dust temperatures along the line of sight is

always broader than the one given by a model with constant dust temperature. For

comparison, predicted spectra for Models A-D are shown in Figure 3.14. They fit the

observational data very well. The fitted temperature of - 32 K represents an average

dust temperature along the line of sight and does not have an important physical

meaning. As one can see from Figure 3.1 1 dust temperature decreases monotonically

with the distance from the center of the cloud. The value of 32 K corresponds to a

relatively small region, ~ 1 pc from the center. The situation is different for the gas

kinetic temperature which, as discussed in Chapter IV, is almost constant over most of

the envelope. As far as column density is concerned. I consider the predictions of

simple model to be quite accurate taking into account all the simplifications involved.

Although the model of Gordon fits the data as weU as my simple model, there are

some significant differences in the model predictions. The optical depth of 0.06 at 1300

H derived by Gordon, together with his emissivity law, leads to an extremely high 100 \i

optical depth of 10. This comes from the fact that in constant temperature model the

flux density is independent of the optical depth once the emission becomes optically
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thick. The short wavelength optical depth can, therefore, be artificially increased

without affecting the spectrum. The situation is different for complete models described

in previous sections. Because of the steep temperature gradient through the cloud, the

short wavelength flux is strongly decreased if the optical depth at short wavelengths is

overestimated. The simple model is, therefore, not sensitive to short wavelength

emission, and one has to be extremely careful choosing the functional form of the grain

emissivity law.

E. Conclusion

Based on the model calculations I conclude that the diameter of the northern core is

between 0.4 and 0.5 pc. This leads to a middle core diameter of 0.3 - 0.6 pc. The

important conclusion is that diameters of the middle core bigger than 0.6 pc are rather

unlikely, as they result in too high middle-to-north peak flux ratio in a 30" beam. This

has clear implications for the molecular abundances in the cloud. For all models with

good fit to the observational data, the parameter X which scales the density in the

envelope is somewhat bigger than unity. This seems to confirm the conclusion of the

high column density through the envelope drawn in Chapter II.

Another important result of the calculations is that the luminosity of the northern

source is rather low, 1 - 2 x 10^ Lq, compared to - 5 x 10* Lq given by Benson and

Johnston (1986) based on free-free emission from compact H II regions. The free-free

emission data, however, may involve significant uncertainty. New VLA observations

of Gaume and Claussen (1988) suggest much lower luminosities of both northern and

middle sources than the original data of Benson and Johnston. The uncertainty of the

middle source luminosity based on the model calculations can be estimated from Figure

3.8. The 100 |i flux density in a 60" beam, which is a sensitive function of this
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luminosity, changes by ~ 20% for a 25% change in the luminosity. The scatter of the

observational data is quite significant around this wavelength. Assuming calibration

errors of ~ 25%, one gets a luminosity error of - 30%. In order to estimate the

uncertainty of the northern source luminosity I ran additional models with luminosities

of this source higher and lower by 25% compared to model CB. I adjusted the 100 |i

optical depth to keep the same middle-to-north flux ratio at 1100 |i for all three models.

The middle-to-north flux ratio changes by - 5% at 450 ^ and ~ 7% at 350 \i for a 25%

change in the northern source luminosity. This is about the order of observational

errors in our data. The corresponding change at 100 n is - 30%. Luminosities of the

northern source much higher than our estimates are inconsistent with observations. For

example a model with northern source luminosity a factor of 3 higher than that in model

CB and the same middle-to-north ratio at 11 00 |i predicts ratios of 0.9 and 1.04 at 450

and 350 ji, respectively. These ratios are significantly lower than the observed values.

The very high northern source luminosity of ~ lO'' L^^ suggested by Thronson and

Harper (1986) seems to be completely ruled out by the model calculations. The

foreground attenuation plays an important role in decreasing the observed flux density

from the northern source at wavelengths shorter than ~ 100 [l. It is essential for

explaining the absence of the 53 emission associated with Sgr B2(N). The extinction

cannot explain, however, the observed change in the middle- to- north peak flux ratio

between 1 100 |a and 350 [i, where the optical depth is still low. The middle source

luminosity based on the model calculations is ~ 1 - 2 x 10^ L^,, somewhat higher than

that suggested either by Benson and Johnston, or Gaume and Claussen. One possible

way to lower the middle source luminosity would be to change the slope of the far

infrared grain emissivity law. If the slope were less steep one would have to decrease

the 100 ^1 optical depth in order to get the same flux density at millimeter wavelengths.

The lower optical depth would result in a higher 100 [l flux density. In order to lower
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the 100 ^i flux density to the required value one would have to decrease the luminosity

of the middle source. A clear conclusion of the model calculations is that the middle

source luminosity is an order of magnitude higher than that of the northern source,

unless the grain properties in the two regions are significandy different. In this context

it is very interesting that the vibrationally excited molecules peaks at the position of the

northern source (Goldsmith et al. 1987). If the molecules are really excited by

radiation, as suggested by Goldsmith et al., the emission should peak at the position of

the middle source, where a stronger radiation field is present. The high density of 1

- 2 X 10^ cm"^ present in the northern core is still too low for collisional excitation of

vibrational transitions of HC3 N. The fact that the emission of vibrationally excited

molecules peak at the position of the northern source seems to indicate a real chemical

difference between the two regions. One possibility, suggested by Carlstrom and Vogel

(1989), is that the middle source is more evolved than the northern source and has had

enough time to destroy molecules in its immediate vicinity, where the strong radiation

field is present. HC^N emission and its implications are further discussed in Chapter V.

Comparison of the model predictions with results of a simple analysis based on

constant dust temperature suggests that the simple technique gives satisfactory

predictions for the total column density along the line of sight, provided that reasonable

form of grain emissivity law is chosen.

Model calculations suggest the total core masses of 1.5 - 4.1 x 10"* M^, and 3 -10 x

10'^Mq for the middle and northern cores, respectively. These are very small fractions

of the total mass of the cloud, 5 - 10 x 10* M„.
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Table 3.1. - JCMT Beam Sizes and Calibration Factors.

X QiFWHMf ^ 60

1100 19.4 32 77 300

800 16.4 65 220 880

450 16.3 298 1010 4040

350 20.4 1040 2250 9000

The mean FWHM beam width determined by fitting a two dimensional Gaussian to

Uranus maps. The beam is slightly elongated in azimuthal direction (a typical semi-

major to semi-minor axis ratio of 1.2).

The conversion from the output voltage to the unpolarized flux density in the

telescope beam for a source much smaller than the main beam based on the observation

of Uranus. The flux from Uranus was assumed to be 50 Jy, 97 Jy, 210 Jy, and 300 Jy for

1 100 |l, 800 |l, 450 |l, and 350 |i filters, respectively (JCMT calibration program).

The conversion from the output voltage to the unpolarized flux density in a 30" beam,

calculated according to the formula C30 = Ce (30/6)'^. Because of the errors in

determination of 6, C30 can involve may involve significant uncertainty.

The conversion from the output voltage to the unpolarized flux density in a 60" beam,

calculated according to the formula Ceo = Ce (60/6)^.
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Table 3.2. - Observed Flux Densities from Sgr B2 (M).

X f. b
J 30

1100 79. 105. 210 1.33

800 227 343 783 1.51

450 1192 1919 4686 1.61

350 3962 >3780'' >9090^

" Flux density in the telescope beam.

Flux density in a 30" beam.

Flux density in a 60" beam.

Ratio of the fluxes in a 30" and actual telescope beams.

^ 350 10. flux in large beams is affected by a row of bad pixels present in the data (cf.

Figure 3.6).
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Table 3.3. - Observed Flux Densities from Sgr B2 (N).

X J 30

1100 103 123 225 1.19

800 284 370 801 1.30

450 1070 1646 4323 1.54

350 3141 >3173'^ >8370''

° Flux density in the telescope beam.

* Flux density in a 30" beam.

Flux density in a 60" beam.

^ Ratio of the fluxes in a 30" and actual telescope beams.

350 n flux in large beams is affected by a row of bad pixels present in the data (c/.

Figure 3.6).



Table 3.4. Observed Middle-to-North Peak Flux Ratios.

X M/Nq" M/N20''

1300 0.80

1100 0.76 0.85

800 0.80 0.93

450 1.11 1.17

350 1.26 1.19''

" Referred to the telescope beam.

* Referred to a 30" beam.

350 |i flux ratio in a 30" beam is affected by bad pixels in the data and represents

lower limit to the true ratio.
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Table 3.5. - Model Parameters for Models of Sgr B2(M) Core.

Model 'in din" '"core

A 0.3 9.4 X 10* 1.6 1.4 X 10^ 2.3 X 10^ 4.4 1.5 X lO'*

B 0.4 5.6 X 10* 1.4 9. X 10* 1.5 X 10'' 3.6 2.1 X lO'*

C 0.5 3.9 X 10* 1.1 7.5 X 10* 1.3 X 10'' 3.1 2.9 X lO''

D 0.6 3.2 X 10* 0.8 6. X 10* 1.0 X lO'' 2.9 4.1 X lO"*

E 0.75 2.4 X 10* 0.5 5. X 10* 8.5 X 10* 2.6 6.0 X 10'*

" FWHM diameter of a Gaussian core (pc).

* Central density in the core assuming a gas to dust ratio of 100 by mass (cm"').

Factor scaling the density distribution in the envelope determined in Chapter II.

Luminosity of the central star for wavelengths longer than 912 A (Lq). The stellar

temperature does not affect the results and has been set to 40000 K.

^ Total luminosity of the central star (Lq).

100 M- optical depth from the center to the edge of the cloud.

^ Total mass of the core (M„).



Table 3.6. - Predicted Fluxes From Models from Table 3.5.

Model S(lOOii)'' Se(1100 [if

A 27.4 75.3 1.35

B 27.0 74.8 1.34

C 28.1 74.2 1.34

D 27.1 75.2 1.34

E 27.3 74.9 1.37

100 flux density in a 60" beam (kJy).

1100 |i flux density in a 19.4" beam (Jy).

Ratio of flux densities in 30" and 19.4" beams.
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Table 3.7. - Model Parameters for Models of Sgr B2(N) Core.

Model ' in din' ^100*' M f

A 0.25 3.6 X lO'' 5. X 10^ 8.5 X 10^ 11.7 3.4 X 10'^

B 0.4 1.7 X 10^ 1. X 10^ 1.7 X 10* 9.2 6.5 X lO"*

C 0.4 1.8 X 10''
1. X 10^ 1.7 X 10* 9.6 6.9 X lO"*

D 0.5 1.3 X 10^ 6. X 10^ 1.0 X 10* 8.4 9.7 X lO'*

E 0.5 1.3 X 10^ 6. X 10^ 1.0 X 10* 8.6 9.7 X 10"

" FWHM diameter of a Gaussian core (pc).

* Central density in the core assuming a gas to dust ratio of 100 by mass (cm"^).

Luminosity of the central heating source for wavelengths longer than 912 A (L^).

Total luminosity of the central heating source (L^). The stellar temperature does not

affect the results and has been set to 40000 K.

100 |i optical depth from the center to the edge of the cloud.
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Table 3.8. - Combined Models of Sgr B2.

Model M(30/e)'^ A'(30/e)'' MINOQY MIN(Q)f

Observed Value 1.34 1.21 0.86 0.77

AA 0.3 0.25 1.35 1.15 0.90 0.76

ab' 0.3 0.4 1.35 1.21 0.86 0.77

BB* 0.4 0.4 1.34 1.20 0.87 0.78

CB* 0.5 0.4 1.34 1.18 0.88 0.78

DC 0.6 0.4 1.34 1.16 0.89 0.77

EC 0.75 0.4 1.37 1.14 0.94 0.78

AD 0.3 0.5 1.35 1.26 0.82 0.77

BD 0.4 0.5 1.34 1.24 0.83 0.77

CD* 0.5 0.5 1.34 1.23 0.84 0.77

DE* 0.6 0.5 1.34 1.21 0.86 0.77

EE 0.75 0.5 1.37 1.19 0.90 0.78

" Diameter of the middle core (pc).

Diameter of the northern core (pc).

1 100 |i flux ratio in 30" and telescope beams for the middle source.

1 100 [I flux ratio in 30" and telescope beams for the northern source.

1 100 |i middle-to-north flux ratio in a 30" beam.

^ 1 100 middle-to-north flux ratio in the telescope beam.

* Denotes a good model of the source.



Table 3.9. - Column Densities at the Position of Sgr B2(M).

Model A'//, (23") A'«,(45") A'w,(60")

A 2.5 X 10^4 1.8 X lO^'* 1.5 xlO^ 1.0 X 10''

B 2.6 X 1024 1.7 X lO^-* 1.4 xlO^" 8.8 X 10^

C 2.6 X lO^'* 1.5 X 10^'*
1.2 xlO^"* 6.9 X 10^

D 2.7 X 10^''
1.4 X lO^^* 1.1 xlO^'' 5.0 X 10^

E 2.8 X lO^"* 1.3 X 10^4 0.9 xlO^ 3.2 X 10^

The H2 column densities (cm 2) at the position of Sgr B2(M) in 23", 45", and 60"

FWHM beams for final models of the source and the total mass of the cloud (M^).
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Figure 3.1. - A contour map of the 1300 |i continuum emission in Sgr B2. The FWHM
beam size and main beam efficiency are determined to be 23" and 0.1, respectively.

The conversion from the antenna temperature corrected for atmospheric attenuation and

warm losses to unpolarized flux density is 185 Jy K"' . The peak antenna temperatures

are 0.29 K and 0.24 K for the northern and middle sources, respectively. This

corresponds to flux densities of 56 Jy and 44 Jy. The contour levels are 0.9, 0.8, 0.7,

0.6, and 0.5 of the peak flux density. The dashed line represents a boundary of the

region for which the data is available. The coordinates of the (0,0) position are: Uigso

= 17''44'"10.5',5i95o=-28°22'05".
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Figure 3.2. - Observed spectrum of the IR emission from Sgr B2. The figure has been

taken from Goldsmith, Snell, and Lis (1987). The data refer to a 60" beam except for

the three longest wavelength points which were taken with 77", 135", and 70" beams,

respectively. The wavelengths and references for the data are: (1) 2.8 cm (Downes et

al. 1976); (2) 1.9 cm (Kapitzky and Dent 1974); (3) 1 cm (Downes, Maxwell, and

Rinehart 1970); (4) 1.3 mm (Goldsmith, Snell, and Lis 1987); (5) 1 mm (Westerbrook

et al 1976); (6) 350 |i (Righini, Simon, and Joyce 1976); (7) 175 \i, 100 |i, and 53

(Harvey, Campbell, and Hoffman 1977); (8) 155 \i and 125 \i (Thronson and Harper

1986); (9) 100 |i, 50 |i and 30 )i (Gatley et al. 1978).
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Figure 3.3. - A contour map of the 1 100 |i continuum emission in Sgr B2. The FWHM

beam size is 19.4". The conversion from the output voltage to unpolarized flux density

is 32 Jy V"'
.
The peak flux densities from the northern and middle sources are 103 Jy

and 79 Jy, respectively. The contour levels are 0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6, 0.5, 0.4, 0.3, 0.2, and

0.1 of the peak flux density. The dashed line represents a boundary of the region for

which the data is available. The coordinates of the (0,0) position are: ttigso =

17''44"'10.5^
5i95o = -28°22'05".
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Figure 3.4. - A contour map of the 800 |i continuum emission in Sgr B2. The FWHM

beam size is 16.4". The conversion from the output voltage to unpolarized flux density

is 65 Jy V"' . The peak flux densities from the northern and middle sources are 284 Jy

and 227 Jy, respectively. The contour levels are 0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6, 0.5, 0.4, 0.3, 0.2, and

0.1 of the peak flux density. The dashed line represents a boundary of the region for

which the data is available. The coordinates of the (0,0) position are: a^g^o =

17''44'"10.5^ 6,950 = -28°22'05".
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Figure 3.5. - A contour map of the 450 [i continuum emission in Sgr B2. The FWHM
beam size is 16.3". The conversion from the output voltage to unpolarized flux density

is 300 Jy V"'
.
The peak flux densities from the northern and middle sources are 1070

Jy and 1 192 Jy, respectively. The contour levels are 0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6, 0.5, 0.4, 0.3, 0.2,

and 0.
1
of the peak flux density. The dashed line represents a boundary of the region

for which the data is available. The coordinates of the (0,0) position are: ttigso =

17''44"'10.5',5i95o = -28°22'05".
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Figure 3.6. - A contour map of the 350 |i continuum emission in Sgr B2. The FWHM

beam size is 20.4". The conversion from the output voltage to unpolarized flux density

is 1040 Jy V"'
.
The peak flux densities from the northern and middle sources are 3140

Jy and 3960 Jy, respectively. The contour levels are 0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6, 0.5, 0.4, 0.3, 0.2,

and 0. 1 of the peak flux density. A row of bad pixels close to the middle source is

responsible for the division in the emission between the middle and northern sources.

The coordinates of the (0,0) position are: ai95o = 17''44'"10.5^ 61950 = -28°22'05".
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Figure 3.7 - The effect of the optical depth on the IR spectrum. The 100 |i optical

depths are 2.3 (dotted line), 3.1 (solid line), and 3.9 (dashed Hne). Increasing optical

depth results in higher flux densities at long wavelengths, and lower flux densities at

short wavelengths. The peak of the observed spectrum is shifted to longer wavelengths.

The 1 100 |i flux in a 60" beam is 118 Jy, 156 Jy, and 193 Jy, fori = 2.3, 3.1, and 3.9,

respectively. The long wavelength flux density is, therefore, approximately

proportional to the 100 |i optical depth. The short wavelength flux density changes

faster than the optical depth. The corresponding flux densities at 50 |i are: 12.9 kJy, 9.

1

kJy, and 6.5 kJy. The wavelength of the peak of the spectrum is also approximately

proportional to the optical depth. The corresponding values are 95 |i. 1 10 |i, and 120 |i.
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Figure 3.8 - The effect of the central luminosity on the IR spectrum. The long

wavelength part of the spectrum is only slightly affected by the luminosity. The model

luminosities are 5.6 x 10*^ (dotted line), 7.5 x 10^ (solid line), and 9.4 x 10^

(dashed line). The 1 100 |i flux density changes from 144 Jy to 166 Jy. To the first

approximation the effect is linear. The peak flux in a 60" beam increases with L

irrespective of wavelength. The corresponding values are 23 kJy, 28 kJy, and 33 kJy.

The wavelength of the peak decreases from 120 |J, to 100 ^i, and the short wavelength

flux density also increases. The coiresponding flux densities at 50 ^ are: 6.4 kJy, 9.1

kJy, and 11.9 kJy.
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Figure 3.9 - The effect of the central source temperature on the IR spectrum. The

central source temperatures are 40000 K (solid line), and 20000 K (dashed line). The

spectrum is almost uneffected by the temperature.
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Figure 3.10. - The effect of the grain emissivity on the IR spectrum. The slopes of the

grain emissivity law for wavelengths longer than 100 n are: -1.75 (dotted line), -1.5

(solid line), and -1.25 (dashed line). Only the long wavelength flux density is affected.

The 1 100 n flux density changes from 88 Jy to 272 Jy.
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Figure 3.1 1. - Temperature distribution for Sgr B2(M) models. Increasing luminosity

of the central source increase the dust temperature in the inner - 1 pc region. The dust

away from the center of the cloud is not affected by the luminosity change, because

higher luminosities are accompanied by higher optical depths through the core. The

upper dotted line corresponds to the analytic solution given by eq. (3.2) for Model C.
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Figure 3.12. - The geometry of Sgr B2 models. The extended molecular cloud has a

radius of ~ 22.5 pc and consists of a constant density component and a power law

density component with an exponent of -2 extending outward from ~ 1.25 pc. The

continuum emission comes from two small cores embedded in the extended cloud,

which due to small beam filling factor and high temperature do not show up in the

J = 1 —>0 transition of C O. The Sgr B2(M) continuum source has a diameter of - 0.5

pc and is situated at the center of the molecular cloud. The Sgr B2(N) continuum

source is a small, dense clump of material situated in the envelope behind the central

region of the cloud, and its emission at short wavelengths is attenuated by foreground

dust. The lower panel shows the density distribution in the cloud which consists of

constant density component, power law component with radial exponent of -2

extending outward from 1.25 pc, and Gaussian density core.
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Figure 3.13. - Predicted spectra for constant temperature models. The average dust

temperatures along the line of sight are: 31 K (dotted line), 32 K (short dashed line),

and 33 K (long dashed line). The 100 |i optical depths are 1.15, 1.0, and 0.85

respectively. I assumed the same grain emissivity law as discussed in section B and the

eifective solid angle corresponding to 60 FWHM beam width. The constant

temperature models fail to reproduce the observed spectrum at short wavelengths,

predicting too low flux densities. The dashed dotted line correspond to the model of

Gordon (1988).
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Figure 3.14. - Predicted spectra for complete cloud models. The models plotted are:

AB (solid line), BB (dotted line), CB (short dashed line), CD (long dashed line), and

DE (dashed-dotted line) from Table 3.8. The spectra are almost identical and reproduce

the observational data well even at short wavelengths. The error bars correspond to

estimated errors of the observational data of ± 25%. The filled squares are the new data

discussed in the text. The model are optimized for ~ 20" and 30" beams. The predicted

flux in large beams is slightly underestimated for X > 300 ^i.
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CHAPTER IV

MULTITRANSITION CO ISOTOPE STUDIES

In Chapter n I presented a simple analysis of the / = 1—>0 transitions of CO and

C O based on the assumption of constant excitation temperature through the cloud. I

derived the density distribution in the envelope and gave estimate of the total mass of

the molecular material. In the present chapter I present observations of higher

transitions of CO isotopes, which are modeled using the Monte Carlo code of Bernes

(1979). Because higher transitions of CO isotopes (especially the 7=2—>1 transition of

18
having moderate optical depth, and observed with high angular resolution) should

be much more sensitive to the conditions in the cloud core than the J = 1—>0 transition,

the data may help to distinguish between different models of the cloud core presented in

the previous chapter. The higher transitions are much more difficult to observe than the

J = 1 —>0 transition. It is, therefore, important to determine how much can be le;irned

about the cloud from them, compared to using the J = 1—»0 data alone. I also calculate

the thermal balance in the cloud in order to compare the importance of different heating

sources in the region and to determine the kinetic temperature of the gas. Knowledge of

the kinetic temperature is essential for the Monte Carlo calculations.

A. Observations

The J =2-4l transitions of '^CO and C^^O were observed in 1988 January and

February, using the 14 m FCRAO antenna. The receiver system employed a Schottky

diode mixer and 1.1 - 1.7 GHz PET IF amplifier, both operating at ~ 20 K inside a

vacuum dewar (Erickson 1985). Local oscillator power was provided by a frequency
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tripler, with LO injection and sideband filtering accomplished through quasi-optical

interferometers. The image sideband was terminated in a cryogenic load with an

effective temperature of 33 K. The receiver had a useful IF bandwidth of over 600

MHz. A single-sideband receiver temperature was - 330 K. The typical system

temperature (referred to above the Earth's atmosphere) at the low elevation

characteristic of Sgr B2 was 1000 - 1700 K (SSB). Saturn was used for pointing

measurements and calibration. The FWHM beam width was determined to be 23". The

aperture efficiency based on measurements of Saturn was only ~ 10%. The energy in

the error pattern, however, was quite significant and the beam efficiency for an extended

source is estimated to be - 20%. We used a spectrometer with resolution of 1 MHz,

equivalent to 1.4 km s"^ The ^^CO emission was observed at 70 positions spaced by

20" (Table 4. 1). The integration time varied from 120 to 640 seconds, depending on the

system temperature. A typical r.m.s. fluctuation level is ~ 0.1 K (signal-to-noise ratio

of - 10:1 - 15:1). The emission is confined to the velocity range 30 - 1 10 km s"'. A

contour map of the integrated intensity is shown in Figure 4.1. The emission peaks in

the vicinity of the Sgr B2(M) continuum source. No secondary peak associated with the

northern source is observed. This can be easily seen from a plot of the integrated

intensity as a function of declination offset for Aa = 0 (Figure 4.2). The emission falls

off smoothly as declination offset increases. Five spectra from a north-south cut st Aa =

0 with 20" spacing are shown in Figure 4.3. The self-absorption in the main velocity

component at the VLSR of ~ 62 km s"' is more prominent than in the / = 1^0

transition, suggesting higher optical depth.

The C^^O emission was observed at 34 positions spaced by 20" (Table 4.2). The

integration ume varied from 120 to 480 seconds. The typical r.m.s. noise in the spectra

is smaller than 0.2 K (signal-to-noise ratio greater than 5:1). A contour map of the

integrated intensity is shown in Figure 4.4. Although the map does not extend far
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in the southern direction it shows emission peaking in the vicinity of the position of Sgr

B2(M) continuum source, similar to CO. This is easily seen from the plot of the

integrated intensity as a function of the declination offset (Figure 4.5 - solid line). A

sample of five spectra from a north-south cut is shown in Figure 4.6. The line is not

self-absorbed, suggesting low or moderate optical depth. The line center velocity shifts

from - 60 km s"' at A5 = -0.33' to - 70 km s"' at A5 > 0.66'. This is most likely a result

of a change in relative intensity of different velocity components observed in the

spectra. The integrated intensity in the velocity range 45 - 65 km s"' peaks at the

position of Sgr B2(M) (dotted line in Figure 4.5). The integrated density in the velocity

range 65 - 85 km s'^ has more extended distribution, but it clearly peaks in the vicinity

of Sgr B2(N). The relatively high noise of the data does not allow for unambiguous

decomposition of the spectra into different velocity components, but there seem to be at

least four clumps with VLSRs of ~ 55, 62, 70, and 85 km s'^ present in the core of the

cloud. Similar velocity components are present in the HC3N data as discussed in

Chapter V. Additional C O data with better signal-to-noise ratio will be very helpful

for studying kinematics of the core.

The J =3^2 transitions of '^CO and ^^CO were observed in 1988 February at

Wyoming Infrared Observatory on Jelm Mountain, Wyoming. The receiver, located at

the Cassegrain focus of the telescope, employed a cooled Schottky diode mixer (Tauber

et al. 1989). The signal and local oscillator were injected into the mixer using a quasi-

optical diplexer. The receiver was tuned for double sideband operation. The IF signal

centered at 1.45 GHz was first amplified by a cooled three-stage FET amplifier, and

then downconverted to the center frequency of the backends consisting of two 64-

channel filterbank spectrometers, with frequency resolutions of 2 MHz (1.7 km .s"'), and

5 MHz (4.5 km s''). The receiver noise temperature was measured in the laboratory to
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be ~ 800 K (DSB) at 345.8 GHz. The observations were calibrated using the chopper-

wheel method (Penzias and Bumis 1973).

The submillimeter beam was aligned with the crosshair in an optical eyepiece

attached to the receiver, using a strong source such as Jupiter, so the pointing of the

telescope could be checked on a bright star near the source of interest using the

eyepiece. Total pointing errors during observations should not exceed a few

arcseconds. The beam size was determined from observations of Jupiter. The FWHM

beam width of 87" was close to the diffraction limit. The exact beam shape was

determined during an earlier observing run by scanning across the lunar limb. It can be

fitted by two Gaussians, one with the FWHM of 87" and another with FWHM - 5 times

larger. The main beam efficiency at the elevation of Sgr B2 is estimated to be ~ 0.50.

CO was observed at 26 positions with 1 spacing. The line parameters are given in

Table 4.3 and a contour map of the integrated intensity of the main velocity component

between 45 and 85 km s"' is shown in Figure 4.7. A sample of five spectra from a

1 ^
north-south cut is shown in Figure 4.8. CO emission was observed at 5 positions with

r spacing. The line parameters are given in Table 4.3 and four spectra from a north-

south cut are shown in Figure 4.9. For a comparison I observed the 7 = 1 —>0 transition

of '^CO. The data were taken in 1988 June using the FCRAO antenna and the receiver

system described in Chapter II. The beam size was 45" and the beam efficiency - 0.45.

The emission was observed at 35 positions with 1' spacing. The line parameters are

presented in Table 4.4 and a contour map of the integrated intensity in the same velocity

range as for the 7 =3->2 transition is shown in Figure 4.10. A sample of five spectra

from a north-south cut is shown in Figure 4. 1 1 . The J - 1 ->0 spectra of CO are

almost identical with the J =3->2 specn-a shown in Figure 4.8 suggesting that the first

three transitions of CO are thermalized throughout the cloud.
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The observational data which should be reproduced by a satisfactory model of the

cloud are summarized in Table 4.5. They include the peak antenna temperature and

integrated intensity at the center of the cloud for each transition observed, as well as the

integrated intensity distribution as a function of the offset from the center of the cloud

in the inner 2' region, as given by ratios of integrated intensities at offsets of 2.5 pc and

5.0 pc to the peak integrated intensity. Because the absolute calibration at 230 GHz is

uncertain, one should pay close attention to the distribution of the emission and to the

1-2 1 o

ratio of the CO and C O integrated intensities rather than to the absolute values of

the antenna temperature and integrated intensities.

B. Monte Carlo Simulations

Modeling the molecular line emission is much more difficult than modeling the

continuum emission from the dust. This is a result of the complicated kinematic

structure of the cloud which consists of many clumps of molecular material with

different LSR velocities. Radiation emitted in one clump can be absorbed in another

clump only if their relative velocity is small compared to the line width. This does not

significantly affect optically thin lines, because if the optical depth is low, each photon

emitted inside the cloud escapes: velocity shifts between different portions of the cloud

change the observed line profile, but do not change the total integrated intensity of the

line. The intensity of optically thick lines, however, can be underestimated when the

motions of the fragments are neglected. Because the radiation transfer code of Hemes

(1979) which has been used in the calculations allows only for systematic motions, such

as collapse, this fact has to be kept in mind when comparing the results of model

calculations with the observational data.
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In Chapter IE I presented five models of the cloud (Table 3.5). Four of them

(Models A - D) I considered to be consistent with the continuum data. In this chapter I

1-7 1 Q
calculate the intensities of CO and C O emission for these models and compare the

results with the molecular data presented above. The goal of the calculations is to

reproduce the observed intensity distribution as a function of the ofifset from the center

of the cloud. In order to have as few free parameters as possible, I assumed the same

density distribution as discussed in Chapter III and a constant velocity dispersion and

fractional abundance throughout the cloud. The velocity dispersion and the fractional

abundance are the only parameters varied in the calculations. The kinetic temperature

of the gas is a very important parameter of the model. The detailed calculations of

heating and cooling of the gas are discussed below. Because the cooling and heating

rates are highly uncertain, it seems reasonable to start with a simple assumption of

equal temperatures of gas and dust, and molecular fractional abundances derived in

Chapter II, scaled by the factor X from Table 3.7.

Each model cloud was divided into 30 shells, 10 of them in the inner part of the

cloud, 1.25 pc in radius, and 20 between 1.25 pc and 22.5 pc. Because the Monte Carlo

code uses A-iteration it can be applied only to models with the total optical depth less

than - 100. It is, therefore, only possible to calculate models for ''cO and C'^0, and

not for '^CO. The results of the calculations for models equivalent to dust models from

Table 3.5 are presented in Table 4.6. The difference between the models is best seen in

the C'^O emission. The intensity of the /=1 ^0 transition at the center of the cloud

increases significantly as the core size varies from 0.3 pc for Model A to 0.75 pc for

Model E. For Model E it is almost a factor of two higher than the observed value. The

C^^O integrated intensity, however, is almost a linear function of the assumed

fractional abundance and can be easily scaled. I therefore consider the distribution of

the emission to be much better test of the agreement of the model predictions with the
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observational data. CO emission is much less affected by the size of the core.

Because of the relatively high line center optical depth it is not very sensitive to the

conditions in the core. It is puzzling, however, that even models with biggest cores

predict much too low intensity for the 7=1^0 transition of this molecule. This may

suggest that the true CO to C O abundance ratio is higher than derived in Chapter II.

The biggest difference between the models is seen in the 7=2—>1 transition of C O. As

I mentioned above, the calibration of the data represents a big problem. From the

distribution of the integrated intensity it is clear, however, that the source size predicted

by models with big core sizes (Models D and E) is too small. This is a combined result

of lower density in the envelope and larger beam filling factor of the core. While

the integrated intensity at the center of the cloud increases with increasing core size as

a result of increasing beam filling factor of the core, the intensity at off-center positions

decreases as a result of lower density, producing high contrast between center and

off-center positions for models with big cores. Also, the ratio of the CO to C O

integrated intensity in the 7=2 ->1 transition, which is not affected by calibration, is too

small for models with bigger cores. The ratio of 2.3, predicted by Model A, is very

close to the observed ratio of 2.1. One should keep in mind, however, that this ratio,

although not affected by calibration, may be a function of assumed gas kinetic

temperature in the envelope. The excitation conditions in the envelope can change

significantly the degree of self-absorption of ''CO lines and, therefore, affect

1 ^ • 1

8

significandy intensities of CO lines without changing significantiy intensities of C O

lines. Based on the model calculations with gas kinetic temperature equal to dust

temperature I conclude that the observational data seems to favor small core sizes

(Models A-C). It is not clear, however, how much the results will change after

including heating and cooling of the gas. The '^CO data suggest relatively high

temperatures of ~ 15 - 20 K to be present over most of the region. This suggests that
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gas temperature is higher in the envelope than dust temperature. As I will show later,

this results from the fact that turbulence is the main heating source in the region.

Higher kinetic temperatures should help to increase the observed source size in the

1 o
/=2^1 transition of C O for models with bigger cores.

C. Thermal Balance

Different mechanisms of heating and cooling of the interstellar gas have been

discussed by Black (1987). Heating sources of the gas in dense molecular clouds

include cosmic rays, turbulence, dissipation of Alfven waves, photoelectric effect on

grains (cloud edges) and collisions with warm dust. The rate for cosmic ray heating

(Black 1987) is given by

r„ = 4x10-28— ergs-'cm-\ (4.1)

4x10 " 6eV

where i^^ is the primary ionization rate, 6/, is the mean heating input per primary

ionization, and n//^ is the molecular hydrogen volume density. Turbulent heating of a

molecular cloud (Boland and de Jong 1984) is given by

r,„6 = 5.4x10-3"-^ erg 5"' cm'^ . (4.2)

1+a

where a = Vjurbi'^^T^' is a parameter characterizing both turbulent velocity and

length scale, and an average mass per particle, m =2.34, assuming the standard helium

abundance. Magnetic heating (Hartquist 1977) is given by

r^/A^n = 3.2x10-"/ , (4.3)

where / is the energy stored in Alfven waves as a fraction of the total gravitational
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energy of the cloud, and the magnetic field strength is assumed to vary as . In the

calculations I assumed the energy fraction stored in Alfven waves to be equal to 0.2.

The value of/does not affect the calculations, because magnetic heating gives a rather

minor contribution to the total heating rate.

Photoelectric effect on dust grains is an important heating source of molecular cloud

edges. The photoelectric heating rate in an unattenuated radiation field is given by

= 8x10-^" . (4.4)

(Black 1987). I assumed that inside the cloud the hearing rate varies as exp(-Px),

where t is the dust optical depth from the edge of the cloud, and P accounts for clumpy

structure of the cloud. The radiation fields penetrates deeper into a clumpy cloud cloud

than it would into a cloud with uniform density distribution. In the calculations I

assumed p to be equal to 0.5. The value of p affects the temperature distribution at the

edge of the cloud, but it has little effect on the intensity of observed lines as long as it is

not extremely small. Finally heating by collisions with warm dust has been discussed

by Burke and Hollenbach (1983). The heating rate is given by

Tg, = ngrnHOgr(-^V'oiT2k{Tg-T) , (4.5)

where the thermal accommodation coefficient a = 0.35, and «// is hydrogen nucleon

density. Assuming the same dust parameters as discussed in Chapter III (0.1 \i radius, 3

g cm"'' density, and a gas to dust ratio of 100 by mass), I obtain the following formula

= 2.3x10-" n},^ T'^' {Tgr'T) . (4.6)

The coefficient of 2.3 x lO"''^, used in the calculations is a factor of 4 lower than that
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given by Black (1987). This is a result of different parameters of dust grains used, and

produces rather minor change in intensities of observed lines.

Different cooling mechanisms of dense molecular clouds have been discussed by

Goldsmith and Langer (1978). In my analysis 1 used the same functional form of total

cooling rates on kinetic temperature and density as given by Goldsmith and Langer.

It has to be kept in mind, however, that the rates depend critically on fractional

abundances of different molecular species and radiation transfer effects and can involve

significant uncertainties. The total cooling rate can be written in the form

A = a . (4.7)

The parameters a and b given by Goldsmith and Langer (1978) for different Rj

densities. I fitted the density dependence of the parameters a and b with second order

polynomials in order to obtain an analytic formula for the total cooling rate. The fits

are shown in Figures 4.12 and 4.13. Because best fit curves turn over at high densities,

I simply assumed a constant values of a and b for densities higher than those

corresponding to the peak of the fitted parabolas. This can result in underestimating the

cooling rates at densides of ~ 10^ cm"-' and higher. The total heating rate in this

density range, however, is entirely dominated by interaction with dust grains, and the

gas and dust are well coupled regardless of the cooling rates. The final formulae for a

and b are

logiofl =
-0.1 15 + 1.25 X -28.80 ;c<5.44 ,

.

-25.40 x>5.44

-0M6x^ + 1.12 X -0.54 x<6.53
3.12 j:>6.53

where x - logio I used Model C with an intermediate size of the core as a test for
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cooling and heating rates. The results of the calculations can be tested by comparing

the calculated kinetic temperature distribution with the peak CO radiation

temperature as a function of the offset from the center of the cloud. The kinetic

temperature in the envelope calculated using the heating and cooling rates discussed

above is relatively high, - 40 K, a factor of 2 - 3 higher than the temperature suggested

by '^CO data (c/. Figure 4.14). This is not very surprising, since the cooling and

heating rates are highly uncertain. The temperature in the envelope can be decreased

by either increasing the total cooling rate or decreasing the turbulent heating rate which

turns out to be a dominant heating source in the region. The first possibility is explored

in Figure 4.14 which presents results of the calculations for the cooling rate scaling

factors of 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, upper to lower curve, respectively. The solid line

corresponds to the dust temperature. The filled squares, corresponding to the peak

'^CO radiation temperature, suggest a scaling factor of ~ 4. Results for models with

decreased turbulent heating rate are presented in Figure 4.15. The scaling factors are:

1., 0.5, 0.3,0.2, and 0.1, upper to lower curve, respectively. A scaling factor of - 0.2

seems consistent with '^CO data. The only clear conclusion is that since the cooling

and heating rates are indeed not known accurately a scaling factor of ~ 4 does not seem

unreasonable. The cooling rate may be in error due to poorly known fractional

abundances, radiative transfer effects, etc. The cooling rate is also highly uncertain due

to lack of knowledge about density structure and velocity field. The data presented in

Chapters II and in suggest that '^CO, which is a dominant coolant included in the

calculations of Goldsmith and Langer (1978), may be significantly less abundant in Sgr

B2 than in disk clouds. This would have the effect of reducing the cooling rate, but the

magnitude of the effect depends not only on the abundance of the cooling agent, but

also on the radiation trapping effects and hence is uncertain. Models with the cooling

rate scaling factor of 4 and the turbulent heating rate scaling factor of 0.2 give very
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similar temperature distributions in the envelope. In the final Monte Carlo models 1

used the reduced turbulent heating rate. One can simply look at this as at a useful

parametrizadon of the temperature distribution in the envelope, consistent with ^^CO

data. As I mendoned above, the total headng rate is almost entirely dominated by the

turbulent dissipation (Figure 4.16), except of the inner 0.1 pc region where dust hearing

dominates, and at the outer edge of the envelope where photoelectric heating becomes

important. Both cosmic ray heating and magnetic heating are insignificant. For

distances from the center bigger than ~ 5 pc the gas kinetic temperature is higher than

the dust temperature and dust acts as a coolant for the gas.

D. Final Models

Figures 4.17 - 4.20 show the predicted intensity of C^^O and '^CO emission for

Models A - D as a function of the offset from the center of the cloud. The parameters of

the models are given in Table 4.7. The fractional abundances of c'^0 and ''cO, which

have been adjusted to give the correct integrated intensity in the 7=1-^0 transitions

increase slowly with the size of the core to compensate for the decrease in the column

density caused by lower H2 density in the envelope. All models (except of Model E

which is unable to reproduce the data) predict an essentially correct intensity

distribution in the 7=1—>0 transitions of C'^O and ''cO. This again confirms that the

7=1—>0 transitions are not sensitive to the conditions in the core. The predicted

intensity of the 7=2 ->1 transition of is slightly too low for all models, but it is

marginally consistent with the data talking into account the - 25 % calibration error.

1

The biggest discrepancy is observed for the 7 =2—>1 transition of CO. The model

predictions are ~ 50 % higher than the observed intensities. The microturbulent models

18
fail to reproduce the observed ratios of the 7 =2—)1 and 7 = 1—>0 transitions of C O

and ^^CO at the same time. This may be related to the issue of the clumpy sffucture of
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the envelope menrioned briefly in Chapter II. In the framework of the model of Kwan

and Sanders (1986) the kinetic temperature inside the clumps is a few times higher than

the peak '^CO radiation temperature. The higher kinetic temperature would help to

increase the intensity of the J -2^\ transition of C'^O relative to the 7 = 1-^0

transition of this molecule. The optical depth of the / = 1^0 and 7=2^1 transitions of

1

3

CO becomes relatively large in the clumpy model, so the intensities of the two

transitions should be almost identical. Although no quantitative calculations have been

performed, it seems that the clumpy structure of the envelope may be essential for

accurately reproducing the observational data.

13 18The CO to C O abundance ratio for the models presented in Table 4.8 is close to

17, as opposed to the value of 10 derived in Chapter II, under the assumption of equal

excitation temperatures. I found it impossible to fit the observational data assuming the

fractional abundance ratio of 10. The predicted intensity of the/ = l->0 transition of

13 1CO is ~ 30 % too low under this assumption. The predicted line profiles of CO and

1 sC O transitions for cloud Model C are shown Figure 4.19. They are in qualitative

agreement with the observed profiles shown as dotted lines. The largest discrepancy is

for the 7 =3—>2 transition of ''CO (lowest panel). The discrepancy may be produced

by large error pattern of the beam. If the energy fraction in the error pattern is as

determined for the previous observing run (Tauber et al. 1989), the observed profile

represents an average over much bigger region than the theoretical main beam profile.

Velocity shifts at different positions may obscure the self-absorption of the line. For

any model of the cloud the optical depths of the 7 =2^1 and 3^2 transitions of '^CO

at the center of the cloud are very similar, so the two transitions should have similar self

absorption if observed with comparable beams. As I pointed out before, the

complicated kinematic structure of the cloud makes it impossible to match exactly the

observed profiles with theoretical profiles based on models neglecting relative motions
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of different fragments. For example all the observed spectra reveal existence of a

distinctive fragment with line center velocity of - 90 km s"^ which is not present in

theoretical profiles. The model allow for making some predictions concerning higher

transitions of CO isotopes. The J =7->6 can now be observed with the KAO with

angular resolution of -1.6'. My models predict the peak antenna temperatures of ~ 0.6

K and 3 K for C^^O and '^CO respectively. The predicted integrated intensities are ~

15 and 110 K km s"l They drop to ~ 25 % of the peak value at an offset of 2.5 pc from

the center of the cloud.

Finally I would like to address the issue of how the results of the Monte Carlo

calculations compare to the simple model based on constant excitation temperature

assumption presented in Chapter II. In Figure 4.21 I plot the average excitation

temperature of the two lowest transitions of ^^CO and c'^0 for Model C, calculated

according to the formula

Tex =
'

('^•^^

log[--^(l-e-') + I ]

' r

as a function of the projected distance from the center of the cloud. In the above

formula is the observed radiation temperature, x is the line center optical depth, and

To is the frequency of the transition in Kelvins. The excitation temperature plotted in

Figure 4.21 has not been convolved with the telescope beam. The solid line

corresponds to the 7 = 1^0 transition of c'^0, dotted line to the/ =2^1 transition of

18 tC O, short dashed line to the 7 = 1—>0 transition of CO, and long dashed line to the

J =2—>1 transition of '^CO. The excitation temperatures for all transitions are, indeed,

constant over relatively large range of projected offsets. For the J = l->0 transition of

18C O the average excitation temperature is ~ 16 K, slightly lower than the value used in
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Chapter II. Using the higher excitation temperature results in overestimating the total

C O column density by a factor of 1.3 for off center positions. The excitation

temperature at the center of the cloud is ~ 32 K, but beam averaging will lower this

value. The 20 K excitation temperature seems to be very close to the beam averaged

excitation temperature at the center of the cloud because the peak C O column density

derived in Chapter II is very close to predictions of Models A - D. The lower C O

fractional abundance used in the models is simply a result of higher beam averaged

column density. The only conclusion of Chapter 11 which seems to be incorrect based

on the Monte Carlo simulations is the CO to C O fractional abundance ratio of 10.

1-3 1 Q
In Figure 4.22 I plot again the observed correlation between CO and C O integrated

intensities together with predictions for Models A - D. Results of model calculations .

suggest that the slope corresponding to the true abundance ratio is observed only for

very low C'^O intensities. The fact that points below c'^0 integrated intensity of - 7

K km s"' tend to lie above the line given by the fractional abundance ratio of 9 derived

in Chapter II has been attributed to non-LTE excitation of C O at the edge of the

cloud. Model calculations suggest that this conclusion is incorrect.

1-5 1 Q

It is rather difficult to explain the observed constancy of the CO to C 0 antenna

temperature as a function of LSR velocity shown in Figure 2.6. The predicted ratio for

Model C is shown in Figure 4.23. The upper panel corresponds to the center of the

cloud, lower panel to an off-center position with a projected distance of 10 pc. The

'^CO to C'^0 abundance ratio for Model C is equal to 16. The antenna temperature

ratios of 13 to 15 are observed in line wings. There is only one channel with the

antenna temperature ratio of ~ 13 present in Figure 2.6. The discrepancy between

observed and predicted antenna temperature ratios may be related to the clumpy

structure of the cloud. If the emission comes from clumps spread over broad velocity

range the observed antenna temperature ratio corresponds to the line center ratios of
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different clumps. If different clumps have similar line center optical depths the ratio

may seem to be constant over broad range of velocities without implying optically thin

emission. Even in this case one would expect to see a ratio close to the true abundance

ratio in the line wings of outermost clumps. The radiation temperature in the region

where the true abundance ratio should be observed is rather low, however, and emission

from other regions along the line of sight may entirely confuse the data.

E. Conclusion

The Monte Carlo models of line emission of '^CO and C'^0 provide a final test for

the dust models presented in Chapter in. Comparison of predicted line intensities for

three lowest transition of ''CO and two lowest transitions of C'^0 with observational

data further support the conclusion of Chapter III that Models A - D may be considered

as consistent with observations. Model E fails to reproduce the data predicting too

small source sizes in all transitions observed. Calculations of the thermal balance of the

gas suggest that turbulence is the main source of heating throughout most of the region,

except of the edge and center of the cloud. Gas heating in the central ~ 0. 1 pc region is

dominated by collisions with dust, while photoelectric heating dominates at the edge.

The kinetic temperature in the envelope based on "standard" hearing and cooling rates

is too high compared to the peak CO radiation temperature suggesring that the rates

may need revision. A kinetic temperature distribution consistent with observations can

be obtained by either increasing the cooling rate by a factor of ~ 4 or by reducing the

turbulent heating rate by a factor of ~ 5. Calculations also confirm the assumption

13 18
made in Chapter II that the emission in the lowest transitions of CO and C O are not

1 g

very sensitive to the conditions in the core of the cloud. The peak C O column density

based on Models A - D is very close the value obtained in Chapter II, assuming

constant C^^O excitation temperature. The ^^CO to c'^0 fractional abundance ratio of
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9 derived in Chapter II is not supported by Monte Carlo calculations. Models with this

abundance ratio predict much too low intensity of the J = 1^0 transition of '^CO. The

IT 1

Q

CO to C O abundance ratio suggested by Monte Carlo models is ~ 17. The

observed constancy of the CO to C O antenna temperature ratio as a function of

LSR velocity is not reproduced by the Monte Carlo models and may be related to the

clumpy structure of the envelope. If the emission comes from several velocity

IT 1 Q
components, spread over wide velocity range, the CO to C O antenna temperature

1-3 1 Q
ratio will be a more uniform function of velocity. The CO to C O ratio will be

somewhere between its line-wing and line-center values for the one-component case

(between 7 and 15 for the off-center position shown in Figure 4.23). The observed ratio

of 9 - 10 may be, therefore, reproduced, but rigorous calculations remain to be carried

out.



Table 4.1. - Line Parameters of ^'C0/=2^1 Emission in Sgr B2.

Aoc AS V
' mean \t\ liv

J' A"'' ^ A

-1.0 2.0 71.5 18.7 52.3 1.2 0.11
-0.7 2.0 71.2 17.2 59.3 1.3 0.09
-0.3 2.0 70.4 17.1 54.1 1.4 0.14
0.0 2.0 68.4 14.7 53.1 1.5 0.11

0.3 2.0 72.3 15.4 57.0 1.5 0.10
0.7 2.0 69.0 15.5 60.6 1.6 0.13
1.0 2.0 65.7 14.4 47.0 1.4 0.11

-1.0 1.7 72.2 17.1 51.5 1.2 0.09
-0.7 1.7 73.0 17.3 47.7 1.2 0.06
-0.3 1.7 72.1 16.7 51.1 1.4 0.10
A r\
U.U 1.7 69.3 15.8 54.9 1.5 0.11
f\ 1U.3 1.7 71.4 13.0 49.9 1.5 0.10
u. / 1.7 69.1 1 1.7 41.3 1.4 0.10
l.U 1.7

c A
65.9 11.9 42.1 1.3 0.08

1 r\
1.3 72.6 15.7 45.6 1.2 0.09

-0.7 1.3 72.8 16.0 51.5 1.3 0.09
-0.3 1.3 74.0 16.0 58.9 1.4 0.12

0.0 1.3 70.3 17.4 64.0 1.3 0.08

0.3 1.3 72.9 14.5 58.9 1.8 0.14

0.7 1.3 71.2 15.0 73.3 2.1 0.15

1.0 1.3 66.7 15.8 47.3 1.3 0.11
-1.0 1.0 73.3 17.5 58.5 1.5 0.1

1

-0.7 1.0 74.4 15.7 65.3 1.7 0.1

1

-U.3 l.U 74.2 15.6 70.3 2.0 A AAU.U9

U.U l.U 1 l.b 16.1
/CO 1

68.1 1.8
A AAu.uy

U.3 1 M
1 .U

"7 1 A
/ i.y

ICC
Id.J O/.O 1 o U.U/

U. /
1 r\l.U 6o./

ICO15.2 C/C -7

56. /
1 c
1.5 U. lU

l.U l.U 67.1
1 £ c
16.5 51.5 1.1

A 1 A
U. lU

-l.U 0.7 74.3 17.1 54.7 1.3
A 1 £0.16

-0.7 0.7 72.7 17.9 70.3 1.6 0.13

-0.3 0.7 73.7 15.7 59.5 1.5 0.12

0.0 0.7 72.0 16.7 76.0 2.0 0.10

0.3 0.7 69.4 18.1 73.2 1.5 0.14

0.7 0.7 68.1 15.4 48.5 1.2 0.08

1.0 0.7 68.6 17.0 43.5 1.0 0.10

-1.0 0.3 74.9 17.3 61.3 1.3 0.13

-0.7 0.3 75.1 16.2 71.2 1.6 0.13

-0.3 0.3 72.4 17.5 90.4 l.l A AAU.uy

U.U U.3 1 1 X)
1 *7 "7
1 /. / /.o U.Uo

0.3 0.3 71.2 17.1 76.7 1.8 0.11

0.7 0.3 67.9 16.6 69.6 1.7 0.09

1.0 0.3 67.9 18.2 61.9 1.3 0.08

-1.0 0.0 73.6 17.6 62.0 1.3 0.13

-0.7 0.0 72.1 17.0 78.7 2.0 0.11

-0.3 0.0 69.6 17.6 91.1 2.2 0.10

continued on next page
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Table 4.1. - Continued.

Act 1/
^ mean

fx' w„ 7-*
'A Of

0.0 0.0 69.4 17.1 96.5 2.7 0.06
0.3 0.0 68.5 17.4 70.4 1.8 0.11

0.7 0.0 67.8 17.4 74.9 1.8 0.11

1.0 0.0 67.0 18.0 67.8 1.5 0.10
-1.0 -0.3 72.7 16.5 58.6 1.6 0.12
-0.7 -0.3 72.0 15.7 70.1 1.6 0.11
-0.3 -0.3 68.5 15.9 70.9 1.9 0.10

0.0 -0.3 69.8 16.8 85.2 2.2 0.09

0.3 -0.3 67.5 16.3 63.7 2.0 0.12

0.7 -0.3 67.5 18.1 77.7 2.0 0.09

1.0 -0.3 66.7 15.9 62.7 1.5 0.10
-1.0 -0.7 75.1 17.1 60.0 1.5 0.13
-0.7 -0.7 74.5 15.9 68.8 1.7 0.11

-0.3 -0.7 71.3 17.7 76.4 1.7 0.09

0.0 -0.7 68.4 17.5 80.2 2.2 0.11

0.3 -0.7 69.8 17.9 72.4 1.8 0.10

0.7 -0.7 69.2 16.3 68.4 1.6 0.09

1.0 -0.7 66.6 16.1 53.8 1.4 0.10

-1.0 -1.0 74.6 17.0 56.1 1.5 0.11

-0.7 -1.0 71.9 17.3 67.3 1.5 0.09

-0.3 -1.0 71.8 17.8 73.9 1.6 0.07

0.0 -1.0 69.9 17.3 65.6 1.5 0.09

0.3 -1.0 70.1 17.6 65.6 1.5 0.12

0.7 -1.0 69.1 17.8 66.2 1.5 0.07

1.0 -1.0 65.7 17.7 64.3 1.6 0.08

The entries in the table are: offsets from the cloud center (arcminutes), mean line

velocity (km s"'), velocity dispersion (km s"'), integrated intensity between 0 and 1 10

km s"' (K km s"'), peak antenna temperature corrected for atmospheric attenuation and

warm losses but not corrected for the beam efficiency (K), and r.m.s. noise in the

spectrum (K).
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Table 4.2. - Line Parameters of C'''07=2->1 Emission in Sgr B2.

Act AO *^ mean Ov It** j,.
*

<5j

0.0 -1.0 64.2 13.1 23.1 1.0 0.16

0.0 -0.7 64.9 9.2 29.1 1.3 0.13

0.0 -0.3 63.8 10.2 30.4 1.7 0.15

1.0 0.0 59.5 15.2 23.3 0.9 0.17

0.7 0.0 64.0 17.1 26.3 1.1 0.18

0.3 0.0 66.4 11.6 20.5 1.2 0.21

0.0 0.0 64.3 12.8 46.5 2.0 0.07

-0.3 0.0 65.1 13.5 35.1 1.4 0.21

-0.7 0.0 71.6 16.6 29.0 0.9 0.18

-1.0 0.0 73.9 13.7 16.8 0.8 0.17

1.0 0.3 65.0 13.2 18.4 1.0 0.20

0.7 0.3 65.4 0.0 12.5 1.0 0.18

0.3 0.3 63.5 12.6 25.9 1.0 0.21

0.0 0.3 69.2 14.1 39.2 1.3 0.12

-0.3 0.3 66.9 11.1 22.5 1.0 0.19

-0.7 0.3 71.2 12.8 17.5 1.0 0.20

-1.0 0.3 77.4 14.9 10.1 0.8 0.19

1.0 0.7 65.3 17.1 23.5 0.8 0.20

0.7 0.7 66.6 12.2 19.3 1.0 0.18

0.3 0.7 65.4 12.3 17.9 0.9 0.20

0.0 0.7 69.4 8.8 26.8 1.2 0.13

-0.3 0.7 75.2 0.0 15.2 0.9 0.20

-0.7 0.7 74.7 10.4 16.6 0.7 0.19

-1.0 0.7 74.9 0.0 12.5 1.0 0.21

1.0 1.0 57.0 8.7 11.1 0.6 0.18

0.7 1.0 72.7 11.0 14.4 0.7 0.19

0.3 1.0 66.6 13.5 27.5 1.0 0.16

0.0 1.0 67.3 10.9 25.5 1.1 0.1

1

-0.3 1.0 68.4 10.6 21.9 1.0 0.18

-0.7 1.0 71.3 0.0 13.9 0.9 0.16

-1.0 1.0 74.5 14.5 2.LA n ou.y n 1

T

u. 1 /

0.0 1.3 70.2 4.9 14.2 0.7 0.11

0.0 1.7 73.9 7.2 14.8 0.7 0.11

0.0 2.0 68.7 15.0 13.5 0.5 0.10

1.0 2.0 64.4 13.3 12.0 0.5 0.14

2.0 2.0 58.8 16.5 8.9 0.5 0.19

3.0 2.0 68.6 20.8 10.7 0.5 0.18

The entries in the table are: offsets from the cloud center (arcminutes), mean line

velocity (km s"'), velocity dispersion (km s''), integrated intensity between 0 and 1 10

km s"' (K km s"'), peak antenna temperature corrected for atmospheric attenuation and

warm losses but not corrected for the beam efficiency (K), and r.m.s. noise in the

spectrum (K).
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Table 4.3. - Line Parameters of '^CO and ''^CO J=3^2 Emission.

A(x A5 v' mean "V j' A"^ ' A oj-

0.0 2.0 58.1 20.9 84.9 2.6 0.71

0.0 1.0 71.1 18.8 136.8 2.8 0.58

0.0 0.0 66.1 19.2 176.8 4.1 0.49

0.0 -1.0 67.0 19.6 121.3 4.4 0.58

-1.0 1.0 56.4 19.2 81.1 2.1 0.72

0.0 -2.0 68.9 27.8 785.8 14.0 1.25

-1.0 -2.0 68.4 30.0 947.3 14.3 2.69

2.0 -1.0 60.2 26.9 824.8
1 1 o
1 1.8 1.79

1.0 -1.0 66.5 26.0 688.2 10.5 0.92

0.0 -1.0 68.7 27.4 798.6 13.9 1.29

-1.0 -1.0 70.5 29.4 847.3 13.6 2.26

-2.0 -1.0 64.4 31.3 842.8 11.4 2.23

2.0 0.0 56.0 29.3 861.7 10.6 1.68

1.0 0.0 61.8 27.4 814.9 11.2 0.74

0.0 0.0 66.9 28.1 843.8 14.3 0.84

-1.0 0.0 70.3 28.5 888.8 14.7 1.87

2.0 1.0 51.7 28.8 948.7 IZ.o O ATZ.U/

1.0
1 A
1.0

CA A
59.9 Z6.5

-700 1/so. 1 lU.Z l.ZO

0.0
1 A
1.0 61.7

^A T
29.

Z

0 1 A 1olO.l 11011.6 A an

-1.0 1.0 67.5 30.4 779.8 1 A A
10.

9

1 oo1.V6

-2.0 1.0 58.9 29.6 703.8
A A
9.9 1 m

2.0 2.0 53.2 28.9 924.1 12.9 IA 1

1.0
Az.o 54.5 Zo.D OAO 0 1 1

1 1 .J
1 1
1 .J 1

0.0 2.0 59.3 28.9 749.4 11.0 0.90

-1.0 2.0 63.4 30.1 730.7 10.0 1.52

-2.0 2.0 55.3 29.0 787.6 11.4 2.46

1.0 3.0 53.5 30.6 916.3 11.6 1.93

0.0 3.0 57.1 31.3 788.1 9.3 1.41

-1.0 3.0 56.9 30.5 628.6 8.6 1.96

The entries in the table are: offsets from the cloud center (arcminutes), mean line

velocity (km s"b. velocity dispersion (km s"'), integrated intensity between 0 and 1 10

km s'' (K km s"'), peak antenna temperature corrected for atmospheric attenuation and

warm losses but not corrected for the beam efficiency (K), and r.m.s. noise in the

spectrum (K). The first five lines correspond to CO; the remaining lines to CO.
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Table 4.4. - Line Parameters of CO J = 1 -40 Emission in Sgr B2.

Aa Ao ^mean
r Of

2.0 3.0 53.2 27.2 675.5 9.2 0.34

1.0 3.0 54.7 27.5 695.6 8.8 0.42

0.0 3.0 55.7 27.5 669.5 8.8 0.36

-1.0 3.0 58.0 28.6 637.4 8.8 0.31

-2.0 3.0 58.1 27.8 615.7 8.7 0.26

2.0 2.0 53.7 27.1 744.4 9.8 0.22

1.0 2.0 54.3 26.7 762.7 11.1 0.25

0.0 2.0 58.7 26.8 755.6 11.4 0.23

-1.0 2.0 63.1 27.5 673.8 9.6 0.22

-2.0 2.0 59.3 28.5 608.6 8.2 0.31

2.0 1.0 56.0 27.9 695.5 9.0 0.25

1.0 1.0 51.7 27.0 663.6 9.9 0.21

0.0 1.0 62.4 27.3 651.6 10.8 0.35

-1.0 1.0 64.9 29.2 713.9 9.6 0.30

-2.0 1.0 65.7 28.4 646.7 9.1 0.25

2.0 0.0 58.3 26.6 616.8 8.2 0.26

1.0 0.0 60.6 26.2 638.8 9.0 0.25

0.0 0.0 66.7 26.6 764.0 13.8 0.24

-1.0 0.0 67.6 28.3 798.2 11.9 0.29

-2.0 0.0 66.6 28.6 694.6 9.6 0.26

2.0 -1.0 60.4 27.2 636.0 8.4 0.25

1.0 -1.0 62.6 25.5 647.5 9.9 0.25

0.0 -1.0 65.3 26.9 656.8 10.4 0.26

-1.0 -1.0 67.6 28.1 745.7 1 1.7 0.24

-2.0 -1.0 66.5 27.9 664.0 9.6 0.34

2.0 -2.0 60.9 25.7 515.8 7.6 0.37

1.0 -2.0 63.7 26.1 563.2 8.4 0.31

0.0 -2.0 65.5 26.7 588.3 9.6 0.37

-1.0 -2.0 66.9 28.5 648.5 10.3 0.32

-2.0 -2.0 66.0 28.9 674.0 10.0 0.27

The entries in the table are: offsets from the cloud center (arcminutes), mean line

velocity (km s'^), velocity dispersion (km s''), integrated intensity between 0 and 1 10

km s"' (K km s"'), peak antenna temperature corrected for atmospheric attenuation and

warm losses but not corrected for the beam efficiency (K), and r.m.s. noise in the

spectrum (K).
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Table 4.5. - Summary of CO Isotope Observations of Sgr B2.

1 1 LlllolLLUtL M f)
' R

1 ft

C^^O(l-O) 0.45 45. 3.6 84. 23. 0.60 0.40

^^COd-O) 0.45 45. 14. 535 38. 0.74 0.58

'^CO (1-0) 0.45 45. 30. 1590. 53. 0.90 0.86

C^^O (2-1) 0.20 23. 10. 230. 24. 0.47 0.30

^^CO (2-1) 0.20 23. 13.5 485 36. 0.69 0.55

^^CO (3-2) 0.50 90. 8. 350. 44. 0.74 0.49

^^CO (3-2) 0.50 90. 29. 1690. 59. 0.98 0.95

The entries in the Table are: molecular transition observed, beam efficiency used for

correcting the observed spectra, FWHM beam width, peak antenna temperature and

integrated intensity in the 0 - 1 10 km s"^ velocity range corrected for the beam

efficiency, FWHM line width, and average ratios of integrated intensities at 2.5 pc and

5.0 pc offsets from the cloud center to the integrated intensity at the center of the cloud.
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Table 4.6. - Monte Carlo Predictions for Tg = T^.

Model Tr
f

iTRdv ^2.5 ^5.0

— 1 if)

Observed 3.6 84. 23. 0.60 0.40
A 3.8 85. 22. 0.68 0.55
B 4.0 90. 22. 0.64 0.52
C 4.2 94. 22. 0.64 0.51

D 4.8 108. 23. 0.56 0.44
E 6.5 151. 23. 0.40 0.30

— 1

Observed 14. 535. 38. 0.74 0.58
A 11.9 377. 32. 0.72 0.60
B 11.7 381. 33. 0.70 0.59

C 11.5 382. 33. 0.69 0.58

D 11.6 398. 34. 0.64 0.54
E 12.3 440. 36. 0.53 0.46

=2—>1

Observed 10. 230. 24. 0.47 0.30
A 7.6 185. 24. 0.43 0.28

B 8.4 207. 25. 0.37 0.23

C 9.0 225. 25. 0.32 0.20

D 10.7 278. 26. 0.23 0.14

E 15.0 428. 29. 0.12 0.07

13(2Q J =2^1
Observed 13.5 485. 36. 0.69 0.55

A 12.4 424. 34. 0.60 0.48

B 12.5 426. 34. 0.55 0.44

C 12.7 435. 34. 0.52 0.41

D 14.2 446. 32. 0.46 0.36

E 17.8 511. 29. 0.34 0.25

'^coy =3^2
Observed 8. 350. 44. 0.74 0.49

A 8.2 283. 35. 0.68 0.43

B 8.0 274. 34. 0.66 0.38

C 7.7 265. 35. 0.65 0.37

D 7.0 244. 35. 0.60 0.32

E 7.2 258. 36. 0.52 0.23

The entries in the Table are: model, peak radiation temperature and integrated intensity,

FWHM line width, and ratios of integrated intensities for 2.5 pc and 5.0 pc offsets from

the cloud center to the peak integrated intensity.



Table 4.7. - Parameters of Final Cloud Models.

Model -'^18 Ni8 (45Y

A 4.9 X 10"^ 8.5 X 10" 7
1.8 X 10^'' 8.8 X 10^*

B 5.3 X 10"* 9.4 X 10'-7 1.7 X 10^"* 9.0 X 10'^

C 6.3 X 10"^ 1.0 X 10"-6 1.5 X 10^ 9.5 X 10^^

D 7.3 X 10"^ 1.3 X 10"
-6

1.4 X 10^ 1.0 X 10'^

E 8.5 X 10"^ 1.4 X 10"-6 1.3 X lO^'* 1.1 X 10'"'

Chapter 11
10-^ 10"* 10^4 10^^

" Fractional abundance of CO.

Fractional abundance of C O.

column density at the center of the cloud in a 45"

C'^O column density at the center of the cloud in a 45" beam.
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Figure 4.1. - A contour map of the CO / =2^1 integrated intensity in Sgr B2. The

intensity in the velocity range 0 - 1 10 km s"' has been corrected for atmospheric

attenuation and warm losses, but not corrected for forward scattering and spillover and

coupling efficiencies ( tI/t^sTIc = 0.2). The contour levels are: 65, 75, 85, and 95 K km

s'^ The coordinates of the (0,0) position are ai95o = 1?'' 44"= 10.5', 81950 = -28°22' 5".
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Figure 4.2. - ''CO / =2^1 integrated intensity for Aa = 0. The emission peaks close to

the position of the middle continuum source. No secondary peak associated with the

northern source is present.
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Figure 4.3. - ^^CO J =2-^1 spectra in Sgr B2. The spectra are from a north-south cut at

Aa = 0 with 0.33' spacing. The lines show more prominent self-absorption than the

/ = 1 -^0 transition, suggesting higher optical depth.
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Figure 4.4. - A contour map of the C Oi=2—>1 integrated intensity in Sgr B2. The

integrated intensity in the velocity range 0 - 110 km s"' has been corrected for

atmospheric attenuation and warm losses, but not corrected for forward scattering and

spillover and coupling efficiencies ( TlF.ss'nc = 0.2). The contour levels are: 15, 20, 25,

30, 35, 40, and 45 K km s"^ The coordinates of the (0,0) position are

ai95o = 17''44'"10.5^ 81950 = -28°22' 5".
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Figure 4.5. - C O J =2-^1 integrated intensity for Aa=0. The solid line presents the

total integrated intensity between 0 and 1 10 km s"'. The emission in the velocity range

45 - 65 km s"' (dotted line) shows a prominent peak associated with Sgr B2(M). The

emission in the velocity range 65 - 85 km s"' (dashed line) is more extended and it

peaks close to the position of Sgr B2(N). The data suggest that the molecular clumps

associated with the middle and northern continuum sources have LSR velocities of ~ 60

km s"', and 70 km s"', respectively.
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Figure 4.6. - C O i =2—>1 spectra in Sgr B2. The spectra are from north-south cut at

Aa = 0 with 0.33' spacing. TTie line is not self-absorbed, suggesting low or moderate

optical depth. The line center velocity shift is most likely a result of a change in

relative intensity of different velocity components present in the spectra. Additional

observations with higher signal-to-noise ratio will allow for decomposition of the

spectra into different velocity components.
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Figure 4.7. - A contour map of the ^^007=3^2 integrated intensity in Sgr B2. The

integrated intensity in the velocity range 45 - 85 km s"' has been corrected for

atmospheric attenuation and warm losses, but not conrected for beam efficiency (ripss^c

= 0.5). The contour levels are: 450, 500, 550, and 600 K km s'^
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Figure 4.8. - ^^CO 7 ^=3^2 in Sgr B2. The spectra are from a north-south cut at Aa = 0

with r spacing. Because the beam efficiencies at 345 GHz and 1 15 GHz are very

.similar, the spectra can be directly compared with the J = 1-^0 spectra shown in Figure

4.11.
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Figure 4.9. - CO 7 =3—»2 spectra in Sgr B2. The spectra are from a north-south cut at

Aa = 0 with r spacing. Notice much smaller self-absorption than for the /=2—>1

transition, resulting from a bigger beam size.
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Figure 4.10. - A contour map of the COi = 1—>0 integrated intensity in Sgr B2. The

integrated intensity in the velocity range 45 - 85 km s"^ corrected for atmospheric

attenuation and warm losses, but not corrected for beam efficiency (Tirade = 0.6). The

contour levels are: 400, 450, 500, and 550 K km s"^
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Figure 4.11.- CO J = 1 —»0 spectra in Sgr B2. The spectra are from a north-south cut

at Aa = 0 with 1' spacing. Because the beam efficiencies at 345 GHz and 115 GHz are

very similar, the spectra can be directly compared with the J =3—>2 spectra shown in

Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.12. - Parabolic fit to the cooling rate coefficient a. The filled squares

represents data points taken from Goldsmith and Langer (1978). The fitted curve turns

over for densities higher than -2x10^ cm~^ and the coefficient was assumed to be

constant above this density.
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Figure 4.13. - Parabolic fit to the cooling rate coefficient b. The filled

represents data points taken from Goldsmith and Langer (1978).
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Figure 4.14. - Kinetic temperature for different cooling rates. The solid line represents

the dust temperature distribution. The dashed lines represents kinetic temperatures for

the cooling rate scaling factors of 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, upper to lower curve, respectively.

The filled squares correspond to the peak '^CO radiation temperature ('^CO antenna

temperature corrected for ripss^c =0.6). The cooling rate scaling factor of ~ 4 gives

results consistent with CO data.
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Figure 4.15. - Kinetic temperature for different turbulent heating rates. The solid line

represents the dust temperature distribution. The dotted lines represents kinetic

temperatures for the turbulent heating rate scaling factors of 1, 0.5, 0.3, 0.2, and 0.1,

upper to lower curves, respectively. The filled squares correspond to the peak '^CO

radiation temperature ( CO antenna temperature corrected for rj/r^^ric =0.6). The

turbulent heating rate scaling factor of ~ 0.2 gives results consistent with ^^CO data.
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Figure 4.16. - Heating rates as a function of the distance from the center. The results

are for Model C with turbulent heating rate reduced by a factor of 5. The soUd Hne

represents the total heating rate. Within inner - 0.1 pc region heating is dominated by

dust (long dashed-dotted line). Outside this region turbulent heating (short dashed line)

dominates. Magnetic heating (long dashed line) and cosmic ray heating (dotted line)

are not important. The photoelectric heating (short dashed- dotted line) dominates close

to the edge of the cloud, and rapidly decreases with distance from the surface as the

radiation flux is attenuated. Notice that beyond - 6 pc from the cloud center gas

temperature is higher than dust temperature and dust acts as a coolant.
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Figure 4.17. - c'^Oy = 1^0 integrated intensity for MC models. The observational

data (filled squares) have been corrected for the beam efficiency of 0.45. The predicted

intensities are for models: A (solid line), B (dotted line), C (short dashed line), D (long

dashed line), and E (dashed-dotted line). All model except of Model E fit the

observational data well.
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Figure 4.18.- CO J = 1 —>0 integrated intensity for MC models. The observational

data (filled squares) have been corrected for the beam efficiency of 0.45. The predicted

intensities are for models: A (solid line), B (dotted line), C (shon dashed line), D (long

dashed line), and E (dashed-dotted line). All model except of Model E fit the

observational data well.
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Figure 4.19. - C 0J=2—>\ integrated intensity for MC models. The observational

data (filled squares) have been corrected for the beam efficiency of 0.2. The predicted

intensities are for models: A (solid line), B (dotted line), C (short dashed line), D (long

dashed line), and E (dashed-dotted line). The predicted intensities are marginally

consistent with the data.
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Figure 4.20. - CO J =2—>1 integrated intensity for MC models. The observational

data (filled squares) have been corrected for the beam efficiency of 0.2. The predicted

intensities are for models: A (solid line), B (dotted line), C (short dashed line), D (long

dashed line), and E (dashed-dotted line).
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Figure 4.21. - '-^CO and C'^O model spectra. The results are for cloud Model C. The

spectra correspond to (from upper to lower panel, respectively): J=1^0 transition of

c'Sq, y = 1 ^0 transition of '^CO, 7 =2->l transition of C^^O, J =2^1 transition of

'^CO, and 7 = 3^2 transition of ''cO. The observational data are plotted as dotted

lines. The model predictions are in qualitative agreement with observations. The major

difference is for the i =3-^2 transition of '^CO which show too prominent self-

absorption in the model. This may be related to the large beam error pattern which

results in averaging the emission over much bigger region than it was done in the

model.
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Figure 4.22. - An average excitation temperature as a function of projected distance.

The results plotted are for the 7 = 1 -^0 transition of C^^O (solid line), J =2-^1 transition

of C'**0 (dotted line), 7 = l->0 transition of '^CO (short dashed line), and 7 =2^1

transition of '^CO (long dotted line) for the cloud Model C.
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Figure 4.23. - Correlation between CO and C O integrated intensities for MC

models. The observational data points are taken from Figure 2.5. The predicted

correlations are for Monte Carlo models A (solid line), B (dotted line), C (short dashed

line), and D (long dashed line). The true abundance ratio is observed only for very low

integrated intensities, contrary to the assumption made in Chapter 11.
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Figure 4.24. - CO to C O antenna temperature ratio. The results shown are for cloud

Model C. The Monte Carlo models are not able to reproduce the observed constancy of

this ratio for off-center positions discussed in Chapter II. The effect may be related to

the clumpy structure of the envelope. The upper panel corresponds to the (0,0)

position; the lower panel to a position with a 10 pc offset from the center of the cloud.
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CHAPTER V

CONDITIONS IN THE CORE OF THE CLOUD

In the previous chapter I discussed results of multitransition observations of CO

isotopes. I pointed out that due to the small molecular dipole moment the lower J

transitions are easily excited even at relatively low densities and can be used for

studying the structure of the extended cloud. In the present chapter I discuss

observations of the 7 = 12-^ 1 1 and 5^4 transitions of cyanoacetylene, a molecule

which due to its high dipole moment (~ 3.7 D) is a good tracer of the molecular material

with densities of - 10^ cm"-' and higher. Because the emission is not contaminated by

contribution from low density material, the kinematic structure of the core is more

easily seen. The data allow for determination of an average kinetic temperature and

density at several positions where both transitions are observed. Comparison of HC^N

column densities with column densities of other molecular species suggests that

significant variations of the molecular fractional abundance of this molecule may be

present in the core of the cloud. I also present observations of several transitions of

HCjN in vibrationally excited states which are radiationally excited and can be used for

deriving average radiation field temperatures along the line of sight.

A. HCjN in Ground Vibrational State

-The J =5->4 transition of HC^N was observed between 1987 September and 1988

February using the 37 m radome enclosed antenna of Haystack Observatory at

Westford, Massachusetts. The receiver system employed a refrigerator cooled maser

preamplifier with instantaneous bandwidth of ~ 30 MHz. The LO has been synthesized
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from the Station Hydrogen Maser primary frequency standard. I used an

autocorrelation spectrometer with total bandwidth of 13.3 MHz and velocity resolution

of 0.26 km s"K The FWHM beam size was 50" and the beam efficiency at the low

elevations characteristic of Sgr B2 was estimated to be ~ 7%. Pointing of the antenna

was checked by continuum observations of Satum. The data consists of 24 positions

with 30" spacing. The size of the region mapped is 1.5' x 2'. The integration time per

position varied from 0.5 to 4.2 hours. A typical rms fluctuation level in a 0.26 km s"'

velocity element is lower than 50 mK. The highest signal to noise has been achieved

for the (0,0) and (0,1) positions (the offsets are in arminutes relative to the center

position: ttigso = 17''44'"10.5^ 81950 = -28°22'05"). Line parameters of the J =5^4

HC3N emission are presented in Table 5.1. A map of the integrated intensity in the 30 -

100 km s"' velocity range is shown in Figure 5.1 It shows two prominent peaks at the

(-0.5,1) and (0,1.75) positions. No emission peaks corresponding to the northern and

middle continuum sources are present. This could be a result of excitation conditions,

but is more likely related to variations in fractional abundance of HC^N. Because of the

very high spectral resolution, the data can be useful for studying the kinematic structure

of the core. The 7 =2^1 transition of C^^O (Chapter IV) suggests existence of several

distinctive kinematic components with LSR velocities of - 55, 70, and 85 km s''. The

55 and 70 km s'' components are clearly seen in the HC^N data (Figure 5.2). The 85

km s"' component is not present, suggesting that the C^^O emission in this velocity

range originates from a region with relatively low density. The critical density (for

which the collisional de-excitation rate is equal to the spontaneous emission rate) for

the / =5^4 transition of HC3N is ~ 6.9 x lO'* cm"^

.

The/ = 12^11 transition of HC3N (v^ = 109.17 GHz) was observed in 1987 March

and April using the FCRAO antenna and the receiver system described in Chapter II.

The 45" FWHM beam width is very close to that of the Haystack antenna at 36 GHz
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allowing for direct comparison of the two transitions. The data consist of 70 positions

with 30" spacing in the central region and 1' spacing away from the center. The size of

the region mapped is 4' x 5'. Line parameters of the 7 = 12—>1 1 HC^N emission are

given in Table 5.2. A contour map of the integrated intensity in the 30 - 90 km s"'

velocity range is shown in Figure 5.3. The distribution of the emission differs

significantly from that of the J =5^4 transition suggesting large variations in excitation

conditions over the region mapped. The map shows a structure elongated in north-

south direction, with a maximum at the (-0.5,0) position. Smaller peaks are present at

the (0.5,1.75) and (-1.5,1.5) positions. Similar to the J =5—>4 transition no peaks

associated with the northern and middle sources are present in the data. Since the

pointing errors are not expected to be larger than a few seconds of arc, the offset of the

peak of the emission from the center of the cloud has to be, therefore, considered as

real. Five / = 12—>1 1 HC^N spectra from a north-south cut with Aa = 0 are shown in

Figure 5.4. The spectra have been smoothed to 3 km s"' resolution. Similar velocity

components as those seen in the J =5—^4 spectra, however, can be distinguished.

The observed differences in the distribution of the emission in the i =5—>4 and

12—>1 1 transitions suggest significant variations in the excitation conditions over the

region mapped. The observations of Cummins, Linke, and Thaddeus (1986) suggest

that low energy HC^N transitions are characterized by a single rotation temperature of -

27 K. This refers to a 2.5' beam centered at the (0,-0.5) position. Assuming that level

populations at other positions can also be characterized by a single rotation temperature,

we can calculate the total molecular column density at these positions at which data

from both transitions are available.

The excess antenna temperature above the cosmic background from a uniform cloud

is given by
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I *

-Ta =—^[Sv(r«)-Bv(7'bfc)](l-e^ ), (5.1)
II 2kvl,

where By denotes the Planck's function, - excitation temperature, T{,{, - temperature

of the cosmic background and t] - main beam efficiency. The optical depth of the

transition is

Xv = ^(N,fi,„-/V„fi„,)cDv. (5.2)
471

where and Ni are the molecular column densities in the upper and lower states, B,,/

andB/u - Einstein's stimulated emission and absorption coefficients, and <I>v
-

normalized line profile. Substituting (5.2) into (5.1) one gets the following formula for

an optically thin line

—r^ Nu , (5.3)
4n

where A„; is the spontaneous emission coefficient. The background correction in square

brackets is small and can be omitted in most of practical applications. The integrated

intensity of an optically thin rotational transition / —>y-l is, therefore, given by

i

j 7^(7^7-1) du =— ^ 7^ Aj_j^, Nj , (5.4)

where u denotes velocity. For a linear molecule the line center frequency is given by

Vy^y_l = UB , (5.5)

where B is the rotational constant. The spontaneous emission rate is given by
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= 9.312x10"" B^[GHz][i^[D] —
2J+1

4

= 8.425x10"^ B^/^]̂
2J+1

where the dipole moment matrix element

|i being the permanent dipole moment, and the Hne strength, Sj = J for the i-^./-l

transition of linear molecule. If two transitions are observed an excitation temperature,

T^, can be defined by

Nj gj Ej-Ek— = exp(—— ) (5.8)% gK kTex

Assuming that the population of all rotational levels is described by the same excitation

temperature one can calculate the total molecular column density

N,,,=Nj—cxp(-^) (5.9)

Z Ej %Kkv]_j_^
1

r

= —exp(-— ) —r- Jr^C/ -^J-\)du
gj kTex hc^Aj^j_x Tly-»7-i

= Z exp(-- ) jTAU-^J-l)du [K km s ']

.

where for kT^ » hB the partition function of a linear molecule is simply given by
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kTex
Z = ^. (5.10)

The above procedure has been applied to the observational data at 15 positions at which

both transitions have been observed. The results are summarized in Table 5.3. The

excitation temperature peaks at the position of the middle continuum source and falls

off smoothly with the distance from the center. The only exception is the (-1,0.5)

position which is characterized by a relatively high excitation temperature of ~ 20 K.

The highest HC^N column densities among the positions in Table 5.3 correspond to the

(0,2), (-0.5,1), and (-0.5,0) positions. The prominent peak of the C^^O column density

at the (0,0) position does not have a correspondence in the HCjN emission. The HCjN

data suggest presence of a relatively dense gas (~ 10^ cm~^ ) over a region of -- 10 pc in

size.

The simple analysis presented above does not allow for independent determination

of H2 volume density along a line of sight. The density can be independently

determined by solving the system of statistical equilibrium equations and adjusting

input parameters to obtain correct integrated intensity ratio of the two observed

transitions, R. The ratio, which varies from 0.3 to 2.7 for different positions, depends

on two parameters: density and kinetic temperature of the gas. Because only two

transitions have been observed I assumed a simple model with constant temperature and

density along a line of sight in order to have as few free parameters as possible. The

results are presented in Figure 5.5 showing contours of constant R on the density-

kinetic temperature plane. The contour levels are 0.5, 1, 2, and 3. Because to any given

value of R one can ascribe an excitation temperature, contours of constant R are also

contours of constant Tg^- The fact that constant-/? contours levels off at very high

densities simply means that the excitation temperature approaches the kinetic
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temperature. Clearly any given value of R corresponds to a range of densities and

temperatures and having just two transitions observed, one cannot fit both temperature

and density independently. Fortunately the kinetic temperature is a function of density

via thermal balance of the cooling and heating rates discussed in the previous Chapter.

One can obtain an approximate value of the kinetic temperature simply assuming

turbulence as the only heating source. This reduces the number of free parameters to

one: R is only a function of density. The dependence of R on density is shown in Figure

5.6. It changes rapidly for densities lower than ~ 10^-^ cm"-' and levels off for higher

densities. In order to determine to what density range the emission in each transition is

most sensitive I plot in Figure 5.7 the integrated intensity of each transition per unit

hydrogen column density, assuming a constant fractional abundance of 10"^. The solid

Hne corresponds to the 7 = 12—>1 1 transition and the dashed line to the J =5-^4

transition. Two vertical dotted Une correspond to the critical densities of the two

transitions. The "efficiency" of the J =5-^4 transition does not vary significantly for

densities lower than ~ 10^-^ cm"^. The "efficiency" of they = 12^11 transition is

almost constant for densities higher than 10^'^ cm"^ and drops very rapidly at lower

densities causing large variation of the intensity ratio, R, with density. Due to the sharp

cut-off of the "efficiency" of the 7 = 12^11 transition the SE analysis provides

information about conditions in the regions with an H2 density higher than - 10^ cm ^.

The ratio of a yet higher transition to the 7 = 1 2-^ 1 1 transition would be sensitive to

higher densities. Additional data in the 2 mm or 1 mm range would allow for modeling

the distribution of molecular material along the line of sight. With the observational

data for two transitions, however, only a constant density model giving an average

density and kinetic temperature along the line of sight seems reasonable. The results of

the analysis are presented in Table 5.4. As expected the highest density is observed at

the position of the middle continuum source. Morris el al. (1976) presented a two
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component model of Sgr B2 based on observations of several HC3N transitions. They

derived an density of ~ 5 x 10^ and kinetic temperature of 25-50 K in the core (this

refers to a beam varying from 150" for the 7=5->4 transition to 64" for the 7 = 12^11

transition, centered at the (0,-0.5) position). The above values are consistent with

temperature and density at the (0,0) position given in Table 5.4. The total HC^N

column density in the core given by Morris et al, equal to 2 x lO'"* cm"'^, is a factor of

2 lower than the value given in Table 5.4. The 7 pc diameter of the core assumed by

Morris et al. results in a very low HC^N abundance of 10"'
' in the core. Cummins,

Linke, and Thaddeus also report lower HC^N column density, of 3.5 x lO''* cm"-^ in -

3' beam centered at the (0,-0.5) position. Goldsmith et al. (1987), on the other hand

using a 30 K excitation temperature derive a HC^N column density of 8. 1 x lO''* cm"^

at the (0,1) position and 4.5 x lO''' cm~-^ at the (0,0) position, in good agreement with

values reported here. The molecular column densities in Table 5.4 are slightly lower

than those calculated assuming constant excitation temperature. The column density

peaks at the (-0.5,0) and (-0.5,1) positions. If the fractional abundance of HC^N were

constant over the whole region, this would imply H2 column density having maxima at

the same positions. This stands in contradiction, however, with the column densities

1 s
based on the C O data. In Table 5.4 I give predicted integrated intensity of the

1

8

/ = 1—^0 transition of C O from the region where HC^N emission originates, obtained

from statistical equilibrium calculations. I assumed constant fractional abundances of

10"^ for HC3N, and 7 x 10"^ for C^^O. For a comparison I also give the observed

18C O intensities. At the (0,0) position the contribution from the core is a minor fraction

of the observed C O intensity. This is in agreement with the assumption confirmed by

1 Q
Monte Carlo calculations, that C O is excited throughout the cloud, and is not very

sensitive to the conditions in the core. For many other positions, however, the predicted

emission from the core is larger than the observed intensity questioning the assumption
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of constant fractional abundances. Since the data is rather well reproduced by

Monte Carlo models based on constant abundance assumption, 1 conclude that

abundance is indeed constant. The HC^N abundance, on the other hand, must vary

significantly in order to explain the observed emission distribution, witliout invoking

extremely high column density through the core which are inconsistent with c'**0

data. For example the HC^N column density of lO'^ cm"'^ would imply an HL^ column

density 10'^'* cm~^ through the core at the (-0.5,1) position, assuming HC^N fractional

abundance of 10~'. This is approximately equal to the peak density through the

whole cloud. Significant depletion of HC^N in the core of Sgr B2 was suggested by

Morris etal. (1976). This depletion may have occurred, according to Morris et al.,

through a high rate of chemical reactions in the dense medium leading to more complex

molecules. This would explain why no HCjN emission peaks associated with the

northern and middle sources are observed. The idea of strong variations of molecular

abundances in the core region is further supported by observations of other molecules.

The 23- 12 transition of SO which is observed together with HCjN has distribution of

1

8

the emission much closer resembling that of C O (Figure 5.8). The emission peaks

close to the position of the middle source. It is slightly elongated in the direction of the

northern source. The 5o5-4o4 transition of HNCO, which is observed together with

1 sC O, on the other hand, peaks at the (0, 1 .5) position similar to the J =5^4 transition

of HCjN. This may suggest that molecules containing nitrogen are enhanced at this

position.

B. Vibrationally Excited HC^N

Vibrationally excited HC^N is a sensitive probe of the infrared radiation field

(Goldsmith et al. 1982). I have searched for they = 12->1 1 HC^N transitions in v 7 = 1,

v-j=2, and V(, = \ vibrationally excited states, in order to obtain average radiation field
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temperatures at the (0,0) and (0,1) positions approximately corresponding to the middle

and northern continuum sources, as well as at the (0,2) position which is close to the

peak of the / =5-»4 transition of HC^N and the 5o5-4(^ transition of HNCO. Previous

observations of the7 = 12^11 V7 (le) transition (Goldsmith etal. 1987) showed

emission confined to the immediate vicinity of the northern source. Emission at the

(0,0) position was marginally detected. Rest frequencies of the lines of interest are

given in Table 5.5 together with upper level energies and line strengths.

The 7 = 12—>1 1 HCjN spectra in the IV7 (le) state are shown in Figure 5.10,

together with the 7=9-^8 transition of OCS (~ 8 km s"' VLSR) and the 5i5-4i4

transition of HNCO (~ -85 km s"' VLSR). The line is blended with the Ivg (1/)

transition which is shifted in velocity by +9.2 km s"^ I deconvolved the two lines by

using a multiple Gaussian fit with fixed line center velocities and line width of the

weaker line. The fit gave a non-zero intensity of the Ivg (1/) transition only at the (0,1)

position. The IV7 (le) line is marginally detected at the (0,2) position. The integrated

intensities at different positions are given in Table 5.6. The \ v-j (If) spectra are shown

in Figure 5.1 1. The line is blended with an unidentified feature with LSR velocity of -

90 km s"'. The spectra have been deconvolved using multiple Gaussian fitting. The

2v7 transitions (Figure 5.12) represent the biggest challenge. The emission in the 20 -

100 km s"' velocity range is a blend of the 2v7 (0), 2v7 (2e), and 2v7 (2/) transitions of

HCjN, as well as the 523-422 and 524-523 transitions of HNCO. The multiple Gaussian

decomposition with fixed velocities and line widths gave satisfactory results only for

the (0,1) position (Figure 5.13), where lines are relatively strong. Some estimates of

line intensities for the (0,0) position can also be obtained. The (0,2) position has to be

considered as a non-detection. The detection of the Iv^ (le) transition (Figure 5.14) is

controversial. The (0,0) and (0,2) positions are clearly non-detections. At the (0,1)

position a line with a correct LSR velocity is present in the spectrum. The intensity of
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this line, however, seems too high compared to the Ivs (1/) and 2v-j lines (Table 5.6).

In section B of the present Chapter I derived a formula for an average excitation

temperature along a hne of sight based on observations of two transitions of a linear

molecule. Equation (5.9) can be written in the following form

log \tUu

Substituting equation (5.6) one gets

\t\ du [K km s

(5.11)

log 1.670x10'"
V[D]v[G/yz]5„/

(5.12)

If several transitions are observed, one can plot the left hand side of the equation (5.12)

as a function of the upper level energy. If all transitions are characterized by the same

excitation temperature, its value can be determined from the slope of the straight line in

the plot. This is commonly referred to as the rotation diagram method. Because the

frequencies and line strengths of all the HC^N transitions observed are very similar and

the main beam efficiency is also essentially the same, one can simply plot the logarithm

of the integrated intensity as a function of the upper level energy. This is done in

Figure 5.15. A single excitation temperature does not seem to describe the data well.

The straight line fit to the data gives a temperature of 181 K at the (0,1) position. The

excitation temperature between the ground state and v-j = l state is only 154 K. This is

significantly lower than the 286 K temperature derived by Goldsmith et al. based on the

data taken with 15" beam. The difference is almost certainly a result of the beam

dilution. The excitation temperature between V7 = l and v-i=2 states, however, is

significantly higher, ~ 236 K. At the (0,0) position the excitation temperature between

the ground state and V7=l state is 99 K, consistent with the value given by Goldsmith,
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Krotkov, and Snell (1985). The excitation temperature between the first and second

vibrationally excited states is 232 K, very close to the value observed at the (0,1)

position. Surprisingly, this is much higher than the 128 K excitation temperature given

by Goldsmith et al. in 15" beam. At the (0,2) position the excitation temperature

between the ground state and V7=l state is 84 K, only slightly lower than at the (0,0)

position. This is quite surprising if HCjN in v 7 = 1 vibrational state is indeed

radiationally excited, because it implies existence of warm dust with temperature of ~

80 K at this position. Figure 5.16 shows rotation diagram for HNCO which is also a

tracer of the infrared radiation field due to strong b-type transitions. The excitation

temperatures between the Ka=0 and Ka=\ ladders are relatively low: 16.6, 20.2, and

1 1.8 for the (0,0), (0,1), and (0,2) positions, respectively. Transitions in the Ka=2

ladder are detected only at the (0,0) and (0,1) positions. The excitation temperatures

between the Ka=\ and Ka=2 ladders are slightly higher: 44 and 77 K for the (0,0) and

(0,1) positions, respectively. For a comparison Cummins, Linke, and Thaddeus (1986)

derive an excitation temperature of 61 K for the (0,-0.5) position.

C. Conclusion

Because of its large dipole moment, HC3N was expected to be a good tracer of the

high density gas in the core of the cloud. Due to possible large fluctuations in the

fractional abundance of this molecule, however, the molecular column density does not

correlate well with column density. The volume density and kinetic temperature

derived from the statistical equilibrium calculations have to be also treated with caution.

Significant variations of HC3N may be present along any given line sight. If this is the

case, the observed emission comes primarily from the region with the highest fractional

abundance, and the average density and temperature for each line of sight given m

Table 5.4 refer to this particular region. Therefore, it is not quite clear how
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representative the data in Table 5.4 is for the conditions in the core of the cloud. With

all the reservations, one clear conclusion is that gas with H2 density of - 10^ cm~^ is

present over a region at least 5 pc in diameter, ftesence of such a dense gas has not

been included in the Monte Carlo models for CO and C O and yet the predictions of

the models seemed quite consistent with observations. This may suggest that either the

fractional abundance of HCjN is significandy lower than 10~^ and the contribution to

1

8

C O emission from regions where the HC^N emission originates from is negligible, or

that the core consists of many small and dense clumps embedded in lower density

medium. If the beam filling factor of these clumps were small they would not

contribute significantly to the CO isotope emission, which would still be dominated by

the lower density component. HC^N emission, however, would come exclusively from

the dense clumps. The observed smoothness of the HC^N emission suggest that the

number of clumps in the telescope beam at each position has to be large. The maximum

separation between clumps should not be, therefore, bigger than a few seconds of arc.

Because lines in the 7 = 12^11 transition are quite strong, it should be possible to

observe this emission with either Owens Valley or Hat Creek interferometers. The

observations with 3-4" angular resolution would be a test of the smoothness of the

observed emission.

Vibrationally excited HCjN and HNCO data indicate the highest excitation

temperatures to be present at the position of Sgr B2(N). As discussed in Chapter III Sgr

B2(M) has much higher luminosity and dust temperatures in the vicinity of the middle

source are significantly higher than in the vicinity of the northern source. One possible

explanation for higher excitation temperatures of radiationally excited molecules at the

position of Sgr B2(N) suggested in Chapter IE is the absence of molecular material in

the immediate vicinity of Sgr B2(M). The very strong radiation field in this region
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might have resulted in destruction of molecules there. This is not the case for Sgr

B2(N) because luminosity of this source is significantly lower.

Observations of vibrationally excited HC^N can provide some information about

position of the continuum sources inside the cloud. The line center velocity of the

V7 (le) HCjN transition at the position of the middle continuum source is 62.7 ± 0.9 km

s"^ This is different from the line center velocity in the ground vibrational state of ~ 55

km s'' in the J =5—>4 transition (Figure 5.2). Also the J = 12-^1 1 transition peaks at a

velocity lower than 60 km s"' (Figure 5.4). There is no distinguished velocity

component with VLSR of ~ 63 km s"' present in the HC^N spectra at the (0,0) position.

1

X

The J =2—>1 transition of C O, however, indicates existence of a component with this

LSR velocity in addition to the 55 km s"^ component. This suggests that the emission in

the ground vibrational state of HCjN comes primarily from regions not associated with

the continuum source and that the excitation temperature between the ground state and

the first vibrational state is only a lower limit to the radiation temperature in the region

where the vibrationally excited emission comes from. This explains why rotation

diagram for HC^N shown in Figure 5.18 is not well described by a single rotation

temperature. In this sense the excitation temperature between the first and second

vibrational states seems to be much better probe of the radiation temperature, and that

the radiation temperatures in the northern and middle sources are indeed comparable.

At the (0,1) position the VLSR of the v^ (If) line is 65.4 ± 0.4 km s"\ again different

from velocities of the two clumps seen in the J =5^4 transition in the ground

1

R

vibrational state but consistent with the / =2-^1 transition of C O. This further

confirms the conclusion that HC^N emission in the ground vibrational state is indeed

peculiar. The line center velocities of HNCO lines in = ^ ladder are consistent with

vibrationally excited HC3N within observational errors.
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Table 5.1. - Line Parameters of HCjN/ =5—>4 Emission in Sgr B2.

Aa A5 ' mean Ov JTa^u Ta 07-

0.0 0.0 56.8 10.6 3.2 0.3 0.02
-0.5 0.0 61.8 11.6 9.3 0.4 0.06
-1.0 0.0 61.0 13.9 5.5 0.4 0.07

0.0 0.5 62.1 13.1 4.8 0.3 0.04
-0.5 0.5 64.7 11.1 8.9 0.4 0.04
-1.0 0.5 62.3 12.6 5.9 0.4 0.05

0.0 1.0 66.7 11.2 7.2 0.4 0.02
-0.5 1.0 65.5 11.5 13.3 0.5 0.05

-1.0 1.0 64.3 12.0 8.7 0.4 0.05

0.0 1.5 67.0 11.5 13.0 0.6 0.05

-0.5 1.5 63.1 12.8 9.6 0.4 0.05

-1.0 1.5 63.5 12.5 7.0 0.4 0.06

0.0 2.0 63.7 10.4 12.4 0.5 0.03

0.0 1.0 64.3 14.3 6.0 0.4 0.06

0.0 1.0 64.3 13.1 5.0 0.3 0.06

0.0 1.0 65.2 13.9 7.5 0.6 0.11

0.0 1.0 64.1 14.9 5.7 0.4 0.09

0.0 1.0 63.3 14.2 5.8 0.4 0.10

-0.5 2.0 63.3 10.9 11.0 0.5 0.04

-1.0 2.0 63.0 10.9 11.2 0.5 0.05

-0.5 2.5 61.0 10.6 7.9 0.5 0.05

-1.0 2.5 60.7 11.4 6.0 0.4 0.04

0.0 2.5 62.2 14.0 3.2 0.3 0.07

0.5 2.5 61.3 12.1 5.7 0.4 0.06

0.5 2.0 60.5 11.5 8.2 0.5 0.06

0.5 1.5 62.2 11.5 8.2 0.4 0.05

-1.0 3.0 59.0 12.9 4.8 0.3 0.05

0.0 2.5 61.5 10.9 6.2 0.4 0.04

0.5 1.0 61.6 11.9 5.2 0.3 0.04

0.5 0.0 58.7 11.8 6.1 0.4 0.05

0.0 1.0 64.2 13.5 6.2 0.4 0.06

0.0 2.0 61.3 16.2 -0.1 0.1 0.03

0.0 2.0 62.8 12.6 12.2 0.5 0.08

0.0 1.0 64.0 13.9 11.0 0.7 0.12

0.0 0.0 61.2 14.8 6.5 0.6 0.12

The entries in the table are: offsets from the cloud center (arcminutes), mean line

velocity (km s"'), velocity dispersion (km s"'), integrated intensity between 30 and 100

km s'', peak antenna temperature not corrected for the main beam efficiency (Tj = 0.07),

and rms noise in a 0.26 km s"' resolution element (K).
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Table 5.2. - Line Parameters of HC3N/ = 12—>11 Emission in Sgr B2.

Aa AS ^mean T*A

1 nz.u J.U J / .y ZU.H IMAlU.O A AU.4 U.Uj
1 n j.U HO.

J

9S SZ J. J 1 'J sIz.j U.J U.Uj

VJ.W J.U AA 1 9 1 nZ i .u 1 7 S
1 / . J n sU.J U.U4

1 n J.U AS 7 4 8 7 U.J fl nsU.Uj
9 nz.u J.U Ai nH / .u A 9H.Z Q ^1 fl 4 n fisU.UJ

j.yj J.U 47 A 9 ftz.u s ^O.J fl "XU.J fl flSU.UJ

2.0 1 0 S1 ".J 0 S U.J n OSU.UJ

1.0 Z..U SO 7J". / 10.4 J 1 . /
1 9
i .z fl noU.U"

7 0 fiS 1UJ. 1 14.4 41 f)H 1 .U 1 s1 .J fl inU. 1 u
-1 n ? 0Z..U fiS SUO . J fl nu.u 9^ 7Z J. /

1 9
1 .z n nftu.uu

9 0Z..U so 1 1 S S1 J. J 1 ^ 81 J.O 0 4U.H n nsU.UJ
9 n SO flJU.U 10 1 1 ^ 11 J. 1 fl 4U.H n nsU.UJ

1 .J
1 s1 .J S9 9 1 7 9i / .z 1 0 8 fl ^^u.o 0 nou.uy

0 Syj.j
1 <;
i . J OZ.o 1 S S1 J.J S^i 1JD. 1

9 flz.u n noU.U7

-U.J 1 <;
1 .J ^;9 0oz.y 1 A 1 49 4 1 01 .y n noU.Uy

1 «
- i . J 1 ?

L .D A9 SOZ. J 9n nzu.u "^0 f»jy .u 1 9i .z n noU.UV
9 0z.u 1 01 .U 4^ 4 90 SZU. J in 9lU.Z fl ^U.J n nsU.UJ
1 0 1 .u S8 9 1 4 7 1 ft fl1 0.U fl 7u. / 0 nfiu.uo

1 0I .u UJ . J 8 4 94 0 J J 0.09

0.0 1.0 71.8 0.0 37.3 1.9 0.10

-0.5 1.0 67.8 6.9 59.5 2.5 0.09

-1.0 1.0 70.6 0.0 36.6 1.7 0.08

-2.0 1.0 64.5 16.2 19.3 0.7 0.05

-3.0 1.0 54.1 14.5 13.6 0.4 0.05

1.5 0.5 53.8 1 1.6 14.8 0.6 0.08

1.0 0.5 55.6 19.9 25.3 1.0 0.09

n 5W.J 0.5 56.6 19.5 36.1 1.2 0.09

n 0w.w U.J f,f, 9uu.z. 1 1.4 50.6 2.1 0.08

U.J U.J ^i9 1 14 0 69.9 2.5 0.09
-1 01 .u U.J (SS SUJ.J 7 9 64.9 2.3 0.09
-1 S 0.5 69.7 0.0 18.6 0.9 0.08

2.0 0.0 43.0 13.7 12.4 0.4 0.04

1.0 0.0 55.0 0.0 17.9 1.0 0.07

0.5 0.0 55.0 14.1 25.0 1.1 0.08

0.0 0.0 61.8 10.0 57.0 2.5 0.06

-0.5 0.0 62.8 9.9 87.4 3.9 0.08

-1.0 0.0 64.6 4.3 36.4 1.8 0.09

-2.0 0.0 60.2 14.0 11.3 0.5 0.06

-3.0 0.0 51.6 0.0 6.4 0.4 0.10

1.5 -0.5 50.0 18.6 27.5 0.8 0.09

1.0 -0.5 57.2 8.4 20.8 1.0 0.08

0.5 -0.5 56.0 14.8 34.7 1.5 0.07

0.0 -0.5 60.8 7.6 52.3 2.3 0.08

-0.5 -0.5 58.3 14.4 75.1 3.2 0.09

-1.0 -0.5 59.6 12.9 48.0 2.2 0.09

continued on next page
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Table 5.2. - Continued

Aa A5 ^mean
f *

FAdu Ta Of

-1.5 -0.5 59.1 13.3 18.0 0.9 0.09

2.0 -1.0 49.1 21.7 15.2 0.3 0.05

1.0 -1.0 54.9 11.0 21.8 0.9 0.08

0.5 -1.0 61.5 0.0 21.6 1.3 0.09

0.0 -1.0 55.7 0.0 32.2 1.8 0.08

-0.5 -1.0 61.3 8.5 48.0 2.2 0.08

-1.0 -1.0 64.6 10.5 18.9 0.8 0.06

-2.0 -1.0 71.0 0.0 6.9 0.3 0.05

-3.0 -1.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.3 0.09

1.5 -1.5 48.5 19.1 15.9 0.5 0.09

0.5 -1.5 57.5 12.5 27.1 1.3 0.08

-0.5 -1.5 56.0 15.7 38.7 1.4 0.08

-1.5 -1.5 60.0 19.1 15.5 0.6 0.08

2.0 -2.0 45.1 14.1 10.5 0.3 0.06

1.0 -2.0 51.1 11.2 8.2 0.3 0.07

0.0 -2.0 59.0 6.6 28.9 1.1 0.09

-1.0 -2.0 63.7 11.4 15.3 0.6 0.07

-2.0 -2.0 53.0 24.6 8.0 0.2 0.05

-3.0 -2.0 61.9 0.0 4.5 0.3 0.05

2.0 -3.0 72.1 0.0 6.0 0.2 0.05

1.0 -3.0 51.9 22.8 8.8 0.5 0.05

0.0 -3.0 57.6 17.2 17.8 0.9 0.07

-1.0 -3.0 54.9 20.3 11.4 0.4 0.05

-2.0 -3.0 64.3 24.3 8.0 0.3 0.05

-3.0 -3.0 74.1 15.0 4.9 0.2 0.06

The entries in the table are: offsets from the cloud center (arcminutes), mean line

velocity (km s"'), velocity dispersion (km s'^), integrated intensity between 30 and 100

km s"\ peak antenna temperature not corrected for the main beam efficiency (rj = 0.45),

and rms noise in a 3 km s"' resolution element (K).
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Table 5.3. - HC,N Excitation Temperatures and Column Densities.

Aa A5 R T' ex

0.0 2.0 0.51 10.4 1.0 X 10'5

-1.0 2.0 0.35 9.2 9.0 X 10"»

0.5 1.5 1.02 14.3 7.8 X 10'^

-0.5 1.5 0.65 11.6 8.4 X lO''*

0.5 1.0 0.77 12.4 4.6 X 10'^

0.0 1.0 0.88 13.2 6.6 X 10'^

-0.5 1.0 0.70 11.9 1.2 X 10'5

-1.0 1.0 0.70 11.9 7.7 X 10'^

0.0 0.5 1.67 19.2 5.3 X 10'^

-0.5 0.5 1.17 15.3 8 Q V

-1.0 0.5 1.76 19.8 6.9 X 10'^

0.5 0.0 0.60 11.2 5.1 X 10"*

0.0 0.0 2.76 29.4 5.0 X 10'^

-0.5 0.0 1.46 17.5 1.0 X 10'5

-1.0 0.0 1.00 14.1 5.5 X 10'"

The entries in the table are: offsets from the center of the cloud (arcminutes), the

/ = 12-^1 1 to 5—>4 integrated intensity ratio corrected for the beam efficiencies,

excitation temperature for the two transitions (K), and HC^N column density (cm"'')

calculated from equation (5.9).
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Table 5.4. - Results of Statistical Equilibrium Calculations.

Aa A5 Tkin y 18 (core) y,8(rofa/)

0.0 2.0 8.5 X 10'* 21.6 3.25 8.5 X lO''' 48.8 32.0

-1.0 2.0 6.8 X 10"* 20.3 3.52 7.4 X 10*'' 44.9 39.6

U.J 1.5 1.4 X 1(J 25.1 1.55 6.7 X lO''' 34.3 26.9

-0.5 1.5 l.U X lU 22.6 2.26 6.9 X 10 22.6 52.9

U.J 1 Al.U
1 1 w 1 r\51.1 X lU 1 1 T

1 . Iz 1 0 w 1 a143.0 X 10 zl.U 43.1

U.U 1 Ai.U I. J X lU Oyl 1Z4. 1 1.4J
c o , - 1 aI4
J. 5 X 10 CA A

50.

0

-U.J 1 Al.U
1 1 w 1 a5
1.1 X lU T ^ A "2 A^j.Uj 1 A 1 a1 5

l.U X lU j4.U 55.0

1 A-l.U 1 Al.U 1. 1 X lU Aij.U 1 Ct^
1.96 6.7 X 10 34.5 76.9

A AU.U AU.J Z.4 X lU zy.6 0.63 A n ^, ia14
4.7 X 10 2U.1 68.4

-U.J AU.J 1.0 X lU 1^ A /.O X lU -7A A/U.4

-1.0 0.5 2.5 X 10^ 30.1 0.79 6.1 X lO'"* 26.2 46.7

0.5 0.0 9.6 X 10'' 22.3 1.46 4.3 X lO'"* 23.9

0.0 0.0 5.6 X 10^ 40.7 0.25 4.3 X 10"* 14.5 84.0

-0.5 0.0 1.5 X 10^ 25.2 2.42 1.1 X 10'^ 54.5 70.4

-1.0 0.0 1.4 X 10^ 25.0 1.10 4.8 X 10'" 24.1 58.0

The entries in the table are: offsets from the center of the cloud (;u-cminutes), average

hydrogen density along the line of sight (cm"-'), average kinetic temperature (K), size of

the region in the z-direction (pc) assuming a fractional HCjN abundance X = 10"^, total

HC3N column density (cm"'^), predicted integrated intensity of thei = l->0 transition of

from the same region (K km s"') assuming a fractional abundance of 7 x 10"**,

and observed integrated intensity of the / = 1 ^0 transition of C O corrected for the

beam efficiency. The size of the region in the z-direction and Y \^ scale as 10~''/A'.
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Table 5.5 - Frequencies, Energies and Line Strengths of Observed Lines.

Transition S

HC3N (ground) 109.173634 34. 12.0

HC3N Ivftde) 109.352726 750. 11.9

HC3N lV6(lf) 109.438572 750. 11.9

HC3N lv7(le) 109.441944 355. 11.9

HNC0 5i5-4i4 109.496008 59. 4.8

HC3N lV7(lf) 109.598751 355. 11.9

HC3N 2v7(0) 109.862828 640. 12.0

HC3N 2v7(2e) 109.865854 640. 11.7

HC3N 2v7(2f) 109.870188 640. 11.7

HNCO 524-423 109.872337 186. 4.2

HNCO 523-422 109.872765 186. 4.2

HNCO 5o5-4o4 109.905753 15.8. 5.0

The entries in the table are: moleculai- transition, rest frequency (GHz), upper level

energy (K), and line strengths.
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Table 5.6. Integrated Intensities of HC^N and HNCO Transitions.

Transition M N 2N

ii^^iN vgrouna) 4 /.J J 1 . 1

HC3N lv6 He)" 1.8

HCjNlVfed/)'' 0.6

HC3N IV7 (le) 1.96 4.85 0.41

HNCO 5,5-4,4 3.1 6.4 2.2

HC3N IV7 (1/) 1.80 4.63 0.98

HC3N2v7^ 0.55 1.42

HNCO 524-423 0.15 1.08

HNCO 5o5-4o4 43.5 56.8 89.8

The entries in the table are: transition, integrated intensities (K km s' ) at the (0,0),

(0,1), and (0,2) positions.

" The high intensity observed at the (0,1) position suggest that the line can be

misidentified.

The a multiple Gaussian fit to the spectrum shown in Figure 5.1 1.

An average for the three blended transitions.
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Figure 5.1. - A contour map of the HCjN J =5—>4 integrated intensity in Sgr B2. The

intensity in the 30 - 90 km s'' velocity range has been corrected for atmospheric

attenuation and warm losses, but has not been corrected for the main beam efficiency

which is expected to be - 0.07 at the low elevations characteristic of Sgr B2. The

contour levels are: 7, 9, 11, and 13Kkms'^ Notice that no emission peaks associated

with the northern and middle sources are present. The coordinates of the (0,0) position

are: ai95o = 17''44'" 10.5^ 5,950 = -28°22'05".
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Figure 5.2. - HC^Ni =5—>4 spectra in Sgr B2. The (0,0) position is the second position

to the left in the lowest row. The spacing between neighboring positions is 30" in R.A.

and declination. At least two velocity components with LSR velocities of ~ 55 and 75

km s"' are clearly present in the spectra. The highest signal-to-noise has been obtained

for the (0,0) and (0,1) positions. Notice that the emission at the (0,0) is almost

exclusively confined to the 55 km s"' velocity component.
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Figure 5.3. - A contour map of the HC^N 7 = 12-^11 integrated intensity in Sgr B2.

The integrated intensity in the 30 - 90 km s'' velocity range has been corrected for

atmospheric attenuation and warm losses, but has not been corrected for the main beam

efficiency which is expected to be - 0.45 at the low elevation characteristic of Sgr B2.

The contour levels are: 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, and 60 K km s'^ Nodce that similar to

the J =5^4 transition, no emission peaks associated with the northern and middle

sources are present. The coordinates of the (0,0) position are: aigjo = I7''44'" lO.S'',

5i95o = -28°22'05".
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Figure 5.4. - HCjNy = 12^11 spectra in Sgr B2. The spectra are from a nonh south

cut with Aa = 0. The emission at the VLSR of ~ 180 km s"' comes from the 23 - I2

transition of SO.
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Figure 5.5. - Contours of constant J = 12->1 1 to 5^4 integrated intensity ratio. The

contour levels are 0.5, 1, 2, and 3. Constant integrated intensity rado is equivalent to

constant excitation temperature, as defined by equation 5.5. The fact that contours level

off at high densides means that the excitadon temperature approaches the kinetic

temperature.
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Figure 5.6. - Integrated intensity ratio as a function of density. For each density the

kinetic temperature has been determined assuming turbulence as the only heating

source (c/. Chapter IV). The ratio is a sensitive probe of gas density for densities lower

than ~ 10^'^ cm"-'. The kinetic temperature changes from 20 K at log« = 4.8 to 44 K at

log« = 5.8. The vertical lines correspond the the critical densities for the J =5—>4 and

12->11 transitions.
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Figure 5.7. - Integrated intensity per unit hydrogen column density. The HC^N

fractional abundance has been assumed to be 10"^. Two vertical lines represent critical

densities of the two transitions. The "efficiency" of the 7 =12—>1 1 transition drops

rapidly for densities lower than ~ 10^'^ cm~^ producing significant variation in the

integrated intensity ratio (see Figure 5.6). The vertical lines correspond the the critical;

densities for the J =5—>4 and 12—>1 1 transitions.
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Figure 5.8. - A contour map of the SO 23 - I2 integrated intensity in Sgr B2. The

integrated intensity in the 30 - 90 km s"' velocity range has been corrected for

atmospheric attenuation and warm losses, but has not been corrected for the main beam

efficiency which is expected to be ~ 0.45 at the low elevation characteristic of Sgr B2.

The contour levels are: 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30 K km s"^ The emission peaks close to

the (0,0) position similar to the/ = l->0 transition of C^'^O.
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Figure 5.9. - A contour map of the HNCO 5o5 - 4o4 integrated intensity in Sgr B2. The

integrated intensity in the 30 - 90 km s"' velocity range has been corrected for

atmospheric attenuation and warm losses, but has not been corrected for the main beam

efficiency which is expected to be ~ 0.45 at the low elevation characteristic of Sgr B2.

The contour levels are: 80, 120, 160, 200, and 230 K km s\ The distribution of the

emission is somewhat similar to the J =5-^4 transition of HC,N.
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Figure 5.10. - HCjNy = 12^1 1 spectra in Vj(le) state. The HC3N line (central

velocity of ~ 65 km s" ' ) is observed together with the J =9^8 transition of OCS

(central velocity of ~ 7 km s"') and the 5i5-4,4 transition of HNCO (central velocity of

~ -85 km s"'). The vibrationally excited HC3N line is clearly detected at the (0,0) and

(0,1) positions and marginally detected at the (0,2) position. It is blended with the

much weaker line from the (1/) vibrational state.
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Figure 5.11. - HC3Ny = 12^11 spectra in V7(l/) state. The HC3N line is blended with

an unidentified feature at ~ 90 km s"' LSR velocity.
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Figure 5.12. - HCjN 7 = 12—>11 spectra in Ivj state. The emission in the 20 - 100 km

s"^ velocity range is a blend of the Iv-j (0), 2v-i (2e), and 2v-] (2f) transitions of HC^N,

as well as the 523-422 and 524-523 transitions of HNCO. The multiple Gaussian

decomposition with fixed velocities and line widths gave satisfactory results only for

the (0,1) position, where lines are relatively strong. The strong line at the VLSR of ~

-40 km s"' in the 5o5-4o4 transition of HNCO. The line at VLSR of ~ 150 km s"^ may

correspond to the 532-431 and 533-432 transitions of HNCO.
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Figure 5.13. - A multiple Gaussian fit to the (0,1) spectrum from Figure 5.12. The fitted

lines have fixed central velocities and line widths. Integrated intensities of the three

HCjN lines in the blend between 30 and 100 km s'^ are similar, in agreement with the

expectation based on similar line strengths.
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Figure 5.14. - Possible detection of they = 12^11 HC^N transition in the V6(le) state.

The line observed at the (0,1) position has a correct LSR velocity; its intensity,

however, seems too high compared to the V6(l/) transition.
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Figure 5.15. - Rotation diagram for HCjN. The emission cannot be described by a

single rotation temperature. The excitation temperature between the ground state and

V7=l state is 99 K, 154 K, and 84 K for the (0,0), (0,1), and (0,2) positions,

respectively. The excitation temperature between the V7 = l and v-i=2 states is 232 K

and 236 K for the (0,0) and (0,1) positions. Because the ground level emission may

come from regions not directly associated with the continuum sources the excitation

temperature between the first and second vibrationally excited states seems to be a

better estimate of the radiation field temperature in the vicinity of the continuum

sources.
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Figure 5.16. - Rotation diagram for HNCO. Similar to the case of HC^N, the emission

cannot be described by a single rotation temperature. The excitation temperature

between the K^^O and = 1 ladders is 17 K, 20 K, and 12 K for the (0,0), (0,1), and

(0,2) positions, respectively. The excitation temperatures between the AT^ = 1 and =

2 ladders is 44 K and 78 K for the (0,0) and (0,1) positions. The open squares

correspond to a line misidentified as a transition mKa=3 ladder.
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CHAPTER VI

COMPARISON WITH OTHER GALACTIC CENTER CLOUDS

In previous Chapters I have discussed the physical conditions in the Sagittarius B2

molecular cloud. I have started with a simple analysis of the i = 1^0 transitions of

^^CO and C^^O based on constant excitation temperature assumption, and through

more sophisticated models of the continuum and molecular line emission I have shown

that the simple approach can be very useful for drawing conclusions about masses and

column densities, provided that reasonable values of the kinetic temperature and

molecular fractional abundances are chosen. In the present chapter I will use this

simple approach to analyze the obsewations of the 7 = 1-^0 transition of ^^CO toward

two other Galactic Center fields, in order to compare the characteristics of GMCs in

these regions with these derived for Sgr B2. The goal of this comparison is to

determine whether the high density, mass, and velocity dispersion found for Sgr B2 is

characteristic for the whole population of Galactic Center GMCs.

A. Observations

Tfhe y = 1 ->0 transition of
^^CO toward two selected Galactic Center fields, G 1 .

1
-0.

1

and G359.4-0.1, was observed in 1988 June, using the 14 m FCRAO antenna and the

receiver system described in Chapter n. The typical system temperature was 700 -

1700 K (SSB). Pointing was checked by continuum observations of Saturn. The

FWHM beam size was 45" and the main beam efficiency was 0.45. The integration

time varied from 60 to 120 s, resulting in an rms fluctuation level of 100 - 150 mK in a

3 km s"^ velocity resolution element. The 1950.0 coordinates of the center positions of

the two fields observed are: a = 17''45'"30^, 5 = -28°02'30" for Gl. 1-0.1, and a =
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17''41'"22^ 5 = -29°26'36" for G359.4-0.1. For both sources I used reference positions

offset by -60" in R.A. ^^CO eniission from G 1.1 -0.1 was observed at 68 positions

(Table 6. 1) spaced over a region 12' x 20' in size. The typical spacing between the

positions is 2'; the grid, however, is incomplete. In the case of G359.4-0.1 the size of

the region mapped is 16' x 16', and the spacing is 4'.

For each field I observed the 7 = 1^0 transition of '^CO, ^^CO, and C'^O at two

selected positions in order to address the issue of the optical depth of ^^CO lines. For

Gl. 1-0.1 this was done at the (2,10), and (10,12) positions. For G359.4-0.1 the three

CO isotopes were observed at the (-2,4), and (4,2) positions. The integration time was

16 - 20 minutes for '^CO and ^^CO, and 40 - 80 minutes for C'^O. The resulting rms

fluctuation level in a 3 km s"^ velocity channel was 150 - 200 mK for '^CO, 60 - 90 mK

for '^CO, and 40 - 45 mK for C^^O.

B.Gl. 1-0.1

G 1.1 -0.1 (or KE56) is a thermal continuum source which contains a small H 11

region (Pauls and Mazger 1975) superimposed on a supernova remnant Gl.05-0.1

(Little 1974, Swarup et al. 1974). Because of the strong HjCO absorption observed

toward the thermal source (Whiteoak and Gardner 1974) it is presumably located in the

nuclear disk.

^^CO spectra at five selected positions in this region are shown in Figure 6.1. The

main velocity component with a VLSR of ~ 82 km s"' is present at most positions. In

addition many other components spread over 200 km s"^ velocity range are observed.

Some of them have rather narrow line widths and almost certainly originate in the local

ISM. Based of the appearance of the spectra, I expect that most of the emission in the

40 - 140 km s"' velocity range should come from regions physically bound to the core
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of the cloud. The spatial-velocity map for a cut with Aa=2 (Figure 6.2) shows that the

emission is, indeed, confined to this velocity range. A contour map of the integrated

intensity between 40 and 140 km s'^ is shown in Figure 6.3. The emission is clumpy,

and shows two peaks at the (2,6) and (2,10) positions. The cloud is not well isolated.

The intensity at the edge of the map increase in several directions.

In order to calculate CO column density through the cloud, one has to estimate the

kinetic temperature inside the cloud and the optical depth of CO lines. The CO,

'^CO, and C^^O spectra at the (2,10) position corresponding to the northern peak in the

core of the cloud (Figure 6.4) are very similar suggesting that even the optical depth of

CO is moderate. Ther is no evidence of self-absorption. The same is true at the

(10,12) position, just outside the region mapped, close to the position of another peak of

the emission. The ''^CO to ^^CO peak antenna temperature ratio of 5.3 observed at the

(2,10) position gives a line center '^CO optical depth of 0.19. The assumption of

1

7

optically thin emission seems, therefore, fully justified. The fact that the CO emission

is not reversed may suggest that the temperature in the cloud is very uniform. If the

kinetic temperature were simply constant, one would not see self absorption, even if

the optical depth were large.

The peak '^CO antenna temperature of - 8 K suggests a kinetic temperature of ~ 13

K inside the cloud. Based on the discussion of the thermal balance of the gas in

Chapter IV, one can estimate the kinetic temperature simply including turbulent

dissipation as the only heating source. This is done in Figure 6.6 for turbulent velocity

dispersions of 10, 12, 14, 16, and 18 km s"' (lower to upper curve, respectively) and the

turbulent heating rate scaHng factor of 0.2. Because the emission in the 40 - 140 km s"'

velocity range comes from several blended clumps, determination of the internal

velocity dispersion inside these clumps is a non-trivial problem. Gaussian fits at ten
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position where the main velocity component seems to be well isolated give velocity

dispersions between 9.5 and 14.5 km s'^ with a mean value of 1 1.8 km s"^ The

velocity dispersion within clumps is, therefore, very similar to that observed in the main

component in Sgr B2. The estimate of the '^CO optical depth given above suggest an

H2 column density over an order of magnitude lower than in Sgr B2, assuming the same

^^CO fractional abundance. Because the size of Gl. 1-0.1 seems to be comparable to

Sgr B2 (~ 40 pc diameter), the mean density in the envelope must be significantly

lower in G 1.1-0.1, probably between 500 and 1000 cm"^. For this density range and

velocity dispersion of 12 km s"' (dotted line). Figure 6.6 predicts a kinetic temperature

between 12 and 15 K, quite consistent with the estimate based on the peak CO
1 T

antenna temperature. Using 13 K as an average excitation temperature for CO I

derive peak ^^CO column densities of 1.8 and 1.7 x lO'^ cm"'^ for the northern and

southern peaks, respectively. With a ^^CO fractional abundance of 1 x 10"^, as

suggested by the Monte Carlo models for Sgr B2, this leads to column densities of

1.8 and 1.7 x 10^^ cm"-^ for the northern and southern peaks, respectively. The mean

density along the line of sight at the position of the northern peak is ~ 1450 cm"^

(approximately a factor of 8 lower than for Sgr B2), assuming a diameter of ~ 40 pc

(16'). The difference is much less prominent for off-center positions. At a distance of

15 pc from the center (Figure 6.7) the integrated intensity drops to ~ 55 K km s"'. This

is equivalent to an H2 column density of 1.2 x 10^^ cm"^, - 65 % of the peak value. If

the cloud radius is 20 pc, the mean H2 density along the line of sight is again ~ 1450

cm"-', suggesting that density contrast is indeed very low. The mean density in the

envelope of G 1.1 -0.1 is only a factor of 2 - 3 lower than the density in the envelope of

Sgr B2. The envelopes of the two cloud seem to be quite similar. The main difference

is the central ~ 5 pc region which is much denser in Sgr B2. This results in much

higher peak column density, explaining why so many molecular species have been
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detected toward Sgr B2. Because the mass of the cloud is dominated by the envelope,

one can expect the total molecular mass of G 1.1 -0.1 to be relatively large. The total

mass in the 14' x 22' region is 3.4 x 10* M^, again a factor of only 2 - 3 lower than the

mass of Sgr B2.

C. G359.4-0.1

G359.4-0.1 (or Sgr C) is a discrete continuum source superimposed on an extended

background ridge. Radio recombination line studies (Pankonin and Downes 1976)

show at least three velocity features with central velocities -4, -56 and -132 km s"^ The

source is thought to be in the Galactic Center region based on the observations of HI

(Kazes and Aubury 1973) and formaldehyde absorption lines (Whiteoak and Gardner

1974) at velocities corresponding to the 3 kpc arm. Studies of Gatley et al. (1978) show

that the far-infrared (30-100 |i) optical depth is low indicating that this source is not

embedded in a dense molecular cloud.

The emission from this field is very complicated with many velocity components

present between -150 and +50 km s"^ At least two separate clouds are observed. The

first one is confined to the velocity range -150 to -75 km s"^ (Table 6.2). It can be seen

in Figure 6.8, and it it consists of several clumps with central velocities changing

significantly from one position to another [compare the (0,4), (-4,4), and (0,8)

positions]. Clearly the 4' spacing of the data points is not sufficient to trace the clumps

and with the present data it is impossible to determine whether they are indeed a part of

one cloud. A contour map of the integrated intensity is shown in Figure 6.9. The

highest integrated intensities are observed at the (0,4), and (-4,0) positions (61.8, and

62.2 K km s'', respectively). The emission is elongated and appears to peak at the (-

2,4) position. The additional spectrum taken at the this position (Figure 6.10), however.
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has an integrated intensity of only 37.4 K km s suggesting the presence of two

separate clouds. One has to be, therefore, very careful interpreting data taken with

insufficient spacing between the neighboring positions. The mean velocity of the cloud

is ~ -120 km s"V Large deviations from this velocity, however, are observed. Spectra

of '^CO, ^^CO, and taken at the (-2,4) position (Figure 6.10) are very similar

suggesting moderate optical depth of '^CO. The peak '^CO to ^^CO antenna

temperature ratio of 5.4 gives a '^CO line center optical depth of 0.18. The peak '^CO

antenna temperature of ~ 7 K suggests the kinetic temperature of ~ 12 K inside the

cloud.

The emission from the second cloud (Table 6.3) (Figure 6.1 1) covers velocity range

-80 to -20 km s'\ and probably extends farther into positive velocities. The emission

with VLSR close to zero, however, is strongly contaminated by local gas, and has not

been included in the column density computations. A contour map of the integrated

intensity is shown in Figure 6.12. The emission peaks at the (4,1) position and is

elongated in the north-south direction. The additional spectrum taken at the (4,2)

position (Figure 6.13) has the highest integrated intensity, suggesting that in this case

we are dealing with a single, well defined cloud. The mean velocity of the cloud is ~

-45 km s'^ ^^CO, ''cO, and spectra at the (4^) position, close to the peak of the

emission, are shown in Figure 6.13. Contrary to the two previous cases they do not look

1 ? 1

alike. The CO spectrum shows a very strong dip at a VLSR of ~ -52 km s' . A

smaller dip at the same velocity is observed in the '^CO spectrum. This is most likely

12 13
produced by cold foreground gas because the velocity of the dip in CO and CO

spectra does not correspond to the peak of C'^0 emission. It is, therefore, plausible

that ^^CO emission from the cloud is optically thin. The foreground absorption,

12
however, results in underestimating the line intensities. Because the CO line is most
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affected, it is difficult to estimate the peak ^^CO antenna temperature. A lower limit for

the kinetic temperature inside the cloud based on ^^CO data is - 13 K.

Using a 13 K CO excitation temperature I derive peak CO column densities of

1.3 X lO^'' cm~2 in the -120 km s'' cloud at the (0,4), and (-4,4) positions. This

corresponds to an column density of 1.3 x IQ-^-' cm~'^. If the cloud radius is 40 pc an

average density along the line of sight is 1050 cm~^. The total mass contained in

this velocity range in the 20' x 20' region is 1.9 x 10^ M^. The peak ^^CO column

density in the -45 km s"^ cloud is 1.5 x 10^^ cm"-^, using a 13 K ^-^CO excitation

temperature. This corresponds to an column density of 1.5 x lO'^^ cm~^. An

average density along the line of sight is 1200 cm"-'. The total mass of the cloud is

1.9 X 10^ Mq.

D. Conclusion

The peak Yi^ column densities and total cloud masses derived for G 1.1 -0.1 and the

two components of G359.4-0.1 are very similar. The three clouds are consistent with a

typical Galactic Center GMC with an average density of 10(X) - 1500 cm~^ , diameter of

- 40 pc, peak Yi^ column density of 1.3 - 1.8 x 10^ cm~^, and a mass of 2 - 3 x 10^

Mq. Sgr B2 has a similar size to these other Galactic Center clouds. Its average

density and mass, however, are approximately a factor 3 higher. The difference in the

peak column density is even more prominent (- a factor of 10). This results from

the presence of relatively dense gas with an H2 density of - 5 - 8 x lO'* cm"-' in the

inner part of the cloud, several pc in diameter. Similar condensations are not present in

the other clouds observed. The far infrared and millimeter continuum data for other

Galactic Center clouds is very limited. The data of Gadey et al. (1978) for G359.4-0.1

suggest that very dense condensations similar to Sgr B2(N) and (M) sources are also
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absent. Future continuum studies with the VLA and KAO will be especially useful for

making models of the continuum emission from these clouds.

The velocity dispersion of other Galactic Center clouds observed is slightly lower

than the value observed in Sgr B2, 22.5 km s'' for Gl. 1-0.1, and 18.9 and 14.7 km s"^

for the -120 and -45 km s'^ components of G359. 4-0.1 compared to - 25 km s'' for Sgr

B2. The virial masses for the three clouds based given by equation (2.6) are 12, 8, and

5 X 10^ Mq, respectively. The corresponding molecular masses are 3.4, 1.9, and 1.9 x

10* Mq, a factor of 3 - 4 lower. This suggest that Sgr B2 is closer to virial equilibrium

than the smaller Galactic Center clouds. The galactocentric distances of - 160, and 90

pc suggest tidally limited densities of 1.7 x 10'*, and 5 x 10"* cm"-' for G 1.1-0.1 and

G359. 4-0.1, respectively. The discrepancy between the ridally limited densities and

mean densities in the clouds is again bigger than in the case of Sgr B2, suggesting that

the smaller Galactic Center clouds are less likely to be gravitationally bound than Sgr

B2.

The virial masses of the smaller Galactic Center clouds are on the upper end of the

virial masses of the disk cloud (Scoville et al. 1987). The mean densities, however,

are still about an order of magnitude higher than in the disk clouds of comparable size.

The average surface density is 1500 - 2700 pc"^, compared to the typical value of

170 pc"^ for disk clouds. The Galactic Center clouds seem to be, therefore,

distinctively different from the disk clouds. The difference is presumably caused by the

Galactic Center environment.



Table 6.1. - Line Parameters of ^^co Emission in Gl. 1-0.1.

Aa A5 ^mean
f

FAdu Of

10.0 16.0 74.1 20.7 1.1 45.5 0.13
10.0 12.0 82.8 22.1 1.4 50.5 0.18
10.0 8.0 69.8 19.8 0.9 28.8 0.13
6.0 16.0 77.6 9.9 1.6 40.6 0. 13
2.0 16.0 86.4 13.7 1.3 42.1 0.14
-2.0 16.0 90.9 17.1 1.3 42.7 0.14
8.0 14.0 73.4 16.4 1.2 43.8 0.09
4.0 14.0 77.9 19.9 1.5 61.6 0.12
0.0 14.0 101.5 22.6 1.0 43.0 0.13
-4.0 14.0 99.1 19.7 1.5 60.0 o!l3
8.0 12.0 78.0 19.0 1.5 57.3 0.12
6.0 12.0 81.1 19.5 1.8 70.8 0.16
4.0 12.0 77.8 16.8 1.3 53.2 0.23
2.0 12.0 83.6 22.2 1.5 63.8 0.11
0.0 12.0 85.7 26.8 0.9 54.8 0.23
-2.0 12.0 94.1 22.8 0.9 40.6 0.17
8.0 10.0 82.3 21.7 1.6 67.8 0.09
6.0 10.0 80.8 19.5 1.9 62.2 0.15
4.0 10.0 76.3 18.1 1.5 62.2 0.15
2.0 10.0 82.6 22.3 1.8 86.5 0.19
0.0 10.0 84.3 22.3 1.3 67.6 0.09
-2.0 10.0 81.7 20.4 1.7 70.1 0.13
-4.0 10.0 82.0 19.9 1.6 55.5 0.10
8.0 8.0 84.1 19.4 1.3 50.6 0.16
6.0 8.0 82.5 17.6 1.7 58.5 0.12
4.0 8.0 81.7 19.8 1.8 69.5 0.12
2.0 8.0 83.5 18.5 1.8 76.7 0.13
0.0 8.0 82.2 20.9 1.6 75.4 0.13
-2.0 8.0 77.6 18.9 1.1 50.6 0.11
-4.0 8.0 74.7 22.1 1.2 56.0 0.12
8.0 6.0 79.3 22.7 0.9 42.9 0.17
6.0 6.0 87.8 19.3 1.5 58.0 0.11
5.0 6.0 88.5 21.4 1.5 68.2 0.12
4.0 6.0 85.2 20.7 1.4 71.0 0.13
2.0 6.0 83.8 20.3 1.8 78.3 0.13
0.0 6.0 76.3 18.5 1.5 65.9 0.11
-2.0 6.0 79.3 17.8 1.1 46.1 0.12
-4.0 6.0 76.4 18.1 1.0 39.6 0.12
8.0 4.0 82.8 24.8 0.7 27.1 0.16
4.0 4.0 91.8 25.4 0.9 48.0 0.10
2.0 4.0 83.7 25.2 1.3 73.0 0.12
0.0 4.0 72.3 18.0 1.2 58.5 0.13
-2.0 4.0 74.9 17.3 1.3 53.5 0.10
-4.0 4.0 72.0 16.7 1.2 53.5 0.11
8.0 2.0 81.1 23.9 0.5 15.3 0.17

continued on next page
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Table 6. 1 .
- Continued.

Aa A5 Vmean (5v \T\du Of

4.U z.u 64.

Z

1A <Z4. J 1 .

1

.J A 1 T.U. I ^

z.u z.u oU.Z 99 7 1 A n 1

9

u.u z.u 11 . D 0.19

-z.u z.u / 4. J 1 S1. J J 7.0 0.14

-4.U z.u lo.i 1 Q A
1 -D DO.-? n 19U. 1 z

o.U U.u 0V.4 1 S 7
1 J. / U.o z,z,.o 0 1 S

4.U U.U O 7OZ. /
9^ 1Zj. 1 1 91 .z S9 A 0.14

Z.U U.U QA ^oU. J
9*% 1Zj. 1 1 .J 1OV. 1 0 99w.zz

U.U U.U 0 1/161.4 1 Q 1ly.D 1 .u 'X'X '\
JD.D n 90u.zu

-Z.U U.U 60.

1

9AZU.J 1 c
1 .J JO. J n 1

7

U. 1 /

-4.U U.U 7Q A 1 Q 9
1 V.Z 1 Q ^^9 0 1 s

o.U 1 A-Z.U 0*\ 06 J.

5

^ 1 7 1 1
1 . 1 H-y .J n 1 s

4.U 0 A-Z.U 0*; A6 J.U 9/1 1 .u AS f\HJ.U 0.21

Z.U 0 A-Z.U 6 J. J
9"^ /I 1 1

1 .

1

JO. 1 U. 1 J

U.u 0 A-Z.U QA 7VU. / ZD. 1 1 91 .z JJ.W 0.1

1

-2.0 -2.0 92.8 23.6 1.3 59.2 0.14

-4^0 -2'.0 94.1 18.0 1.6 54.8 0.14

8.0 -4.0 80.0 29.9 1.1 45.6 0.14

4.0 -4.0 91.4 25.6 0.8 44.5 0.12

2.0 -4.0 88.9 24.6 0.9 51.4 0.13

0.0 -4.0 93.3 26.1 1.3 62.0 0.14

-2.0 -4.0 92.3 25.9 1.4 70.6 0.29

-4.0 -4.0 102.4 17.2 1.2 40.6 0.30

The entries in the table are: offsets from the cloud center (arcminutes), mean line

velocity (km s"^, velocity dispersion (km s''), integrated intensity between 30 and 100

km s"\ peak antenna temperature not corrected for the main beam efficiency (ri = 0.45),

and rms noise in a 3 km s"' resolution element (K).
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Table 6.2. - Line Parameters of '^CO Emission in G359.4-0.1 (A).

Acx A5 *^ mean T*A 07

8.0 8.0 -122.7 13.0 W.J 1 ^ 8I J.O n 1

9

4.0 8.0 -129.5 15.2 n s\j. J f) 1 1W. 1 1

0.0 8.0 -96.3 13.3 2.5 0.14
-4.0 8.0 -1 18.9 6.2 1.2 25.0 0 1 (S

-8.0 8.0 -119.5 18.4 0.7 19.4 0.13

8.0 4.0 -117.0 18.9 0.8 23.4 w. 1 ^

4.0 4.0 -127.8 15.6 0.6 19.9

0.0 4.0 -107.2 14.4 2.9 61.8 0 1 1vj. 1

1

-4.0 4.0 -107.5 19.9 1.9 62.2 0.10
-8.0 4.0 -127.9 16.8 0.3 8.8 0.14

8.0 0.0 -123.5 18.1 0.6 19.3 0.12

4.0 0.0 -1 18.8 26.

1

n 7 1 s 8 0 in

0.0 0.0 -118.1 10.9 1.1 27.1 n 1

-4.0 0.0 -125.8 13.7 1.9 49.3 0.10
-8.0 0.0 -139.5 0.0 0.3 3.5 0.12

8.0 -4.0 -121.0 17.1 0.4 13.9 0.11

4.0 -4.0 -127.2 15.3 0.8 18.1 0.15

0.0 -4.0 -123.3 19.1 0.9 23.1 0.12

-4.0 -4.0 -121.7 17.5 0.8 20.4 0.13
-8.0 -4.0 -112.8 15.0 1.4 34.3 0.13

8.0 -8.0 36.6 0.0 0.2 0.6 0.12

4.0 -8.0 -111.7 20.3 0.4 6.1 0.13

0.0 -8.0 -116.2 23.2 0.6 15.6 0.16

-4.0 -8.0 -129.0 14.3 0.6 14.5 0.14

-8.0 -8.0 -124.3 14.9 1.1 28.4 0.15

The entries in the table are: offsets from the cloud center (arcminutes), mean line

velocity (km s"'), velocity dispersion (km s"'), integrated intensity between -150 and

-75 km s"\ peak antenna temperature not corrected for the main beam efficiency (r\ =

0.45), and rms noise in a 3 km s'' resolution element (K).
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Table 6.3. - Line Parameters of '^CO Emission in G359.4-0.1 (B).

Aa A5 V (5v UiduJ n Or^ 1

5. (J 5.0 -3o.y y.o i.y
"3 "7 C
3/.

J

AIT

4.U O.U -41./ 1 1 o
1 i.y l.J TO "7

zy. /
Mil

U.U O.U -45.

J

1 J. 1 U.O ion
1 /.U U. 14

-4.U O.U A A n-44. / zU.U n AU.4 4.y U. Id

-O.U O.U /lA 1-40.

1

U.4 j.y
Q n6.U /IQ 1

1 J.

5

1 1.
1 .J sfi flj5.U yj. iZ

A n^.u -JZ.4 1 7
1 z.o 9 4 OJ. / n 1

7

u. 1 z.

-JO. 1 1 Z.J 1 91 .z 9S 1ZJ. 1 0 1 1

-4.U 4.U -J J. J Z 1 .0 ftU.O 1 fl 4 W. lU

-O.U ^.u Zj.O fl 'XU.J 9 Rz.o n MW. IH

O.U U.U AQ 1 fl Qyj.y 97 QZ / .7 0 19

A nH.U U.U -J A. J 1 J.Z 9 flz.u 70 8/U.O

U.U U.U -45.5 n nU.U fl t\U.O Q 7 W. 1 J>

/I n U.U 'X Q U.U fl sU.J ^ 8J.

5

0 10

-O.U U.U jy. 1 U.U fl 7.U.J fl fiU.5 0 1 1

O.U A M-4.U -43.0 14.0 fl fiU.5 97 9Z / .Z O 1 1U. 1 1

4.U /I n-4.U Al A-4 / .4 i J.U 1 X
I .J 4fl S^U. J 0 1 s

n n -4.0 -49.4 13.3 1.5 42.2 0.12

-4.0 -4^0 -45^8 18^0 0^6 19'9 0.13

-8.0 -4.0 -48.3 15.3 0.5 13.8 0.13

8.0 -8.0 -57.1 10.3 0.3 6.8 0.12

4.0 -8.0 -43.1 12.5 0.6 14.1 0.13

0.0 -8.0 -43.9 12.7 0.7 21.9 0.16

-4.0 -8.0 -44.4 12.9 0.9 23.9 0.14

-8.0 -8.0 -44.9 13.1 0.4 8.5 0.15

The entries in the table are: offsets from the cloud center (arcminutes), mean line

velocity (km s'b, velocity dispersion (km s"'). integrated intensity between -80 and 20

km s"\ peak antenna temperature not corrected for the main beam efficiency (ri = 0.45),

and rms noise in a 3 km s"' resolution element (K).
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Figure 6.1. - CO J -\—>0 spectra in Gl. 1-0.1. The emission has been corrected for

atmospheric attenuation and warm losses but has not been corrected for the main beam

efficiency of 0.45. The main velocity component with VLSR of ~ 82 km s'' is present

at most positions. The emission in the 40 - 140 km s"' velocity range has been included

in column density calculations.
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Figure 6.2. - A spatial-velocity map of G 1.1 -0.1 for a cut with Aa=0. The contour

levels are 0.75, 1.0, 1.25, 1.5, and 2.0 K. The emission is clearly confined to the 40 -

140 km s'^ velocity range.
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Figure 6.3. - A contour map of CO integrated intensity in Gl. 1-0.1. The integrated

intensity in the 40 - 140 km s"' velocity range has been corrected for atmospheric

attenuation and warm losses but has not been corrected for the main beam efficiency of

0.45. The solid contour levels are 50, 60, 70, and 75 K km s"'. The dashed contour

corresponds to 50 % of the peak intensity (43 K km s"').
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Figure 6.4. - C^^O, '^CO, and '^CO spectra at the (2,10) position in Gl. 1-0.1. All three

12
isotopes have very similar line shapes suggesting that the optical depth of CO is

moderate. The peak ^^CO to *^C0 antenna temperature ratio of 5.3 suggests a ^^CO

line center optical depth of 0.19.
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Figure 6.5. - C'^^O, '''CO, and '"^CO spectra at the (10,12) position in Gl. 1-0.1. Siniilar

to the (2,10) position (Figure 6.4), all three isotopes have very similar line shapes

1 1
suggesting that the optical depth of CO is moderate.
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Figure 6.6. - Kinetic temperature of the gas for different velocity dispersions. The five

curves correspond to the velocity dispersions of 10, 12, 14, 16, and 18 km s'^ (lower to

upper curve, respectively). Turbulent dissipation was assumed to be the only heating

source. The turbulent heating rate scaling factor of 0.2 has been used in the

calculations.
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Figure 6.7. - Integrated intensity of CO emission in G 1.1 -0.1. The integrated

intensity has been plotted as a function of the distance from the (2,8) position. The

distribution is much less centrally peaked than that observed in Sgr B2 (Figure 4.17),

suggesting much smaller density gradients inside the cloud.
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Figure 6.8. - CO spectra showing the -120 km s component of G359.4-0.1. The

emission is confined to the -150 to -75 km s"' velocity range. It is very clumpy and

significant velocity shifts among neighboring positions are present. With the low

angular resolution of the present data, it is not clear whether all clumps are parts of a

single cloud.
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Figure 6.9. - The -120 km s' component of G359.4-0. 1. The contour map shows the

'^C0/ = 1—>0 integrated intensity between -150 and -75 km s"^ The solid contour

levels are: 40, 50, 55, 60, and 65 K km s"*. The dashed contour corresponds to 50 % of

the peak intensity (31 K km s''. The data taken with 4' spacing suggest the (-2,4)

position to be the peak of the emission. The intensity at this position (Figure 6.10),

however, is only 60 % of the intensities at the (-4,4) and (0,4) positions, suggesting that

two separate clouds contribute to the emission.
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Figure 6.10. - '^CO, and '^CO spectra at the (-2,4) position in G359.4-0.1.

Similar to the (2,10) and (10,12) positions in Gl. 1-0.1 (Figures 6.4 and 6.5), all three

1 o
isotopes have very similar line shapes suggesting that the optical depth of CO is

moderate.
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Figure 6.1 1. - CO spectra showing the -45 km s component of G359.4-0.1. The -80

to -20 km s'' velocity range was used for column density computations. The emission

extends into higher velocities. It is strongly contaminated, however, by contributions

from local clouds.
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Figure 6.12. - The -45 km s" component of G359.4-0.1. The contour map shows the

''CO integrated intensity between -80 and -20 km s"'. The contour levels are: 50, 55,

60, 65, and 70 K km s''. The dashed contour corresponds to 50 % of the peak intensity.

The data taken with 4' spacing suggest the (4,1) position to be the peak of the emission.
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Figure 6.13. - C'^O, '^CO, and '^CO spectra at the (4,2) position in G359.4-0.1. The

-52 km s"' dip in '^CO and '-^CO spectra is most likely produced by foreground

absorption because its velocity differs from the peak of the C^^O emission. It is,

therefore, plausible that '^CO emission from the cloud is optically thin.
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CHAPTER Vn

CONCLUSION

The main goal of this dissertation, as stated in Chapter I, has been to develop a

model of the Sgr B2 molecular cloud and to determine the physical conditions in this

source. This has been done in Chapters II - V. Presenting the final model, however, has

not been my exclusive goal. For sources as complicated as Sgr B2 it is important to

determine a good strategy for dealing with the observational data. The number of free

parameters is simply to large to adjust all of them simultaneously. The model,

therefore, has to be created iteratively, starting with limited data set and hirge number of

simplifications, and through a number of iterations it has to be refined to explain more

and more aspects of the source structure. The refinement is done by incorporating more

observational data and using more sophisticated methods of analysis. I consider the

strategy of dealing with the problem to be equally important part of this project as the

final conclusions about the cloud structure. I have presented the data in such a way that

this strategy could be easily seen.

I started with the / = 1^0 transitions of
'^CO and C'^0. I choose C' ^0 for

determination of the density distribution inside the cloud, because the emission is

optically thin and this transition is excited throughout the region, even at relatively low

densities characteristic of the extended cloud. The form of the density distribution is

the most important result of Chapter II. The absolute cahbration of the derived density

distribution involved significant uncertainties, because the H2 column density was

1

8

highly uncertain. It turned out that as a combined result of overestimating the C O

excitation temperature and fractional abundance the H2 density derived in Chapter II is
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within the range given by Monte Carlo models. Studies of the continuum emission

were a natural choice at this point of the calculations, because only the continuum

emission can provide an independent estimate of the H2 column density. The column

density derived from simple analysis of Goldsmith, Snell, and Lis (1987) turned out to

be entirely consistent with complete continuum radiation transfer models. The

complete models, however, are clearly superior, as they allow for determination of the

luminosities of the continuum sources and the dust temperature distribution. Careful

comparison of flux densities in small and large beams gave an independent calibration

of the density in the envelope. Having the density and dust temperature determined I

went back to molecular emission, and after determining the kinetic temperature of the

gas, I calculated the molecular emission from model clouds consistent with the

continuum emission using the Monte Carlo method. This lead to independent

determination of molecular abundances. The Monte Carlo models have problems with

reproducing the observed intensity of the J =2->l transitions of C'^0 and '^CO. This

may indicate a clumpy structure of the envelope. The results of Monte Carlo models

were compared with the prehminary analysis presented in Chapter II. The only

incorrect conclusion of the simple analysis was the degree of saturation of CO lines

and the ^^CO to C^^O abundance ratio. The Monte Carlo models suggest that constant

excitation temperature analysis was fully justified and effective. In conclusion, the

simple models give satisfactory predictions in both molecular line and continuum case.

They involve, however, a large number of free parameters (excitation temperature and

fractional abundance of c'^0, dust temperature and emissivity for the continuum

emission). All these parameters can be independently determined in the complete

models, provided that sufficient amount of observational data is available. This is the

main distinction between the two approaches. Due to observing time limitations it is

not always possible to obtain all the data necessary for the complete models to work.
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The continuum models for Sgr B2 were effective, because they incorporated a number

of observations covering wide wavelength range. Similar data base is not available for

other Galactic Center clouds. The analysis of the type presented in Chapter III would

not be, therefore, possible. Observations at one submillimeter or millimeter wavelength

would be, however, sufficient to apply the simple analysis of the type presented by

Goldsmith, Snell, and Lis (1987). It is, therefore, important to know that, at least in the

case of Sgr B2, the two methods lead to similar answers.

The continuum and molecular line models lead to the following picture of Sgr B2.

The total mass of the cloud is dominated by an envelope which can be represented by a

two component structure. It consists of a constant density component with an

density of 1800 - 3500 cm~^, and a power law component with central density of 4 - 9 x

10^ cm~^ and radial exponent of -2, extending inward to ~ 1.25 pc and outward to the

outer radius of the envelope, - 22.5 pc. The total mass of the cloud is 5 - 10 x 10* M^.

The Sgr B2(M) continuum source has a luminosity of 1 - 2.3 x 10^ Lq and is situated in

a dense core with diameter of 0.3 - 0.6 pc and peak density of 3 - 9 x 10* cm"-'. The

core is located close to the center of the envelope. The total mass of the core is 1.5 - 4 x

lO'* Mq. The Sgr B2(N) continuum source is much less luminous (1 - 1.7 x 10* Lq,

assuming the same grain properties in the two cores). The diameter of the northern core

is 0.4 - 0.5 pc, and the peak density is 1.3 - 1.7 x 10^ cm"-*. The total mass of the

core is 0.7 - 1 x 10^ Mq. The observed change in the middle-to-north peak flux ratio is

primarily a result of the difference in luminosity. The peak column density at the

position of the middle source is 2.6 x 10^'* cm"^ in a 23" beam, 1.4 - 1.8 x 10^"* cm"^ in

a 45" beam, and 1.1 - 1.5 x 10^'* in a 60" beam. The average density is 2100 - 4300

cm"-'. The virial mass of the cloud is 9 - 16 x 10* M^, suggesting that Sgr B2 is close

to virial equilibrium.
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A separate part of this project was to compare Sgr B2 with other Galactic Center

clouds. In order to do this I choose two fields centered on the G 1.1 -0.1 and G359.4-0.1

continuum sources. These fields were observed in the 7 = 1 —>0 transition of
'

^CO. The

molecular clouds observed there seem to be distinctively different from Sgr B2. They

all have similar sizes of ~ 40 pc, mean density of 1000 - 1500 cm"^ (a factor of 3

lower than Sgr B2), peak column densities of 1.3 - 1.8 x lO'^-' cm"^ in a 45" beam (a

factor of 10 lower than Sgr B2), and masses of 2 - 3 x 10^ (a factor of 3 lower than

Sgr B2). The gas with H., density of 4 - 6 x lO'' cm~^ present over inner several pc of

Sgr B2 seems to be absent in other Galactic Center clouds. The far-infrared optical

depth is also reported to be low, suggesting that very dense cores with embedded

continuum sources similar to Sgr B2(M) and (N) are absent in these objects. The

galactocentric distances of the clouds observed are 90-160 pc, similar to that of Sgr B2.

The disruptive tidal forces acting on all the clouds should have similar magnitude. Sgr

B2, however, seems to be much closer to the tidally limited density. It is, therefore,

much more likely to be gravitationally bound than the smaller Galactic Center clouds.

The discrepancy between the molecular and virial masses is also much more prominent

for the smaller clouds than it is for Sgr B2.

The smaller Galactic Center clouds, although not as massive and dense as Sgr B2,

are distinctively different from the disk clouds in terms of line width and average

density. The high density seems to be a common characteristic of all Galactic Center

GMCs. It may simply reflect the higher density of the interstellar medium from which

the clouds formed. Whether the clouds are gravitationally bound remains an open

issue. The discrepancy between molecular and virial masses seem significant for the

smaller clouds, suggesting that they may be indeed in the process of disruption. Sgr B2

is much closer to virial equilibrium. It may be the only bound object in my sample.
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There are many ways in which this project may be followed up. Several aspects of

the continuum models of Sgr B2 may be answered by future observations. 1.4 mm

interferometric data from OVRO will help to determine the core diameters. The 100 |i

and 50 |J. data from KAO will finally resolve the issue of foreground extinction at the

position of the northern source which should become important at these wavelengths.

Distribution of HC^N and related issues of abundance variations and dumpiness of the

core may also be answered by interferometric observations. In the case of other

Galactic Center clouds the situation seems even more open to future research. High

angular resolution CO data from SEST will allow for density distnbution

determination. Far-infrared and submillimeter continuum data would be extremely

helpful for constructing models of the dust emission. Combining molecular line and

continuum data one can can again determine molecular abundances. Obtaining equally

complete set of data as that presented for Sgr B2 for many Galactic Center clouds will

take a lot of effort. The model of Sgr B2 suggest, however, that much can be learned

about other Galactic Center GMCs applying simple methods of analysis to a limited set

of carefully selected data.



APPENDIX

DETAILS OF THE DUST MODEL COMPUTATIONS

Because the dust emission is almost entirely confined to the northern and middle

cores and the contribution from the envelope is rather insignificant especially at short

wavelengths, it seemed reasonable to treat the northern and middle sources

independently, without any interaction between the two sources. The problem has been,

therefore, reduced to two spherically symmetric models. I assumed that the middle

source is situated at the center of the molecular cloud defined by c'^0 emission. I used

the functional form of the density distribution in the envelope derived in Chapter II,

scaled by the factor, X. The core itself was assumed to be a Gaussian with central

density, di^, and FWHM size, r;„. The cloud was divided into 200 shells with

logarithmic spacing, and the radiation transfer computations were performed at the IBM

3091D vector computer at Cornell University. For several values of r.v, other input

parameters X, L, tjoo) were varied until the required flux distribution was

obtained. The output of the main radiation transfer code in the form of the specific

intensity at 200 impact parameters and 26 selected wavelengths was used by another

code performing the beam convolution. The radial integral in the flux computations

was done using Romberg method. For the final models including both sources the

integral was evaluated at 20 different angles. The method was tested for Gaussian

intensity distributions, where the integral can be evaluated analytically, and has proven

to be very accurate even for small source sizes compared to the telescope beam.

Although the flux density in a small beam (~ 20") is entirely dominated by the core, the

contribution from the envelope in a 30" beam becomes important enough, so that

models with different envelope densities can be distinguished based on the flux ratio in

the two beams. The scaling factor of the density in the envelope can be, therefore.
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determined. One should keep in mind, however, that the results may be sensitive to the

assumed form of the density distribution in the core.

Having the parameter of the middle core and the envelope determined, I started

calculations for the northern core. In order to keep the same radial grid as for used the

middle core, I assumed the density distribution to be a Gaussian plus a constant density

envelope with an density of ~ 100 cm~^ , and the same outer radius of 22.5 pc as

used in the middle core models. One could think that an envelope with an density of

~ 2000 - 3000 cm~^ , corresponding to the constant density component in the middle

source model, would seem more appropriate. This would lead, however, to

underestimating the flux at the position from the northern source at short wavelengths,

because the foreground extinction would be taken into account twice, in the model of

the northern core, and in equation (3.3). If instead of using the equation (3.3), the total

flux was simply calculated as a sum of the contributions from the two sources, the

contribution from the envelope would be counted twice and the flux in large beams

would be overestimated. Taking into account the fact that the luminosity of the middle

source is much higher than that of the northern source, and that the dust temperature in

the envelope is, therefore, determined by the middle source, it seems reasonable to

model the northern core without envelope (the 100 cm"^ envelope does not affect the

flux and is added only to keep the same radial grid for the two models), and to calculate

the total flux according to the formula (3.3).
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